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quality 
doesn't cost 

it pays 
Try to beat our quality! 

In fact try to beat our low prices ! 

E.B. Super Gratton. The First and still the best. We have all 
sizes in stock and they cost only £8.95 from us. Postage 27p. 

F.E.B. Mountain boot. Dependable, reliable, tried and tested. 
One piece greasy upper, fully leather lined . Double leather 
mid-soles, Vibram Bottoms. Full and half sizes. 1974 stocks 
still at 1973 prices. Price £15.29. Postage 32p. 

La Dolomite 'Guida'. Grand Capucin. A rigid, flat sole for 
hard mixed route climbing. Fu lly leather lined, reversed uppers, 
bellows tongue. New 1974 Vibram sole and heel unit. 
Continental sizes 40- 46. Price £24.50. Postage 32p. 

La Dolomite Toni Egger. This famous boot is now available 
from us again . The same great qua lity of years ago. Guaranteed 
waterproof welts ; one piece uppers. New 1974 Vibram sole 
and heel unit. Continental sizes 39- 46. Price £21 .99. 
Postage 32p. 

Ellis Brigham 
Manchester 
6/14 Cathedral Street, 
Manchester, M4 3FU 
Telephone 061-834 0161 

Liverpool 
73 Bold Street, Liverpool 1 
Telephone 051-709 6912 

Cornwall 
Market Jew St Penzance Telephone 5828 

Snowdonia 
Capel Curig Telephone Capel Curig 232 

Bristol 
162 Whiteladies Road, Bristol 
Telephone Bristol 311157 

Postal Dept Wellington Place, Liverpool Rd, Manchester Tel 061-833 0746 
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We are doing our best to 
be the best, to give you the best in 

mountaineering and climbing 
equipment so why not get in touch 

and let us help you. 

BRYAN STOKES 

"-. 

9 CharlesStreet,Sheffield. 
Tel.0742.27525 
w rite now for our new catalogue 



ultim.ate 
equipment 

goes to extremes 

Ultimate shell clothing 
Ultimate climbers helmet 
Ultimate lightweight tents 
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Manufacturers 
and Distributors of 

Unique 
Mountaineering Equipment 

Nuts 
Hammers • Packs 
Nylon Web • Rope 

Swami belts 
and Bivouac gear 

mrri~~:-··s· 
MOUNTAINEERING, LTD. 

5050 - M - Fox St. , Denver, Colorado 80216 
(303) 222-6164 

For olimbng ice 

chouinard/salewa crampons 
Made by Salewa of Munich to Chouinard d.esig~ 

Sherpa Millet Rucksacks 

Recommended by Walter Bonatti, 
Rene Desmaison, Reinhold Messner. 

Compagnie des Guides and E. N.S.A. in Chamonix. 
Supplied to 123 world-wide expeditions. 

Available from all good mountaineering shops. 

sAcs tt1~~ 11t1l111111c1r 
Boite Postale 109, 74 ANNECY le, France 



WHAT'SA 
GOOD 

DESIGN? 

A good design must include an understand
ing of the materials to be used. Here 's an 
example. Fiberfill II has some attractive sper,i
fications (Dupont , April 1972): 

spots. However, we feel this takes the theoreti
cal loft out of the materials. 

So we developed a brand new construction 
technique - double overlapping bats of Fiberfill 
II-which are able to loft with the full efficiency 
of the material. The 

loft- about 1.4 lbs. of FF II equals 1 lb. of 
goose down 
compressibility-90% as much as goose 
down 
water absorption - less than 1 % 
non-allergenic 

result is the lightest, 
warmest, Fiberfill II 
sleeping bag you can 
buy. 

But to get these theoretical specs out of 
the material it must be used with understanding. 
Dacron tends to cling to itself. Unlike down, it 
does not expand to fill all corners of a sleeping 
bag. It must be sewn repeatedly to the shell 
fabric to eliminate shifting and the resulting cold 

WE WANT YOU TO 
UNDERSTAND THE 
WAY WE MAKE FINE EQUIPMENT! For further 
information , send for a free catalog and the 
name of your nearest dealer. 

Bigfoot Regula r 
weight -- 4 lbs. 2 oz. 

THEI\\ NORTHI 
FACEI 

THE NORTH FACE, 1234 5th Street, 
Dept. MF, Berkeley, California 94710 

R.E.l.isan 
environmentally conscious 

outdoor and mountaineering co-op run 
by members and staffed with experts. We've been 

into, around , and up a lot of mountains
including Everest. 

Over 382 ,000 people from all over the world shop 
R. E. I. Co-op by mail. Besides providing quality 

equipment at fair prices, we returned $1 ,532,000 in 
dividends to our members last year . 

First American 
on Everest

Jim Whittaker, Gen. Mgr. 

" The Original Outdoor Co-op-Est. 1938" 
P.O. Box 22088 , Seattle , WA 98122 M-5-C 
D Please send me your free color catalog . 

NAME ________________ _ 
ADDRESS ______________ _ 

CITY _________________ _ 

STATE _______ ZI p _________ _ 
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YouP Popa coulll 
last "20U alifa-
tima .... 
••• if you1re not careful! 
REAL climbing safety means quality climbing rope
and quality climbing rope means EDELWEISS. 

Because LD Mountain Centre would like to see you 
outlive your rope we invite you to contact us and find 
out how Edelweiss tensile and energy rope compares 
with other well known brands: and then there's 
Edelweiss- Everdry, special for cavers and all weather 
'tigers'- it never gets wet! 
Write/phone/call today for details of this and our other 
fantastic range of equipment- and oh, by the way
don't leave it too late! 

Mountain Centre 
34 DEAN STREET • NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE • NEl l PG • Tel. 23561 

:!ii111_....._III J 

UITIIICBIPT 
A modern comprehensive Climbing 
School located in the Beartooth 
Mountains. 

Write for deta ils: 

MOUNTAINCRAFT, Box 429, Red Lodge, Montana 59716 



IVIOUNTAIN 
ISARO 

H,k,ng and Moderate Climbing 
Upper of two.piece double 

tanned black leather 
Watertight closing Lace gripper. 

Sole JANNU GALIBIER 
French sizes (and 112) 35 to 46 

Artlf ic1al Clim bi ng 
Technical Advise r Lionel Terray, 

Andre Bertrand 
Tan leather reversed 

one p1ecP upper Very deep lactng 
insuring .a good fitting of feet 

and ankle Special lace gripper. 
Reinforced sole, w11h intercalated 

m,xture of leather 
and r~bber (patented) . 

s'crews omitted 
beneath toe. 

Mountain Boot. 
Technical Adviser Georges Payot 

Reversed tan one p iece upper. 
Watertight stitching 

Exceptiona lly comfortable padding 
Lace gripper 

Reinforced sole of Jannu Gahb1er. 
Sizes ( and1l2J 2 to 12 

High Mountain 
Rene Detmaiton 

anning waterproof 
atert1ght seams . 

airs of removable 
ther. felt beaded, 
It, crylor beaded. 

reed sole. style 
NNU GALIBIER. 

French sizes 
(and 112) 35 to 46 

Galibier 
SUPPLIEROFTHEFRENCH 
MOUNTAIN FEDERATION -

... . 
G 

® 
chausse 'SUR" 

INFDRMATIC1'l AND DEPOSITARIES 
00 REQUF.sr(V) 

BOOTS 
r VERCORS 

Hiking • Moderate Climbing 
Reversed tan two piece upper. 
Watert1qht st11ch1ng 
Sole · JANNU GALIBIFR. 
S,zes Cand1l2) 2 to,1 1 

FITZ ROY 
High Mountain 
Technical Adv ise r Lione l Terray 
Black leather upper, 
special double watert ight tanning 
Foam padding Re in fo rced sole. 
Sole • JANNU GALIBIER. 
French sizes (and 112) 35 to 46 

Varappe 
YOSEMITE 
Technical adviser Royal Robbins 
Two p ece hunting blue leather upper 
Lace gripper. 
R19id,ty designed to permit 
f riction and edging. 
Sole RAIO GAUBIER. 
Sizes (andl/2 ) 2 to12 

High Mountain 
Technical Adviser Rene Desmaiaon 
Patented. 
Special double watertight tanning. 
One piece reversed tan upper. 
Comes with special lace gripper. 
Reinforced sole 
of JANNU GALIBIER rubber. 
French sizes (and 112) 35 to 46 

PROOUCTION 

RICHARD PONIVERTsA 
3B IZEAUX /BP4/TEL: 4et42 
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THE SCOTTISH SPORTS COUNCIL 
invites applications for the post of 

INSTRUCTOR 
at 

GLENMORE LODGE 
from men and women experienced in all forms of outdoor 
activities. Possession of a teaching diploma or similar 
qualification will be an advantage. 

Salary Scale £2,612- £4,069 (under review) 

Full particulars and application form from : 

The Scottish Sports Council (A.S.D.) 
4 Queensferry Street, Edinburgh EH2 4PB. 

~ARO MORD RIVER LOO~ i 
KENYA'S OUTDOOR CENTRE 

Base for climbing Mt. Kenya 
' 

Transport, Equipment and Porter Hire service. 

Mountain Club of Kenya hut bookings. 

For bookings and details write to:-

The Manager P.O. Box 18, Naro Moru, Kenya 
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PRODUCTS 

CAGJACS, CAGOULES, OVERTROUSERS 
Free Brochure on request. 

G & H Products Blackburn Road, 
Birstall, Batley, Yorkshire 

5-7 DALMALLY STREET, GLASGOW G20 6SB 

(at 439 Maryhill Road) 041-946 9200 

Salewa 
Clog 
Stuba i 
Troll 
Karrimor 
Inter-Alp 
Cassin 
Kastinger 
Dachstein 

High range 

Sports 
Buses to Queen's Cross 

From St. Enoch's Sq . 61, 18 

From George Sq. 60 

CLIMBING EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS 



WILDERNESS 

THE ICECAP: 
The most versatile down bag. Rated to 30 
deg. below, the Icecap is a superb winter 
mountaineering bag. Separates into two 
lightweight summer bags (both with hoods) 
Will zip together. Prime Canadian down fill. 
Tough taffeta nylon outer and inner. Weight 
5 lb. Length 95 inches. $149.95 

DESIGNS 
The Canadian Company where 

mountaineers make gear for 
mountaineers - introduces: 

THE BUGABOO: 
A jacket to survive the worst mountain 
weather. Waterproof, windproof. A tough 
nylon fabric with a unique coating that 
reduces loss of vital body heat. Full two-way 
zipper, velcro storm flap. Huge pockets, 
inside and out. No shoulder seams, goes 
over down jacket. Ends above the knees. 
Weight 16 oz. colour, red. sizes X-small, 
small, med., large, X-large. $38.95 

Wilderness Designs unconditionally guarantees all products. 
Money back guarantee on mail order. N.B. Mail order add sales tax where applicable. 

WILDERNESS DESIGNS 
2386 W 4th Avenue, Vancouver. BC. V6K 1P1 
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PIO DISPORTS 

BACKPACKING & CLIMBING 1974 
Availableat 14-18 Holborn, London ECl Tel: 01-242 3278 

373-5 Uxbridge Rd, Acton W3 Tel: 01-992 6641 
1098 Whitgift Centre, Croydon, Surrey Tel: 01-688 2667 
27-29 Martineau Sq. , Birmingham Tel: 021-236 9383 



BOMB SHELTER 
T .M. 

Another Jensen creation. Exceedingly 
stable two man tent. It doesn't flap in 
the wind . . . it hums. 

Send for free mail order brochure. 

Rivendell Mountain Works, 
Box 198, Victor, Idaho 93455 

Tel: (208) 7872746 

Mountain 
Number 35 May 1974 
U.K. Thirty pence U.S. One dollar twenty-five cents 

Information Page 10 

People edited by Audrey Salkeld Page 12 

Confessions of a 
Sandstone Addict by Martin Boysen Page 13 

Five and a Half 
North Faces 

by Joe Tasker and 
Dick Renshaw Page 20 

Climbing Ethics by Robin Campbell Page 31 

Interview with Henry Barber Page 34 

New Books Page 40 

French Connexions by Ian McNaught Davis Page 41 

Letters Page 42 

Cover Photo: Benoit Renard on the 60° ice-traverse (right 
to left) on the upper part of the North Face of the Aig . 
du Plan. Photo: Vincent Renard 
Editor, Ken Wilson . Sub - Editors, Mike and Lucy Pearson . Book Revi ews, 
Paul Nunn. Editorial Advisors, Audrey Salkeld and Bob Moulton . 
Equipment Advisors, Graham Tiso and George Steele. 

Chris Bonington, Robin Campbell , Leo Dickinson, Allen Fyffe, Pat 
Littlejohn, Colin Read, Ian Roper and Doug Scott (British Isles). Rick 
White and Chris Baxter (Australia). Dave Jones, Chris Jones, Dick 
Culbert and Brian Greenwood (Canada) . Kamal Guha (India ). Mike 
Cheney (Nepal) . Peter Habeler (Austria) . lain Allen (Kenya) . Dave Durkan 
(Norway) . Alessandro Gogna and Alan Heppenstall (Italy) . Andre 
Contamine (France) . Halina Cieplinska - Bojarska (Poland) . Dougal Haston 
(Switzerland) . Alex Bertulis, Jim Bridwell, Yvon Chouinard, Steve 
Hackett, Steve Komito, Mike Covington, George Lowe and Al Rubin 
(United States) . lchiro Yoshizawa (Japan). Derek Fordham (Greenland ). 

Mountain is published and owned by Mountain Magazine Ltd . 

Mountain is published ten times a year. 
January, February, March, April , May, June, July, September, 
October, November. No issues in August and December. 
Subscription Rates for any ten issues (one year) : British Isles £3.30, 
Overseas £4.00 or S10.00 (International Money Orders preferred ). 
All correspondence, editorial subscriptions and advertising to : 
MOUNTAIN MAGAZINE Ltd., clo 30 Collingwood Avenue, 
London N.10. phone : 01 -883-0567 

COME CAMPING, CLIMBING, SKI-ING WITH QUALITY 
EQUIPMENT PLUS EXPERIENCED ADVICE FROM 

TEBBUTT'S 
35 MARKET PLACE, WEDNESBURY. Tel. 021-556 0802 

½ mile from M1 , M5 & M6. Ample free parking, list of routes and 
street map free (We also have an indoor Ski School ). 

A:>.>f --==~-~J ~~~N 
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~ ,'----------, l ,,, 
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We stock: Karrimor. Troll. Vango. 
La Dolomite. Joe Brown, Stubai. 

and many other leading makes. 

Visit our new climbers' 
store in Macclesfield on 

your way to the Peak 

at Camping and Caravan 
Distributors Ltd. Brookside Mill. 

Elizabeth Street, Macclesfield. 

THE PENNINE CENTRE 
r,.":J'!,0 

open 10 am. - 6 p m. for seven days a week. Special discounts for Clubs 
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Information 
Norwegian Press and climbers critical as Polish team complete 
outstanding first winter ascent of French Route on Troll Wall. 

{(. . 
, " ,th 

't l< 

'\ )< "':·1-,.~-· , 

~\, '.t•I. ··•t14 . 
Above: The Trollrygen in winter. The East Pillar is on the left, the Troll Wall on the right with the 
spur taken by the Fiva Route on the extreme right. Photo: Tomas Carlstrom 

NORWAY 

ROMSDAL 

Achievements by Eastern Bloc climbers on 
Alpine and Norwegian routes have this year 
been capped by one of the most impressive 
European ascents of the decade. 
Trollrygen: French Route 
Polish climbers Tadeusz Piotrowski, Wojciech 
Kurtyka, Marek Kesicki and Ryszard 
Kowalewski, supported by Kazimer Giazek, 
made the first winter ascent in March, 
during a period of very settled weather. 
The party spent the first four days on the 
easier angled lower section, fixing ropes and 
establishing themselves below the main wall. 
On the third night, Giazek sustained serious 
facial burns when a gas cartridge exploded. 
He managed to make a solo descent to the 
valley, however, permitting the other climbers 
to concentrate on the second section of the 
wall. Three days of hard artificial climbing 
led to The Diedre; mixed free/ aid pitches 
followed to the next reasonable bivouac site. 
On the difficult third section, the weather 
changed and there was a heavy fall of snow. 
Up to then the main difficulties had 
consisted of hard aid-climbing on over
lapping walls, with many of the cracks 
filled with ice. A further change in the 
weather brought brilliant sunshine, and the 
wall was soon running with water, which 
froze hard at night. 
After crossing the main belt of overhangs, 
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the party reached the top wall and a third 
bivouac site. Here, the French Route tends 
to the right, to join the left edge of the 
finishing groove on the Rimmon Route. On the 
morning of March 19th, the team radioed the 
valley to say that they would take a further 
three days to reach the summit. By eleven 
o'clock that night, however, they had 
made it, having jettisoned most of their 
equipment and taken a more direct line, with 
much free climbing, to produce a new 
variation and a slight shortening of the route. 
The actual climbing time was twelve days, 
including the time spent getting established 
at the foot of the wall. Over this period the 
climbers were lucky to have experienced only 
one day of bad weather. However, they had 
made plans for at least a three-week ascent ; 
their equipment, food supplies and 
organization, coupled with the fast climbing, 
indicate that they were prepared for any 
eventuality. 
This was clearly an outstanding winter 
ascent, perhaps the most demanding big -wall 
climb so far accomplished. Unfortunately, 
Norwegian national and climbing media 
marred the achievement by uninformed, biased 
and sensationalized coverage during the early 
stages of the climb. As the party neared the 
top, however, the headlines mellowed, and 
the ascent was soon being cheered. Opinion 
was divided in climbing circles: the 
Norwegian Alpine Centre was frankly 
critical, asserting that Norwegian climbing is 

non-competitive, that dangerous routes are 
avoided, that pegging is almost non -existent, 
that siege tactics are bad, that publicity is not 
courted, and finally suggesting that the 
climb was being used for purposes of 
political prestige. (At times, the climate of 
opinion surrounding this ascent was 
reminiscent of the situation which obtained 
in Switzerland in the 1930s, when it was 
proposed to ban climbing on the Eigerwand 
on the grounds that it was too dangerous 
and too politically motivated.) 
Such views seem ill-informed, however, for 
there has always been an underlying element 
of competition in the sport, acting as a 
stimulant, and the interpretation of what is 
dangerous depends on one's outlook, 
experience and capability. Ethical 
considerations, if applied too stringently to 
the aid employed on big walls, would rule out 
many major routes, including the Norwegian 
Route on the Troll Wall. Siege tactics are 
also a matter of interpretation, but anyone 
with an understanding of modern alpinism 
would realize that three days spent fixing 
ropes to establish a party on such a winter 
problem do not constitute a 'siege'. The 
press issue has some validity, but the 
political issue, on the other hand, is.rather 
minor: the team was sponsored by its 
National Alpine Club, and raised funds 
through articles, lectures and so on; and it 
should be remembered that East European 
climbers are not as affluent as their Western 
counterparts, and may have to resort to 
distasteful methods to finance their climbing. 
The main issue, which revolved around the 
question of rescue costs and the possible 
imposition of a police ban on climbing, has 
also been resolved . In view of the fact that 
a bill for over £1 ,000 was left outstanding 
after the tragic accident involving the five 
Czechs last year, it is hardly surprising that 
concern was voiced in this respect. But the 
Polish team had prudently taken out an 
insurance policy for 15,000, to cover the 
possibility of rescue - a fact of which their 
critics seem to have been unaware. 
Furthermore, Police Chief Thorstein Moe has 
confirmed that the outstanding bill was now 
being paid by the State, and that there will be 
no restrictions. 
Trollrygen: East Face 
A team of Czech climbers made a winter 
ascent here, by a route that covers much new 
ground to the left of the Hoibakk/ Heen Route 
on the East Pillar. Details are lacking at 
present, but we hope to report the ascent 
more fully in a later issue. 

JOTUNHEIMEN 

Nordre Midtmaradalstind 
Previously unreported in Mountain was 
Krzysztof Konarski's and Wladyslaw Wozniak's 
climb, last summer, of a central line on the 
East Face (grade 6, A2). An ascent of the 
East Chimney was also made, by Elzbieta 
Miszczak-Piekarczyk and Marcin 
Zachariasiewicz. One of these climbs would 
appear to have followed the Furuseth / Naess 
Route, but no further information is 
available. 
Midtre Dyrhaugstind 
The East Chimney party (see previous item) 
was joined by Andrzej Gierych and Andrzej 
Piekarczyk to climb the North-East Pillar of 
this mountain (grade 5/ 6). It would appear 



Lundy developing into major climbing area - Littlejohn and 
Darbyshire pioneer fine series of new routes. 
Number of hard climbs on good rock approaches a hundred. 

that they took variations of the 1932 
Greenwood I Ramsay/ Wedderburn Route, 
which is rather bitty and subject to stone -fall 
on the approach . 
More information on this area should be 
available in the near future when the new 
guidebook is published . 
Store Austabottind 
This horseshoe of five peaks on the west 
side of the range has long been an objective 
in winter, but near-arctic conditions and 
long, serious approaches have made the 
climbing here problematic, particularly on 
technically difficult routes. The main peak 
(normal route) was climbed by Arne Randers 
Heen and party in 1962, but ten years passed 
before a party of seven Norwegians climbed 
the whole horseshoe ridge (taking only 
eighteen hours). This was quickly followed 
by a British/ Norwegian attempt on the 
South-East Ridge - then dubbed 'The longest 
rock-climb in the Norwegian Alps' . A second 
attempt was made the following February, by 
Jan Saether, Dave Durkan and Ben 
Campbell-Kelly, but this failed when Durkan 
got frost-bite, causing the party to retreat. 
This year, Saether and Campbell-Kelly 
managed to climb the ridge, with one bivouac, 
during a brief spell of fine weather 
sandwiched between storms which 
frustrated both approach and descent. 
Correspondent: Dave Durkan 

BRITISH ISLES 

A spell of good weather during the spring led 
to a burst of activity in many areas, following 
months of seeming stagnation. 

LAKE DISTRICT 

Borrowdale 
After several spectacular failures over the 
past year, Pete Livesey, accompanied by 
Robin Witham, succeeded in completing a 
a very difficult route directly up the North 
Buttress of Goat Crag (Footless Crow: 
200ft., XS). The climb starts at the same 
place as Athanor, about 20ft. right of 
Praying Mantis, and takes a line which 
incorporates some of the old bolt-aided route 
(all bolts having now been removed). The 
main pitch is 175ft. long and involves 
sustained wall climbing . Livesey considers it 
to be the hardest climb he has done, but 
points out that notwithstanding its difficulty, 
it is a route of excellent quality. 
Eastern Fells 
Gowther Crag in Swindale was the scene of a 
new route discovery by Robert Hutchinson, 
John Earl and George Mitcheson. Argos 
(21 Oft., HVS) follows a crack, an overhanging 
cleft and a groove to the left of Bambi on the 
North-East Buttress. 
Langdale ' 
Ed Grindley's routes on Pavey Ark came under 
further scrutiny over Easter. Ron Fawcett and 
Chris Gibb made the second ascent of Brain 
Damage, finding it to be a very hard route ; 
Jeff Lamb and P. Botterill repeated Fallen 
Angel, dispensing with both aid and resting 
points despite the fact that some very strong 
climbers have found it necessary to use them. 
Another early ascent here was the repeat of 
Ardvark by Lamb and John Adams. 
Pete Long and Ed Grindley produced Tattered 
Banners (XS), a low-level girdle of Neckband 
Crag. This starts at Virgo and takes a 
leftward line across the steep lower walls of 

the crag without resorting to any aid. 
Another new route was Zabaleta (11 Oft., 
HVS) which climbs the steep crack in the 
wall left of The Gissard. John Adams, Rod 
Valentine and Pete Long were responsible for 
this and the same team, with Valentine in the 
lead, also made a free ascent of Aragorn, 
dispensing with its one peg. 
Dow Crag 
Fawcett and Gibb also repeated Matheson's 
routes hereabouts - Hesperus and Pink 
Panther. Both were said to be of high quality, 
though the 6a technical grade and supposed 
lack of protection on the latter route were 
found to be a trifle exaggerated . 

NORTH WALES 

Anglesey 
Three new lines were put up here. Ray Evans 
and Dave Cuthbertson climbed Scavenger 
Direct (180ft., VS), starting just right of the 
normal route, crossing it above its crux and 
continuing up the obvious line above to the 
top of the cliff. The same pair also climbed a 
steep crack in the wall between Hustler and 
Mulatto (Powerit: 130ft., HVS) . 
Earlier, Cuthbertson, accompanied by Bill 
Wheeler, made a variation pitch to Gogarth, 
taking a direct line from Cordon Bleu up the 
wall to join the normal route at the crux 
section of the final pitch (150ft., HVS). 
Clogwyn du'r Arddu 
Pigott's Wall Variations received an early, 
probably second, ascent by Cuthbertson with 
Will Hurford and Bill Wheeler. Cuthbertson 
was able to dispense with the two aid pitons 
on the main pitch, though he was forced to 
rest from a sling later, before embarking on a 
difficult off-width crack which forcibly 
ejected him near the top ; a second try met 
with more success. 
Over on the Steep Band cliffs, Cliff Phillips, 
Martin Barnicott and Graham Millar worked a 
new route up the water-streaked rock to the 
left of the original route (Metamorphosis: 
120ft., VS) . 
Carreg Wastad 
Phillips and Barnicott climbed a steep crack in 
the wall between the crux of Lion and The 
Crevice (Jayway: XS, 5c). 

YORKSHIRE 

Limestone 
On Ma/ham, Ron Fawcett and John Hesletine 
made a new route up the steep ramp to the 
right of Crossbones(Slender Loris: 85ft , HVS, 
1 piton). Fawcett also made the second ascent 
of Lime Hill. 
On Kilnsey, Fawcett and Chris Gibb made the 
second ascent of Central Wall. Despite a fall 
caused by loose rock, Fawcett described this 
climb as superb, sustained and fingery. 
Gritstone 
Said to be one of the hardest gritstone routes 
yet climbed, the crack in the wall facing out 
of 1/k!ey Quarry, originally aided , has now 
been climbed completely free, without any 
resting points, by Pete Livesey ( Wellington 
Crack: 55ft., XS) . 

SOUTH-WEST ENGLAND 

Lundy 
For the second year in succession, a series of 
major lines has been pioneered here. Last 
year, Pat Littlejohn's discoveries in Deep 
Zawn marked a new highpoint in the island's 
standards of difficulty and seriousness; this 
Easter, developments on the Devil's Chimney 

cliff have equalled the Deep Zawn discoveries. 
Pride of place goes to The Promised Land 
(280ft., XS) , a stupendous route by 
Littlejohn and Keith Darbyshire. Forging an 
impressive line up the steepest part of the 
cliff, it takes a 15ft. overhang on the first 
pitch without any aid. The rock on the lower 
part of the cliff is reminiscent of the lower 
section of Carn Dearg Buttress on the Ben. 
Previously, Littlejohn, accompanied by Ken 
Wilson, forced the first line up the centre of 
the cliff to make Stalingrad (270ft , XS), a 
route with a serious and difficult (5c) first 
pitch, but with rather easier climbing in its 
upper section . 
Other major discoveries on the cliff include 
two big groove lines above Overlord: Diab/a 
(280ft. , XS) , by Littlejohn and Darbyshire, 
and the superb Spacewalk (280ft., XS), on 
which the pair were joined by Pete Thexton . 
The latter climb starts up a rib to the right of 
Overlord and then takes a very direct line up 
the steepest part of the cliff above that climb. 
Darbyshire also found two smaller routes on 
the cliffs further to the right : Hob's Lane 
(90ft., XS), an airy crack line on the South 
Face of Devil's Tower (climbed with 
Littlejohn), and Round the Horn (130ft., VS ), 
a solo effort on the cliff right of the descent. 
On the left end of the Devil's Chimney cliff, 
Andrew MacFarlane, with Dave Hardy, 
produced Peyote (130ft. , HVS, 2 points of 
aid), a companion route to his previous route 
hereabouts. MacFarlane then teamed up with 
Wilson to girdle the cliff, starting up Peyote 
and finishing up Overlord ( The Mexican 
Connection: 480ft., HVS, 3 pitons). 
Other interesting discoveries were made in 
the Egyptian Zawn region to the north of 
Deep Zawn. Here, Thexton and Bob Moulton 
unearthed Pathfinder (300ft., HVS,) , a 
potentially popular route up the highest 
section of the cliff . Two short but excellent 
pitches were found on the clean granite slabs 
to the right: Immaculate Slab (11 Oft., VS), 
by Thexton and Wilson, and The Gem 
(1 OOft., 5c) , by Thexton and Moulton. 
In the Devil's Slide area, Jon de Montjoye, 
J. Brennan, T. Walker and Dave Irons made a 
route up the Forgotten Pinnacle (Echo: 140ft., 
VS). 
In the southern areas, Thexton and Wilson 
produced an impressive wall climb on perfect 
Bosigran-quality rock (Wolfman Jack: 
150ft., XS, 1 piton), while Littlejohn and 
Darbyshire produced Blue Jaunt (220ft., XS ) 
and Wild Country (340ft., XS, 2 pitons). 
Blue Jaunt takes a series of strenuous grooves 
on the right of Black Crag, and Wild Country 
goes up the spectacular wall to the left of 
Ulysses Factor - one of the most eyed-up 
lines on the island. 
All in all, it was a fruitful week of 
development, underlining Lundy's rapidly 
emerging status as the most important sea 
cliff area in the country (in terms of number 
and quality of routes) after the Anglesey 
cliffs. The number of VS -plus climbs on the 
island now stands at just under a hundred, 
with undisputed reserves of rock still 
remaining for the assiduous pioneer. 
Correspondents: Fawcett, Livesey, Hutchinson, 
Roper, Cuthbertson, Phillips and Lee 
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People 
Edited by Audrey Salkeld. 

Clint Eastwood to star in Eiger film. 

Clint Eastwood - Eiger plans 

Sex and Violence on the Eiger 
Film actor Clint Eastwood flew to 
Switzerland at the end of last month and 

Lord Hunt (centre) chairing Parole Board 

environment: a success rate of 93%. This 
means that in a great many cases prison 
sentences are being effectively reduced : "I 
think you could say that this has been a very 
successful experiment which opens the way 
for further penal reform". 

took a ride on the Jungfraujoch Railway with 
veteran expedition-man Norman Dyhrenfurth. 
They were having a look at the Eigerwand 
and completing negotiations for the 
screening of a spy-thriller, 'The Eiger 
Sanction', in which the central character 
combines a career as art professor and critic 
with that of Eiger climber, lover and assassin. 
The film will be made by Eastwood's own 
company, Malo Paso Productions; Eastwood 
himself (currently number one box-office 
draw in the States) will both direct the 
picture and play the lead. Dyhrenfurth's role 
will be that of technical adviser and unit 
manager. The actual climbing sequences will 
be doubled, but prior to the start of shooting 
at the end of July, the four main actors will be 
sent to Dougal Haston's International School 
of Mountaineering in Leysin for a couple of 
weeks to learn how to move like climbers. 
Haston will be one of the film's cameramen, 
along with Californian Mike Hoover (whose 
Yosemite film, 'Solo', took the Grosse Preis 
at last year's Trento Film Festival) ; they 
will possibly be assisted on the face by John 
Cleare. 
The Eiger Sanction, by 'Trevanian', was an 
instant best-seller when it appeared in 
America in 1972 ; it also raised a lot of 
speculation in climbing circles as to the 
true identity of its author. From his 
knowledge of climbing and mountaineering 
history it was thought he must be a climber 
himself and possibly a member of the American 
Alpine Club, which features in the book as 
the 'American Alpine Association '. 
'Trevanian· is in fact the pen-name of a 
university professor called Whittaker. 

Lord Hunt leaves Parole Board 
Lord Hunt recently retired from his position 
as Chairman of the Parole Board, a post he 
has held since the Board's inception in 1967. 
To organize a parole system for prisoners 
serving sentences of eighteen months or more 
(some very much more) was a difficult 
challenge calling for administrative 
abilities and compassion, two qualities 
which Lord Hunt does not lack. Reflecting on 
his time with the Board, he pointed out that 
although it has been the failures which have 
drawn the headlines, in fact out of over 
fourteen thousand prisoners selected for 
parole, more than thirteen thousand managed 
to survive in a controlled outside 
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Since leaving the Army after the 1953 
Everest expedition, Lord Hunt has had a full 
and varied career. Beside being on the Parole 
Board, he has been President of the Duke of 
Edinburgh's Award Scheme, Rector of 
Aberdeen University and President of the 
Council for Volunteers Overseas ; he has also 
held various mountaineering presidencies 
and, upon being created a Baron in 1966, has 
been a committed parliamentarian speaking 
from the Cross Benches. 
The thread linking these apparently disparate 
offices is Hunt's particular brand of 
discretion and loyalty, and his ability to 
plan and to get on with people, qualities 
that formed the basis of his mountaineering 
success and also prompted the Labour 
Government to entrust him with diplomatic 
missions to Nigeria and to Northern Ireland. 
The part that Everest played in the 
subsequent development of his career cannot 
be overlooked . "Undoubtedly it was the 
turning point," he says. "Had I not been 
asked to lead Everest, I should almost 
certainly have gone on being a soldier and 
climbing quietly in my spare time. I very 
much enjoyed life in the Army and was 
determined to make a success of it." 
To what extent has his civilian career 
curtailed his climbing activities? Since 
Everest, he has led a number of expeditions -
to the Pamirs, Pindus, Tatra and so on - but 
one has the feeling that these were either 
goodwill missions, or a means of introducing 
young people to the mountains, or a 
combination of both. 'This may be true - put 
it down to my missionary urge! I certainly 
would have liked to return to the Karakoram. 
But take our expedition to North - East 
Greenland - a group of young people went 
along with experienced climbers because 
this combined my own interests, and it 
worked extremely well. But you know, much 
as I enjoy all this globe-trotting, I still get 
tremendous pleasure from British rock. To 
climb a Hard Severe in Wales or the Lakes 
is to me now at my age, when stamina begins 
to fall off, enormously satisfying." 
Meanwhile, his career continues apace : "I 
was delighted to be invited back into the 
British Mountaineering Council to chair their 
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Ernest Marples-elevated to Peerage 

new Training Committee." Aware of the 
growing arguments between the 'sporting 
mountaineers· and the instructors, Lord Hunt 
is emphatic : " I am determined that it won't 
come to a direct confrontation and a split 
between the two. One has seen other 
sports suffer from commercialization -
become 'showbiz' if you like - but it has 
not quite happened in climbing yet. On the 
other hand, publicity has the effect of 
letting people see the 'sporting mountaineers' 
in action, and it makes them want to have a 
go - with inevitable overloading of the 
best areas. We can't halt progress, but we 
must learn to make the most of what is 
happening. One could so easily destroy what 
we go into the mountains to seek". 

Another Climber for the House of Lords 
Ernest Marples was created a life-peer by 
the retiring Conservative government after 
twenty-eight years as the Member for 
Wallasey, during which time he held a 
variety of Cabinet posts. As Postmaster 
General, besides launching money-spinning 
Premium Bonds, he had a telephone line 
installed in Glencoe to facilitate mountain 
rescue ; as Minister of Transport, he saw the 
opening of the first motorway, the M1 , which 
knocked hours off the journey to Wales and 
the Lakes for southern climbers . 
His approach to mountain climbing - he is a 
member of the Climbers' Club - is that of an 
ascetic. He believes firmly in periodic 
fasting, coupled with regular strenuous 
exercise; whatever the demands of his work 
programme, he finds time to keep in training 
with early-morning runs, tennis, cycling and 
long walks. Climbing in the Kaisergebirge 
one year, with Austrian guides Peter Habeler 
and Toni Volgger, he steadfastly refused all 
proffered meals, much against the advice of 
his companions. When he arrived at 
breakfast one morning with the whites of 
his eyes a curious shade of sepia, they were 
convinced that their worst fears had been 
realized : he had overdone his fasting and 
made himself seriously ill - and this with 
pressmen following his every move (he was a 
prominent cabinet minister at the time) ; it 
would obviously be a world scoop and poor 
publicity for Austrian hospitality. But they 
need not have worried. What they didn't 
know was that Marples is a wearer of haptic 
contact lenses and had, with foresight, 
provided himself with a tinted set against 
the limestone glare. 



Confessions of a 
Sandstone Addict 
b~ Mortin Bo~sen 

For me, mention of sandstone climbing always brings to 
to mind the outcrops of the south -east. This is only 
natural , for I spent the best part of my youth climbing there, 
and indeed that is where I started climbing . For years, it 
had been a childhood treat to picnic at High Rocks. We 
raced around, as children do now, through the chimney 
passages, thumping the disappointing Bell Rock and 
scrambling up the easier boulders. Little did I realize that I 
would continue to do much the same for the rest of my life ! 
It was at the age of sixteen or so that I again visited my 
childhood haunts ; this time I was lucky enough to bump 
into some real rock-climbers with ropes, slings and 
karabiners. I was amazed, and was at first inclined to 
ridicule their efforts : surely all that paraphernalia was 
unnecessary on rocks only 30ft. high? I stayed to watch, 
however, and my curiosity was aroused to such an extent 
that it must have become obvious ; I was invited to " have a 
go". I found it highly exciting, and it seemed that I was a 
promising beginner. One climb led to another: an obsession 
had begun. A new way of life opened up and every weekend 
saw me packing some primitive camping gear, a pair of 
pumps and some hemp rope, and setting off for one or 
other of the outcrops. 
In the early days I would be on my own, observing others, 
sometimes begging the end of a rope, but more often 
attempting to solo routes which seemed feasible. I suppose 
I must have been a trying youth, continually pestering 
elders and pathetically keen . I grew up a lot, made life- long 
friends and was eventually accepted into the then elite 
Sandstone Club. The club was based at High Rocks in a 
somewhat unusual hut, formerly a tea hut, jammed between 
two rocks. This was to be my climbing base until I left the 
south-east and became an adopted northerner, living in 
Manchester. 
Manchester is favoured by its proximity to the gritstone 
outcrops, which offer some of the greatest outcrop climbing 
in Britain ; but the fine sandstone crag of Helsby is equally 
near. I see no point in comparing sandstone and gritstone, 
for they each have their merits and the praises of gritstone 
have anyway been sung often enough. I am, however, a 
sandstone addict, a connoisseur of sandstone nastiness : I 
enjoy the green slime, the fragile holds, the incredibly 
athletic moves, the sandiness which non -devotees not 
unnaturally shun. But sandstone climbing is not all like 
that ; there are also many fine, clean faces, a host of 
interesting crack climbs, and an abundance of superb moves. 
The pleasures of climbing on sandstone are not immediate : 
a long, finger-spraining apprenticeship has to be gone 
through before the real delights are opened up. It is rather 
like learning to play an instrument : the real satisfaction only 
comes after painful effort. I remember in the early days 
going home on a Sunday night, arms and hands seized up, 
unable to manipulate a knife to cut up the reheated Sunday 
dinner. It is undoubtedly one of the worst types of rock on 
which to start climbing ; there are very few worthwhile 
routes in the lower grades, and unless the beginner shows 
natural ability little progress can be made. 
High Rocks 
Just outside Tunbridge Wells (the badland country) on the 
Kent and Sussex border, overlooking oasthouses and the 
Eastbourne railway line, are the High Rocks. They have a 
long history as a pleasure ground first made popular by the 
Duke of York, later James 11 , in 1670. Their popularity has 
continued unimpaired, and their natural beauty has been 
'enhanced' by scenic walks, profound inscriptions in the 
rocks, a maze, and rustic bridges. Over the years, some of 
these have collapsed, sundry tea houses have rotted, and 
rhododendrons have run riot. 

The area 's climbing history seems to have started, along 
with that of Harrison 's, in the 1920's, when Miss Nea 
Barnard, and her future husband, the renowned French 
climber Jean Morin, already familiar with Fontainebleau, 
started investigating the possibilities. Many of the best 
climbs, such as Steps Crack, Unclimbed Wall and Isolated 
Buttress, were accomplished then, and it was during this 
exploration, incidentally, that P.A.s first touched British rock. 

When I started climbing, the Sandstone Club was in its 
hey-day, blessed by the sympathetic landlord of the High 
Rocks Inn. The great performers were the Smoker brothers, 
Paul and John, Phil Gordon, Billy Maxwell and many 
others. Paul had more natural ability than anyone, in 
accordance with his tremendous sandstone physique -
huge arms and wasted legs. John Smoker had little 
technique (he was once described by Joe Brown as 'the 
cycling window cleaner') , but his determination was 
enormous, enabling him to climb many new routes. Billy 
Maxwell was the most polished climber, while Phil Gordon 
had a forceful style and was one of the few to lead the 
hardest routes. 

We were the only group who climbed at High Rocks 
regularly ; even now, to my amazement, very few people 
seem to climb there. This is strange, for to my mind High 
Rocks offers many of the best and most varied climbs on 
sandstone. Traditionally it was famed for its fine chimneys. I 
must admit that I have suffered an aversion to these 
particular horrors. They come in every shape and size, 
though normally all are smooth -sided and greasy. 
Furthermore, they are aH·g.iven gradings of 3a or 3b, which 
gives no indication of the degree of effort required to climb 
them. The best known are the two constrictors, Boa and 
Anaconda . 
I can date the onset of my aversion to chimneys exactly. 
One cold day, early in my climbing career, I innocently 
opted for a warming thrutch . I emerged on top some hours 
later, utterly spent, and flopped down on the wet leaf mould 
for a protracted rest. The result was a particularly nasty dose 
of pneumonia . Nowadays, with a more polished technique, 
I can savour a good struggle in these chimneys. I 
recommend them to any Yosemite hopeful: an hour or two 
in the 'Squeeze Chimneys' is time well spent. 

A good basic jamming technique can also be acquired here. 
There are excellent hand and fist jamming cracks on Effie, 
Conchita and Luchita, in the 'Grand Canyon', and 
Coronation Crack provides a superb hard jamming exercise 
in a sloping damp crack. 

On a recent visit, Jim Perrin and I climbed a new crack just 
right of Inscription Wall. For years I had looked at this 
crack and considered digging out the obstructing root 
at the top. We managed it at last and the root fell out, 
completely rotten. With the aid of a top-rope, we struggled 
on, but with little success: the thin, overhanging crack 
rejected all our efforts. At last the solution dawned : by 
climbing with one P.A. and one foot bare, the problem was 
quickly solved . 

This incident illustrates what for me is one of the chief 
pleasures of this type of climbing : the scope for novel 
techniques and excellent moves. The rules are simple: with 
the security of a top-rope, anything goes. You can fling 
yourself at the rock in an uninhibited manner, perform 
outrageous moves and climb to your limit, until you drop off 
with fatigue or lack of ideas. At the same time, I must 
confess that the habit of top-roping has some major 
drawbacks: apart from cutting a fretwork of rope grooves in 
the rock edges, it does not encourage the development of 
leading skills. Many of the best climbers in this sphere are 
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Below : M artin Boysen on The Lobster (6a) , perhaps the finest hard 
climb on H igh Rocks. It was originally done with aid from bolts, but 
later freed by J ohn Smoker after concerted efforts by the Sandstone 
Club. So far, however, i t has n ot been led. This, and all photos on 
the next three pages: Ken Wilson 
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Top right : B oysen powering up the overhanging Coronation Crack 
(5c) on High Rocks, a classic jamming problem and one of the 
outcrop's most delectable routes. Bottom right: Ian Esplin 'in 
extremis' on South West Corn er. one of the most famous and 
gymnastic climbs on Harrison's Rocks, and one of the few 6a's to have 
been soloed. 

timid leaders in the mountains. But the reasons for top
roping are fairly obvious ; most of the hardest climbs are just 
too hard for sight - leading ; many routes involve the use of 
fragile holds, and runners are for the most part impossible to 
fi x as the rock is much too soft and would shatter on 
receiving any stress. Nevertheless, too few attempts are 
made to lead ; it never seems to occur to most people that 
many climbs are perfectly safe, on good rock. If people led 
routes within their standard, the rocks would suffer less 
damage and more satisfaction would be derived all round . 
High Rocks also has some fine face routes : Henry the 9th 
(5c) , a delightful layback on the edge of an arete, and 
Advertisement Wall (5c) which, with its direct start, involves 
delicate moves on minute side-pulls, followed by cut holds 
leading to the final exhilarating mantleshelf. Other gems 
include Pussyfoot (5b) and Face Route (5b) on the Hut 
Boulder, Sphinx (6a) on Isolated Boulder, and Tilly Lamp 
Crack (6a). Then there is The Lobster (6a) , which involves 
an incredibly dynamic undercut move to gain a greasy hold 
for which a rag clutched in the right hand is a useful aid . 
The first ascent of The Lobster was achieved in a fashion 
typical of the time. Every weekend, sandstone tigers 
struggled on it, discovering a new hold, evolving a new 
knack, gaining a few more inches, until at last the route was 
forced on a tight rope. Others then followed, eventually on a 
slack rope. Maybe someone will now lead it? Fortunately, 
not all the routes in the High Rocks are desperate ; on 
Continuation Wall there are many good routes, such as 
Turret Face, and the Annexe boasts a whole host of 
excellent 5a and 5b climbs, none of them too difficult. 
Harrison's 
I suppose someone who has never climbed in the south -
east will at least have heard of Harrison's. At times it seems 
as if the whole of the British climbing fraternity has been 
herded there. But there are compensations in the thronging 
crowds, for it is highly unlikely that one will not meet 
someone one knows. The climbing here is necessarily 
essentially gregarious, but it is by no means lacking in quality. 
The character of the climbing at Harrison's differs from that 
at High Rocks. The cliffs face south, and open face climbs 
abound. The climbs tend to be fingery, and some of the best 
are to be found on Birchden Rock. One of the classics is 
Niblick, with its characteristic sequence of Harrison's moves : 
in order to progress from one horizontal weakness to 
another, one leg is cocked up to the horizontal and a 
vertical side-pull is used with one hand while the other is 
pushed down to provide counterpressure. The climbs 
around Unclimbed Wall are as fine as any, whilst other 
well -known test pieces include Slimfinger Crack (5c) , 
South -West Corner (6a) and Blue Peter (5b). There are 
many others, but everyone has their own favourites. With 
repeated visits one can rapidly perfect a repertoire of routes. 
One acquaintance of mine fooled me for a long time. Every 
visit he would dash up certain climbs with fantastic ease, 
retire for an extended lunch, and then pick off a few more 
choice problems in the afternoon. He never climbed any 
other routes to my knowledge, and I have met him since 
happily pottering up Diffs in the hills. 
Harrison's is the place for the showman, particularly if an 
unwary visitor is available as a victim. With a casual flick of 
the leg or arm (years of practice) , jaw muscles artfully 
relaxed, and a rapid fingering of key holds, the climb can 
be made to look so ridiculously easy that the unfortunate 
onlooker does not pay the appropriate attention. His time 
comes and he is lost. First, "Which hold did you use?", 
then, "How did you use it?" This is the moment to pull out 
a 'Morin Stick' (any long sapling will do) for pointing out 
the more obscure finger crannies. 
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Left: Regarded as one of the hardest roof climbs on southern sandstone, Boysen's The Thing (6a) sees few ascents. Here Howard Johnston clearly 
demonstrates the fierce finger strength, and wild jamming needed to succeed. Above: Howard Johnston and Martin Boysen perform on another 
Bowles Rocks gem - Hate (6a) , which involves very thin wall moves, an overhang and some hard jamming. Below: A rather easier Bowles 
testpiece is Inspiration (5b) , which follows this sensational arete with the crux moves to finish. 

I have in my time introduced many people to Harrison's and 
I can't remember one dissatisfied client. Even Don Whillans 
was prompted to a doubtful compliment : "Hard, scruffy 
little climbs," was his verdict. 
Bowles 
When Edward Pyatt wrote his excellent guide to sandstone, 
Bowles (I always pronounce it, perhaps by association, as 
'Bowels' ) was a flourishing pig farm, with sties neatly 
abutting on to the rock. Any climbing at that time 
necessarily involved wading through pig-shit, to the 
accompaniment of frenzied squealing and grunting - in some 
ways reminiscent of Harrison's today. Fortunately, the 
bottom dropped out of the pig market, and Jack Fenner, 
erstwhile pig-farmer, blacksmith and local 'character' , came 
round to High Rocks and offered Bowles for sale to the 
Sandstone Club. Now £300 or so was a lot of money then, 
but we spent a delightful summer inspecting our potential 
property in some detail. It was an enjoyable place, despite 
junk and rotting guts and so on ; badgers lived there, an owl 
roosted in a crack and the vegetation grew mightily on the 
richly manured site. The rocks are a sun-trap, dry and warm. 
We climbed nearly all the routes, many of which are superb. 
Perhaps the most entertaining was Sloth, a large roof almost 
as big as its more famous namesake, but with a convenient 
birch tree growing out horizontally just under it. One 
simply swarmed out on the tree, stood on it and pulled over. 
Other good routes include Inspiration, Respiration and 
Pig's Nose. Some of them are as hard as anything on 
sandstone: The Thing (6a) pulls over a ferocious roof, 
Digitalis (6a) climbs an incredibly fingery wall , and Hate (6a) 
is both delicate and fingery and has a strenuous crack to 
finish. 
Alas, the days of freedom soon ended. A businessman 
interested in climbing found his way into the Sandstone 
Club ; he bought Bowles - it seemed a good bet - and set 
about "knocking it into shape". The badgers departed, 
club houses and imitation Swiss chalets sprouted, and 
Princess Anne visited. The outcrop has now lost most of its 
character, but the climbs are still there - well, almost, for 
chipping was sanctioned and one of the best routes, 
Drosophila, is totally ruined. 
Of the other outcrops, Eridge is without doubt the most 
beautiful. Set in magnificent woodland, with thick 
rhododendron cover, it is an idyllic place. The climbing is 
now heavily overgrown, but there are many excellent routes. 
At one time we used to bivvy under the overhangs, and we 
often witnessed the Eridge Hunt galloping past at full 
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Above: Steve Suthorn starting Flake Crack (5a) at Helsby, which can be climbed either by jamming or laybacking. Below: A typical Helsby 
overhang problem - Gorilla Wall (5b). Right: Alan Rouse poised precariously on The Beatnik, one of Helsby's most difficult routes. This committing 
climb (there are no runners) was first soloed by Rouse and repeated shortly afterwards by Boysen. Photos: Leo Dickinson 

throttle. At other times a mad huntsman would practise 
blowing a wretched horn deep in the trees. Once the 
Marquis of Abergavenny trotted by: "I don't mind you 
shinning up the rocks and whatnot, but don't damage the 
trees." But it didn 't last long, a climbing ban was once 
more enforced. 
Other lesser outcrops also offer good value - none more so 
than Stone Farm Rocks. This enjoys a fine view over 
Weirwood Reservoir and the wooded high-ground of the 
Wealden Ridge. The climbs are short, but have character. 
Bull's Hollow is another good outcrop boasting some 
interesting cracks and face routes. There are innumerable 
other outcrops worth visiting, but nearly all are situated on 
private ground. A little mild trespassing, however, can add 
spice to a day's climbing. 
Cheshire Sandstone 
Overlooking the Mersey Estuary is the brooding mass of 
Helsby Crag. It has a magnificent if somewhat depressing 
situation . Below are vast oil refineries, sewage farms, 
fertilizer plants, the Manchester Ship Canal, motorways and 
the huge conurbations of Merseyside twinkling in the 
distance. The prevailing winds waft up sulphurous and oily 
fumes ; and fertilizer dust helps to nourish the already 
abundant coating of algae. But the grossly polluted sky 
makes for an almost unfailingly grand sunset. 

The climbing, however, is excellent, and the crag has long 
been a Mecca for local climbers. Twenty-five routes were 
included in J . Laycock's guide of 1913. In the 1920s, 
C. W . Marshall and others completed such fine routes as 
Pigeon Hole Wall, Wood 's Climb and Marshall's Route . 
Later, Kirkus and Hicks pioneered many of the classic hard 
routes. But the crag only reached maturity in the late 1950s, 
with the onslaught of Hugh Banner and the Helsby group, 
whi ch included Jim O'Neill , Bob Beasley and R. Heywood. 
Since then , its popularity seems to have waned . Seldom are 
there more than a dozen climbers to be seen, and many 
climbs have become harder with less traffic . 



The crag has a forbidding character: it feels big, and the 
routes are steep and on smoke-blackened rock. It is divided 
into three buttresses, split by descent gullies. The West 
Buttress sector is the finest and is divided into two tiers by 
a large terrace. The upper tier is repulsively overhanging 
and fearsomely exposed. The best climbing is to be found on 
the lower tiers of the West and Central Buttresses. The rock 
is good, much more sound than south-east sandstone, the 
holds tend to be larger, the pockets deeper, and it is 
traditional to lead all but the hardest routes on sight. 
The crag's present neglect seems strange when there is so 
much good climbing. There aren't many outcrop routes better 
than Eliminate 1 (5b), with its exposed traverse above a 
roof and its final delicate mantleshelf. Then there is Flake 
Crack (5a), with its lovely hand-jamming, and Pigeon Hole 
Wall (4b), with its fingery moves on deep, small pocket
holds. 

Unlike most sandstone crags, Helsby has a number of 
rewarding easier routes, such as The Corner, Grooved Slab 
and Green Chimney. But for me the essence of sandstone 
climbing is to be found on the harder routes. Wafer Wall 
provides a delicate and bold lead, while Fragile Wall, with 
its balancing step-ups, involves moves which are not 
obvious, requiring subtle use of holds . I have at times been 
more gripped at Helsby than on any other crag . I once found 
myself totally alone on The Brush Off (5c). I had forced 
myself into making moves upwards until I was totally 
committed; the final moves were crusty with lichen, but I 
somehow remained in contact. A real bogy climb for me is 
Morgue Slab - a Kirkus route, and hard. At a height of 35ft, 
whilst easing over a bulge, one finger stuffed into a tiny 
hole, my only foothold exploded into a puff of sand. For a 
moment, I maintained my position, contemplating a one
finger mantleshelf. Then came the inevitable fall. By some 
instinct, I managed to perform this perfectly: turning round 
in full flight, I bounced off the lower slab with both feet 
and leapt for the steep bracken slopes, down which I rolled 
in a crazy bundle. I ended up wrapped round a birch tree, 
shaken but unhurt, glasses still on. Since then, I have only 
once plucked up enough courage to lead the route. 
One of the technically hardest climbs on sandstone is 
O'Neill's creation, The Beatnik. This presents an unprotected 
wall problem with the minutest of holds. I had long 
contemplated leading it, but it was only after Alan Rouse 
beat me to it that I finally summoned up the competitive 
impetus to do likewise. 
Neighbouring Frodsham satisfies a more light-hearted 
climbing need. The climbs are extremely short, seldom more 
than 15ft, nearly all overhanging, and thoughtfully equipped 
with huge jugs. The crag serves a valuable function, in 
spring, as a biceps builder. Legs and feet are nearly 
superfluous, useful occasionally as props. To gain maximum 
enjoyment, a large team of odds-shouters is essential - even 
the most timid leader has no fears . The hang-ups are all on 
the arms, and everyone competes on more or loss equal 
terms. A quick bash along the crag is followed by as 
complete a traverse back as fitness allows. It is a hilarious 
procession: everyone holds everyone else up, fingers turn to 
butter, forearms swell and bodies drop off like overripe fruit . 
In this account, I have tried to give some idea of the 
enjoyment I have had from sandstone climbing. There are, of 
course, other areas in the midlands and the north-east that 
I haven't covered, but this is simply because I don't know 
them. For me, sandstone climbing is much more than just 
good training. It is not simply an outdoor gymnasium. 
Sandstone offers some of the finest outcrop climbing, 
overshadowed only by grit. I derive tremendous physical 
enjoyment from it; after a time a sort of fitness overdrive 
come in, when one is superbly fit; hard moves go with a 
dynamic grace which I find profoundly satisfying. I have had 
some of my best days climbing on sandstone, days when I 
have found out more about my physical limits and creative 
capacity to climb than I have on any other type of rock. 

SUMMARY 
Sandstone Climbing A personal appraisal of some of the best 
sandstone outcrops in Britain by one of the leading sandstone pioneers. 
Previous articles in Mountain dealing with sandstone climbing are 
Who Digs Harrison's? (Mountain 1) and Frodsham (Mountain 5) . 



An account of ascents of the Walker Spur, the Eigerwand, Nesthorn North Face, Dent 
Blanche North Face and the Bonatti/Gobbi and Cecchinel/Nomine Routes on the Grand 
Pilier d'Angle, by Joe Tasker and Dick Renshaw. 
Renshaw: After coming down from the Triolet, I emerged 
from the woods into the glaring sunlight of the camp-site 
and found myself face to face with a familiar figure, 
blanched and bony, propped against a fir tree. Next day we 
were walking up the Leschaux Glacier to the Walker Spur. It 
started to rain as we reached the Spur, but we decided to 
spend the night there and give the weather a chance. The 
clouds had cleared, the rain had stopped and a brew was 
almost ready, when our relaxation was shattered by an ugly 
crash above. We looked up to see the sky black with falling 
boulders. I grabbed my crash-hat and crushed myself into 
the wall , as rocks of all shapes roared past, landed on the 
ledge, grazed our legs, stopped and started again. I felt Joe 
pull me further under the bulge where he was, then the 
madness stopped. The water for the brew was boiling in the 
middle of a ledge dirtied with rubble and debris. It was 
obviously no place to spend a restful night! 
Next day the climbing was surprisingly sustained, but it 
went smoothly. Corners, cracks, overlaps and slabs became 
dimly remembered details of the Spur as a whole. To our 
right, a rope here and there and a coloured item of 
equipment marked the winter attempts on the Grandes 
Jorasses Couloir. From time to time rocks clattered into it, 
lulling our senses so that when rocks clattered past us it was 
already too late to duck for cover. The most demanding 
pitches came towards the end of the day when, weary from 
a big Alpine climb, we entered the last section of grade 5 on 
the Tour Rouse, described as loose. It was delicate, nervy 
climbing, up friable rock, devoid of the pitons which 
marred the rest of the climb. 
We made a bivouac a few rope lengths from the summit, 
luxuriating in the knowledge that we had all but fulfilled 
an ambition; a storm flickered behind the Brevent, with 
another somewhere towards Arolla. Next morning we reached 
the top and made the long trudge down through wet snow 
to the Jorasses Hut, down to the valley and round to 
Chamonix in pouring rain . 
Tasker: A rest period somehow shrank to one day, just 
enough time to dry clothes and buy food before leaving for 
the Trident Hut. But they pinned up a new weather forecast 
after we left Chamonix, and we spent an anxious day in the 
hut, frittering away the endless hours playing cards (made 
from brown paper) , reading the guidebook again and again, 
trying to sleep away time, and staring at the mountain 
when it appeared through the clouds. 
The weather cleared and at 1.0 a.m. next morning we were 
front-pointing down the ice slope from the hut, peering our 
way by dim head-torch across the glacier; then down again, 
awkwardly and nervously, from Col Moore. The Brenva 
Ridge was dotted with lights, but the vast amphitheatre 
below was a lonely place. At the foot of the Eckpfeiler we 
waited for some light to locate our route which, once found, 
was a continuous line of chimneys. Great loose blocks 
sometimes filled the chimneys; sections of strenuous 
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climbing were interspersed with tentative moves and a 
groping for more security. To our left were areas of barren 
grey walls up which the Poles had forced a way. Stone fell 
constantly from that region, but we seemed fairly sheltered 
in the chimneys. It was pleasing to find a climb so 
uncluttered with pegs, and even where the looseness took 
on monstrous proportions it had a raw and brutal freshness 
which had been lacking on the Grandes Jorasses. 
We exited from the rock difficulties about 5.0 a.m. and 
traversed round on to the North Face to find an icy couloir 
rearing steeply up into ice-coated rock. Reversing a pitch 
to a ledge we had passed, we bivouacked, watching a 
glowing cloud over the Pennine Alps shooting out 
lightning and hoping it wouldn't drift our way. 
Next morning I gave Dick a harsh compliment to his physical 
prowess by asking him to take the lead on the difficult ice 
pitch, thinking how he had sometimes paid me the 
unwelcome compliment of standing down from a difficult 
rock pitch. 
The few rope lengths up the steep couloir and icy rocks 
were an exhausting and unexpectedly demanding finale. 
Afterwards the long, winding arete of the Peuterey Ridge 
seemed endless, bringing us on to Mont Blanc de 
Courmayeur as the last bit of blue sky disappeared in clouds 
driven up from the valley by a chilling wind. With ice in 
our beards and clothes frozen stiff, we made our way by 
compass over Mont Blanc and down to a barely visible 
Vallot Hut. 
We arrived back in Chamonix on a Thursday; on the 
Friday it began to rain. The few sparse tents of early arrivals 
suddenly became a massive congestion of tentage and 
guy- lines. It kept on raining. People moved off to the 
Mediterranean. We looked for work, day-dreaming of a 
wage-packet and an end to economizing . When work 
became a possibility we hesitated: the weather had picked 
up .. . briefly. A fortnight passed ; it was as if we hadn 't 
done a route. Each rainy day posed the question of how to 
spend the time without buying oblivion in the bistros. We 
consumed a lot of books, said a lot of goodbyes and in the 
finish slipped off ourselves to the Vercors for a few days, to 
fields of lavender, baked -clay villages and sunny, 1,000ft. 
limestone climbs. After a few days of sun, it seemed as if 
some must have reached Chamonix, only 100 miles away, 
so we returned to find new faces, empty places and rain . 
More rainy days in Chamonix held no appeal; we packed 
our gear, a pair of jeans for tidy wear, arranged a 
rendezvous in Switzerland and started hitching . 
Dick had been thinking of the Nesthorn for some time, 
though I hardly knew of it. One of those mysterious 

Right: Dick Renshaw on the difficult ice section of the North Face of 
the Grand Pitier d'Angle (Bonatti/ Gobbi Route) . The climb emerges 
from the loose chimneys on to this difficult ground which has to be 
tackled when the climbers are already tired and committed. 
Photo: Joe Tasker 
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Above: The crucial traverse on the North Face of the Nesthorn, 
which varies in difficulty according to the thickness of the ice over 
the underlying slabs. Photo: Joe Tasker 

Oberland North Faces, briefly mentioned, with no details in 
the English guidebook and no well-worn path to the foot of 
the mountain, the Nesthorn kept its face hidden right to the 
last moment, till we began to wonder if it really had one. 
Then it appeared, a little Eiger, dome-shaped and concave, 
its steepness and size difficult to estimate. The brief 
description mentioned a couloir and a crucial traverse. We 
bivouacked on the glacier among some rocks and found 
some empty packets with English labels: obviously the 
North Face had just had its first British ascent! 

It was still dark when we reached the couloir area in the 
middle of the face, so we stopped for an hour, dozing on a 
tiny ledge until the dawn showed us the way. The crux of 
the climb was all too short, a passage o~ front-pointing 
across steep ice for several rope lengths to reach the upper 
snow slope; but it was a climb to be enjoyed, as the rising 
sun changed the colours around us, sparkling on the snow 
and bestowing an icy blueness upon the seracs below the 
summit. 
We stood on the top at 8.0 in the morning, a little amazed, 
and wondered what to do with the rest of the day. Away in 
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the distance was Mont Blanc ; nearer were the Matterhorn, 
last year's triumph and, of great interest, the Dent Blanche, 
our next objective. 
We had examined this reputedly formidable North Face 
from the Zinal Rothorn the previous year, and we arrived in 
Zinal trusting that the featureless face contained lines of 
weakness. The weather was peculiar, and after a couple of 
days watching its pattern we left the village, with doubts 
still unresolved, to see what the mountain had to offer. 
It was a long approach up glaciers and an ice-fall to a 
bivouac in some rocks opposite the face. No line of 
weakness was evident. The snowy rocks up which we had 
to find a way looked appalling; the middle snow-field we 
knew would not be so steep, but the snow-plastered rocks 
were another thing, and where was the line? The vague 
description was useless: " ... slabs inclined the wrong way, 
vertical or overhanging, unsuitable for pegs, extremely 
difficult to pass ... More slabs and mixed ground, very 
awkward for piton placement". Hardly bedtime reading! 
At 1.0 a.m. it was fine and clear and we commenced the 
fumbling preparations for departure. On the glacier we 
walked into the shadow cast by the mountain in the 
moonlight, but the snow was soft. It had been clear all 
night, yet somehow it was warm and we got tired plodding 
through the wet snow. All was quiet, and there was no 
stonefall; perhaps on the mountain conditions would be 
better. For our own peace of mind we had to make certain . 
Dick tried to establish himself on the snow-slope proper, but 
the soft sugary snow gave way, dropping him into the 
bergschrund. 
As usual we had plenty of food with us and so could afford 
to spend a day at our bivouac spot in the hope that it would 
freeze better next night. We had done our share of big-face 
watching . Nothing is better calculated to fray the nerves 
than confronting, from a distance, a wall of anxieties and 
unknowns. Hiding from the enervating sun, we passed the 
day sucking toffees, dozing, planning a holiday for next 
summer canoeing down the Danube or crossing the 
Sahara on a camel; anything but staring out at more 
North Faces. 
Wednesday 15th August: at 2.0 a.m . we tested the snow 
before committing ourselves to the preparations. It was as 
soft as the day before. Discontentedly we resigned ourselves 
to returning to Zinal at daybreak. At 6.0 we prepared to 
descend, eating lots of the now superfluous muesli and 
chocolate until an idle prod at the snow jolted us - it was 
hard! 
We loaded the sacks and hurried over the now firm surface 
of the glacier. At 8.0 a.m. we were crossing the bergschrund, 
this time kicking steps and pulling over on axes. Established 
at last - but what a time to start a climb! The sun was 
already high in the sky, and pebbles and ice chips were 
beginning to rattle in the glacier basin . 
We gained the snowy buttress which marked the first third 
of the climb, weaving about to contrive a way up. Over to 
the right some ropes littered the rock, but ricocheting 
pebbles forestalled the possibility of using that line. The 
climb, though devious, was not too difficult until after 
several rope lengths the buttress began to narrow. Above, 
the rock seemed to overhang; somewhere it had to contain 
an exit on to the central snow-field. Above and to the left 
the rock was still overhanging, but it seemed to offer the 
possibility of threading a way through several corners on 
to easier ground. We were each leading six rope lengths at a 
time, and this section fell within my six leads. 

Thin snow covered the slabs; crampons grated on the rock 
beneath, and grated inwardly on nerves. The first corner 
demanded a committing swing up and out over the buttress 
just ascended. Another corner, another move leftwards, 
crampons seeking purchase on crack lines and rugosities. 
More leftward movement, a delicate step down, and I 
found a piton in place. At least someone had passed this 
way. A shattered corner gave access to easier-angled slabs 
covered more deeply and treacherously with snow; a short 
distance further was the central snow slope proper. 
As expected, we made quick progress up this, heading for a 
break in the rocky band above. We began to see that the 
upper part of the face was a basin spanned by bands of 



Above: The North Face of the Dent Blanche, showing the route taken by Tasker and Renshaw and the site of their enforced bivouac. The Vaucher 
line continues more directly up the final mixed slopes. Photo: Joe Tasker. Below: Tasker on the lower slabs of the Dent Blanche North Face. 
The crucial rock pitch is above on the left. Photo: Dick Renshaw 
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Above left : The central snowfield of the North Face of Dent Blanche, with the spur of the Bournissen Route on the right skyline. Photo: Joe 
Tasker. Above right: Traversing out to the Bournissen Route on the upper section of the face. Photo: Dick Renshaw. Below: Renshaw at the 
point of the enforced bivouac. Photo : Joe Tasker 
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snow separated by rock. The snow bands were connected 
by an ice chute descending alrriost directly from the 
summit ; from time to time this disgorged great rocks which 
cartwheeled and bounded down some distance to our right. 

We were halfway up the face, pressing to accomplish as 
quickly as possible something we had spent months 
thinking about ; time for relaxation and reflection was a 
prohibitive luxury. 

A bulge of steeper snow in a rocky band marked the start of 
the upper section . There was no line to follow, just an area 
of snowy, unsympathetic rock. The climbing became nerve 
racking, using the psychological protection of tiny blades 
in minute cracks. Leading was an anxious time of tentative 
moves and hesitations, clearing snow from rock, hoping to 
find holds. Seconding was an equally anxious time of 
watching the trying moves of the other. 

What had been a fine day had slipped, almost unremarked, 
into cloud, and one or two flakes of snow began to fall. The 
summit seemed to be not far away and with luck we could 
be there by dark. Then what had been merely a threat of 
bad weather suddenly became a storm. There was a wind 
driving showers of hail, and thunder rumbling somewhere. 
I was trying to edge a way up a funnel in the rock on to the 
snowband above, but each time I cleared a hold cascading 
hailstones obliterated it again . Several attempts to move up 
failed in worsening visibility and numbed hands. Above there 
was nowhere to make for, no possibility of shelter within 
500ft. Below I had planted an ice screw in a unique patch 
of good ice, the first sound runner in several rope lengths ; 
a providential bulge of rock would give some protection 
against stone-fall. I descended to the ice patch and Dick, 
white with snow, moved up to join me. We hacked a step 
out of the ice, put in more ice screws and pulled the bivvy 
tent over our heads. It was 5.0 p.m. Outside, hailstones 
flowed in waves over the tent, lightning crackled and 
thunder was echoing round the basin. 

It was difficult to accept, but we both knew already that we 
would have to pass the night there. In the remaining 
daylight we enlarged the step in the ice; the last flakes of 
snow were falling as it became completely dark. Dick had 
managed to cut a ledge big enough to lodge his backside 
on, but I had encountered rock beneath the ice and my 
ledge was just big enough to place my feet on sideways. 
We donned duvets and woolies, made a brew and prepared 
for a long night. 
I hung there, dangling painfully in my harness, dozing, 
hearing the periodic hum of stone-fall, feeling the 
occasional flow of hailstones sliding over the tent. Dick 
was below me, sitting down. " Is it warm up there?" he 
asked, snatching me from a happy dream of someone or 
something. He stood up to be more in the cloak of the tent, 
arranging a network of slings to dangle from. It was cold all 
right. We made another brew ; a complex affair, balancing a 
stripped -down petrol stove on a sack between us, holding 
a dixie with a peg driven into it for a handle and melting 
handfuls of snow. We both seemed very tired, hardly able 
to stand up, eyes smarting from the effort of staying open ; 
then the stove began to splutter and go out. Of course - no 
air. We lifted the bottom of the tent, cold draughts came in, 
the sto"ve leapt into life and unconsciousness receded. 

There wasn't much to talk about: what to do next ; what we 
would do if we got up the Eiger. A little presumptuous, 
perhaps, to plan the next route whilst hanging for sleepless 
hours three thousand feet above a glacier in sub-zero 
temperatures, but after six weeks together and several 
previous bivouacs the past had already been exhausted. 
Outside it was clear and cold ; far away pinpricks of light 
were other people ; thank goodness for double boots, we 
could wiggle our toes to keep the blood moving ; crampons 
were still strapped on. We were huddled together, arms 
wrapped round each other for warmth, wondering if it 
might affect our sex lives, wondering if anyone knew we 
were there, if we were in anyone's thoughts . We dozed, 
sagged on to the belay, stood up straight again, dozed, 
and waited for dawn. 

A glimmer of light - time to move. I was hoping Dick had 
forgotten I had a rope length left to lead. All the gear needed 
extricating, krabs stuck to our hands, the ropes, stiff and 

kinked, were coated in snow. He hadn't forgotten . The 
funnel was now much deeper in powder-snow and hail ; 
the delicate upwards movement was the same, but this 
time it was done with aching calves and weary legs. 
The summit was about 600ft. above ; to the left was more 
featureless rock, with newer snow on it ; to the right a 
tower of lurid rock offered a more acceptable alternative. 
Dick went into the lead, teetering on crampon points 
across plaques of snow on rock. He stopped short at the 
tower - he had smashed his thumb with his hammer. 
("Hell! What about the Eiger ?" ) 

The tower was not difficult after the start, but it was 
composed of frighteningly loose razor-sharp blocks. This 
was delicate climbing of another sort. Round to the right 
another basin separated us from the North Ridge. The 
angle of the tower eased and we arrived on the ridge, half 
a rope length from the summit. A crucifix with a strange 
figure marked the top ; to the south the two giants we had 
hoped to see, the Matterhorn and Dent d'Herens, former 
acquaintances, were hidden from view by the cloud 
building up for the day's storm. Tired, we descended, 
stumbling and tumbling down the South Ridge, chased by 
snow and lightning to the Rossier Hut ; then on down to 
Ferpecle where a shack served as shelter for the night 
before we returned, more asleep than awake, to Zinal 
next day. 
Hitch -hiking from one place to another with all our climbing 
gear was something of an ordeal, almost equal to the effort 
of making another climb. But there were consolations : it 
meant a change of company, a day's holiday in new towns 
and villages. Some people we met knew about climbing, 
others asked us if we had to use ropes. One motherly 
couple asked our intentions from Grindelwand : "Not the 
Eiger, you won't go on that, will you?" 

But what else would we be going there for? A mountain we 
knew more about than any other, a route whose every pitch 
we almost knew by heart and yet we had still to climb it. 
We waited a day at Alpiglen as I was feeling ill and weak: 
it was also an opportunity to take the measure of the 
weather. Our preparations were more thorough than they 
had ever been: for all the information we had about the 
mountain we felt nothing but respect. 
At the foot of the enormous limestone cirque which is the 
Eiger's North Face we put breeches and jerseys into our 
sacks, only wearing waterproofs over underpants and vest. 
The lower part of the Face was soaking. A lot of the time 
we were just scrambling up broken ground, past bits of 
gear, pieces of rope, etriers, pegs, clothing - an ugly 
rubbish dump. Past the first tower, the shattered pillar, the 
difficult crack, streaming wet, an old rope still there. We 
hoped the upper part of the climb would be cleaner. 
Thankfully no one was at the Swallow·s Nest, the amazing 
niche on the edge of the first ice field . It was mid -afternoon : 
we planned to stop there and £tart up the ice-fields in the 
cold of early morning . The bivouac was reasonable as 
bivouacs go, almost room for both of us to lie down 
completely. The lights of Grindelwald flickered in the 
distance - a bit of cloud drifted by - just to remind us we 
were on the Eiger ; time to relax and think about things. 

The purring stones, just yards away, were quiet in the 
morning ; there was no ice-hose to climb, just wet bare 
rock, and then the second ice-field, the ice dirty, discoloured 
and pitted with rocks. Above was a still enormous distance 
up the limestone amphitheatre, somewhere in it the Traverse 
of the Gods, the Spider, the Exit Cracks ; but before that 
so much sideways movement to be made up poor rock to 
the Flat Iron, down on to and across the third ice-field, 
steepest of the lot, but the best ice. Into the ramp, running 
with water, up rock pitches and the hardest part, the 
chimney, climbed with hands numbed by the pouring 
water, and a delicate rock rib behind . 
We kept encountering the most awe- inspiring situations ; 
ice-fields overhung by walls, basins enclosed by rearing 
corners ; after the ramp we escaped from the basin by a 
cunning exit to the right (that first ascent must have been 
tremendous) and reached a platform at the start of the 
Traverse of the Gods. It was 5.0 p.m. - how the time had 
flown ! After the traverse, the Spider ; we didn't know how 
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that would be for bivouacs and shelter from stonefall so we 
stayed on the platform, preparing a leisurely supper, hoping 
for a few hours grace next day for the exit cracks. 
A bulge of rock protected us from the stones which hummed 
past. I was dozing in the early morning when Dick said : 
"That was a big one!" In my drowsy mind the hum had 
been the purring of the stove, and I had been sleepily 
content at the thought of a coming brew. I said so . Now 
was as good a time as any, and so the day's movement 
began. 
The Traverse of the Gods, though we knew it to be easy, 
didn't look it. 
"Whose lead is it?" 
It was all right, just a little unnerving, the whole face, the 
whole route stretching out below. Into the Spider - another 
basin surrounded by improbable corners. This time there 
was no cunning exit. There was verglas all the way up the 
cracks and corners of the exit pitches. It was Dick's lead for 
the quartz-crack, an ice-plastered nightmare, climbed in 
crampons, thankful for every peg that appeared. We 
traversed left. Three new-looking ropes hung down from the 
belay there; another winter ascent? We left them there. 
Another two hundred feet up delicate verglassed rock with 
little protection, then the last few hundred feet of shattered 
rock, released from ice by the morning sun, and up the final 
snow slopes and ridge to the summit. 
Tiredness tranquilized the glowing, satisfied feeling of 
exultation. New mountains lay behind, poorly seen through 
rolling cloud. The rumbling artillery practice was thunder. 
We hurried down the west flank, slipping and sliding in 
snow and rain, leaping and laughing from lightning, down 
past the Eismeer station, down in gathering dusk and rain 
to the tent in the meadows, to the waiting bottle of wine 
purchased in anticipation of success. 
Returning to Chamonix had come to seem like returning 
home. We escaped from Alpiglen during a lull in the rain next 
day and reached Chamonix, everything still damp, as groups 
of people were packing for England, sickened at the 
recommencement of the rain . For us it was a welcome 
change just to relax, to read, to chat to others. We could 
contemplate finishing our season there, but we were thinking 
of just one more climb: the Cecchinel/Nomine Route. 
Renshaw: We stood on the balcony of the Trident Hut in 
the fading light of evening and traced the approach route to 
the North Face of the Eckpfeiler. From far off there seemed to 
be no problems. But in the harshness of early morning I felt 
none of the past evening's confidence. Looming bergschrunds 
and ice blocks from past avalanches created minor 
problems. Each step was against the inertia of doubt and 
uncertainty, with the objective lying unseen in the darkness. 
I felt belittled by the ineffable impressiveness of invisible 
surroundings. Above, serac walls balanced unseen in the 
darkness. 
It was better when we were moving. Thoughts don't oppress 
you . But we lingered a while, unsure of where we were. 
The overhanging ice wall afforded shelter and perhaps there 
was a way round to the right. From the windless silent 
night came a noise like the blowing of a breeze. It was 
eerie, coming from the previous heavy stillness. Then there 

Left: The North Face of the 
Grand Pi/ier d'Angle (Eckpfeiler) 
on the south side of Mt. Blanc. 
Routes: 1. The Bonatti/ Gobbi 
Route (x marks the position of 
the climber in the photo on 
page 21) ; 2. The Cecchinel/ 
Nomine Route (z marks the 
ice-runnel pitch); 3. The 
Dufour/ Frehel Route; 4. The 
Bonatti/Zapelli Route. 
Photo: Joe Tasker 

Above: Tasker on the vertical runnel of ice. The ice eventually broke 
off and the pitch was climbed artificially. Photo: Dick Renshaw 

was a sudden pang of horror with the realization that it was 
an avalanche. As the flurry of powder-snow shot over our 
heads there came an acceptance as I waited for the snow 
and ice to come thundering down. With the endless 
passing seconds of hope the powder-snow ceased. Again 
came the silence and momentary immobility. 
"What shall we do?" Joe expressed the uncertainty that we 
both felt. "Get the hell out of here," I replied. What I 
meant was downwards, far from this place. But despite the 
yearning to flee I put on the rope and climbed over the 
bergschrund wall, for I knew that if we turned back the 
fear wouldn 't diminish and the inevitable return would be 
so much harder. In wild breathless haste I almost ran up an 
easy-angled snow-slope which terminated in another 
bergschrund. An ice bridge to the left, and the North Face 
was suddenly more of a reality as it became divorced from 
the darkness and materialized into tangible rock. 
Climbing the ice parallel to the face I felt more secure in the 
knowledge that the most dangerous section was now behind 
us. Arriving at a narrow couloir I hesitated, not knowing 
whether it was the start of the climb. There was only one 
way to find out and that was upwards. I found a good 
belay, brought up Joe, and we sorted out the gear. It was 
steep ice from the start with short sections of rock thinly 
covered with ice. 
With the stealthy approach of dawn the stars shone with an 
added brilliance before their final fade. The strata of colours 
in the dawn sky stretched above the Pennine Alps, and the 
silhouettes of the Matterhorn and Breithorn became 
recognizable. It became full daylight, but we were so 
absorbed in the climbing that we were hardly aware of 
the passage of time. 
The couloir narrowed and became steeper. To gain the 
continuation of the couloir higher up necessitated 
surmounting the wall on the right. A groove offered the 
obvious line ; sheathed in a runnel of ice, it looked an 
unattractive proposition. We searched for easier 
alternatives, but finally settled for the groove. Joe started 
hacking his way up. It was clear that this pitch would 
take some time. From below it looked impressive, slightly 
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overhanging. Added to the chippings of ice caused by 
Joe were intermittent showers of ice particles which flowed 
down the couloir. Although the· pitch seemed to be 
laboriously slow work, I was content enough on a secure, 
comfortable stance, basking in the warmth of the sun. 
Looking down to the foot of the climb I thought the night 
seemed a long time ago. In the safety of retrospection the 
past night's experience took on a different aspect. I 
wondered what lay in store for us after the groove. 
"70°-75° ice - five ice screws", read the description. 
Although I craned my neck nothing could be seen of this 
enigmatic pitch . Joe found a wooden wedge in place, put 
in a peg higher up and continued his work. A crack and a 
roar dissipated my tranquility as a huge piece of ice became 
earthbound. That cleared most of the ice from the groove 
and fortunately Joe was still in situ. 
Seconding the pitch, I found it awkward. The final move 
from the groove necessitated standing on an etrier attached 
to an ice axe half-inserted into the snow. Knocking out the 
peg below me I felt very insecure. I passed the small stance 
where Joe was belayed and continued on up. The ice 
being in the sun, had melted . So much for putting in ice 
screws. It was a question of thrusting the ice axe as far as 
it would go into the soft snow and hoping that the 
crumbling footsteps would hold long enough to support 
the next movement. I felt relieved when I reached a crack 
and placed a peg. As the couloir broadened the angle 
relented and, as it was still in the shade, the ice was hard. 
A few more pitches and we arrived on familiar ground. It 
was just below the place where we traversed on to the 
North Face of the Eckpfeiler when we climbed the 
Bonatti/Gobbi route on the buttress. Although in close 
proximity to each other these two routes have very differing 
qualities. 
Once more we were on rock, crampons screeching against 
the granite. Delicate climbing on a steep slab led to a tiny 
belay below an ice-filled crack. This was avoided by an 
overhang on the right, using three pegs for aid, and was 
followed by two awkward jamming cracks which required 
some acrobatic movements. In the gloaming, I looked 
across at the Brenva Face: the buttresses and snow aretes 
of the individual routes were sharply defined. On the 
diagonal abseil there were several slings in place. These and 
a wooden wedge were the only reminders that others had 
gone before us. The abseil was in a spectacular position, 
the face sweeping away beneath our feet and with a 
commanding view of the Pear Buttress. After the abseil 
came a traverse on mixed ground and another pitch to the 
final snow slope. Glancing to the right I realised how close 
we were to the serac walls which overhang the Bonatti / 
Zapelli route. The final snow slope provided the most 
tedious pitches on the climb. By that time it was dark, but 
we didn't stop to put on our torches. The summit of the 
Eckpfeiler ridge remained elusively unattainable and I gave 
up calculating the remaining distance. I was feeling tired, 
not having noticed it before on the harder pitches where 
one's concentration is totally absorbed by the climbing . 
Here the only difficulty was the effort of will required to 
keep moving. I stole a glance upwards, made out the 
shadowy ridge, then returned my gaze to the snow directly 
in front of me. But it was not far, the final heave and I was 
over the top. 
From our last visit we had noted a good bivouac site 
beneath a tower of rock, but after straining our eyes in the 
darkness without any result we settled for a mediocre 
platform nearby. We could hear voices and see lights in the 
region of the Sentinelle Rouge. A rockfall and a shout but 
the lights still shone. 
Sorting out the gear was a weary business. The petrol stove 
joined in the general lethargy. Shooting out foot - long 
yellow flames at a psychedelic frequency it heated the 
polenta and soup sluggishly, but gave an interesting light 

Top left: Renshaw following the ice-runnel pitch. The route started 
up the ice slopes to the left of the shoulder in the background having 
run the gauntlet of the avalanche zone below. Centre left: Looking 
across to the Grandes Jorasses and the big Swiss peaks from the 
Cecchinel/Nomine Route. Bottom left: Renshaw on the central 
icefield, the left-hand ice couloir above is taken by the Bonatti/ Gobbi 
Route and the Cecchinel/Nomine traverses out on to the rock spur on 
the right. Photos: Joe Tasker 

Above: Tasker circumventing the difficult ice-filled crack on the 
upper section of the climb. Photo: Dick Renshaw 

show. After an uninspiring meal I burrowed into my 
sleeping bag and slept. At six o 'clock the following morning 
I was awakened by the sun creeping over the Italian 
mountains. We lingered over breakfast, trying not to think 
of the plod up the Peuterey ridge. 
How many miles is the Peuterey ridge? In an endless 
symmetry it soars into the blueness of the sky. We trudged 
on , one foot on the hard snow of the North Face, the other 
on the crumbling wet snow of the South Face. 
It was my third time on the summit of Mont Blanc but it 
was the first time I had experienced a stormless day with 
such a clear vista. We sat awhile in the afternoon warmth. 
The climb was behind us now and we could afford to 
relax. There was also the thought that it was the end of 
the season. 
SUMMARY 
The 1973 season of British alpinists Joe Tasker and Dick Renshaw. 
This was one of the best seasons ever achieved by a British rope, and 
was all the more notable in view of the long spells of bad weather with 
which the climbers had to contend . Climbs included the Walker Spur, 
the Bonatti / Gobbi Route on the Grand Pilier d'Angle, the North Face of 
the Nesthorn, the North Face of the Dent Blanche by a combination 
of the Vaucher and Bournissen Routes (first British ascent), the 1938 
Route on the Eigerwand, and the Cecchinel / Nomine Route on the 
Grand Pilier d'Angl e (3rd ascent and first British ascent) . The article 
gives detailed accounts of the Dent BlancAe and Cecchinel / Nomine 
climbs. 
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All climbing boots are not 
created equal. 

We're not afraid to tell. Don't be afraid to ask. 
A lot of so-called climbing boots look the same at first glance. You know, big thick soles, fat rounded toes, a lot of 
hooks and the like. And most are the same. Except for Raichle. 

But Raichle climbing boots have a lot of other features. Features you may not see and some you do. Like the 
proven Norwegian Welt construction for durability and extra-long life. Like using the finest American lasts avail
able for a great fit. And like offering boots in true half-sizes (not just varying the amount of padding) and up to 
three different widths. 

The Raichle Wetterhorn: 
a superb, heavy-duty 
boot for all climbing 
conditions; one-piece 
Grade "A" Russia flesh
out leather upper; full
grain leather lining; two 
full midsoles; leather 
innersole; padded, 
hinged tongue; ¾ heavy
duty steel shank; scree 
guard and close-trimmed 
Vibram "Yellow Spot" 
Lacima sole. 

Eiger $59.95 

The straight facts on Raichle features. 
Look at the Raichle 
Eiger: the popularly 
priced, lightweight boot 
suitable for ice and snow 
climbing. With all these 
Raichle features: one
piece Grade "A" Russia 
flesh-out leather upper; 
full leather lining; 
gusseted tongue;¾ 
heavy-duty steel -shank; 
thick midsole; leather 
innersole; scree guard 
and close-trimmed 
Vibram "Yellow Spot" 
Lacima sole. 

Then there's the Raichle 
Zinal: a very lightweight, 
extra-warm technical ice
snow and rock boot with 
a special, new injection 
molded sole. Look at 
these features: one-piece 
silicone impregnated 
Russia Grade "A" flesh
out leather upper; full
grain leather lining; 
leather lined, padded, 
hinged tongue with 
unique "storm flap"; full 
length, lightweight mid
sole; guaranteed injec
tion molded sole that's 
close-trimmed; leather 
innersole; ¾ heavy-duty 
steel shank; triple roll 
scree guard and Vibra 
"Yellow Spot" Laci ma 
sole. 

To learn more 
about boots, write for 

our free catalog and new 
booklet, "Taking the Mystery 

Out of Boots". Or ask your local 
dealer for a copy. 

Next, the Raichle 
Diableret: very simply, 
the most sought after 
technical Alpine climbing 
boot available today. 
With one-piece Russia 
Grade "A" full-grain, 
flesh-out leather upper; 
full-grain leather lining; 
fully gusseted leather 
lined tongue, three full 
midsoles (2 leather, 1 
rubber); leather inner
sole; ¾ heavy-duty steel 
shank; double roll scree 
guard and close-trimmed 
Vibram "Yellow Spot" 
Lacima sole. 

Raichle Molitor USA/ 200 Saw Mill River Road/ Hawthorne, New York 10532 



Climbing Ethics 
by Robin Campbell 

Editor's Note: Th is paper was first read before the Na tional 
Mountaineering Conference at Buxton in March. 197 4. 

I would like to begin by contrasting two ethical decisions -
a climber deciding whether or not to place a peg on some 
crag or other and a doctor deciding whether or not to allow 
some aged suffering patient to die or to prolong the patient's 
life against his own wishes. There is no doubt in my mind 
about which of these two decisions is the one which 
merits more thought nor about which of them will produce 
the greater mental anguish . I hope there is none in yours. 
Ethics is a serious business ; I should like to say right at the 
start that I'm quite sure that climbing should not be a 
serious business. It is clear, however, that many of you in 
England regard it in this way - in fact you treat it so 
seriously that you have built up a powerful national 
organization and have even taken to holding National 
Conferences. The first thing I would like to do is to 
speculate a little about this sudden attack of gravity. I 
suspect that a case could be made for the view that a 
strong interest in mountaineering only arises in countries 
where the people are denied the opportunity for meaningful 
work, where they live lives relatively free from personal 
danger and where they are obliged to live in squalid 
surroundings in large cities. When mountaineers become 
excessively serious as well as excessively numerous this, I 
think, is simply because they wish to invest their 
mountaineering activities with a significance which their 
other activities palpably lack. I believe also that this is a 
factor which has led to the tremendous increase in outdoor 
education . The mountaineer in charge of children has his 
fantasies fulfilled - he is now engaged in what we all agree 
is a serious business, namely, the care of children in 
dangerous places. In his mountaineering he now has really 
important decisions to make, decisions which are irreducibly 
ethical. 
The mountaineer who enjoys mountain rescue work is, 
I believe, another case in point. He enjoys it because his 
mountaineering has acquired a real significance which it 
formerly lacked. In these two cases I make a temporary 
exception of the professional mountaineer, whose case is 
rather different, since mountaineering is his working life. 
This line of thought leads me to the following conclusions : 
(1) the serious ethical problems that confront certain 
abnormal varieties of mountaineer are often welcomed by 
them (unlike the case of the doctor contemplating 
euthanasia) and this is surely pathological ; (2) any 
mountaineer in either of these two abnormal categories who 
recognizes this aberration should immediately cease these 
activities and direct his energies to the valid tasks of 
reforming his life-style and the structures of society which 
encouraged him to adopt it ; (3) the tendency to treat the 
trivial ethical problems of normal climbing as serious 
matters may be a manifestation of the same phenomenon . 
I hope, then, that I have made my own attitude to the 
present concern with mountaineering ethics perfectly clear : 
I believe it to be symptomatic of a general desire amongst 
us to invest our climbing activities with a significance which 
they do not possess and that this desire, in turn, arises from 
dissatisfaction w ith our daily lives. That this desire has in 
fact achieved its end in the case of the armies of schoolboy
shepherds I regard as quite abominable and I would like to 
take this opportunity to call upon all of you who are 
concerned with this enterprise, however indirectly, to ask 
yourselves the question : "Who is providing a service to 
whom?". 
Now my arguments so far have put me in a rather odd 
position, for here I am to talk about climbing ethics at a 
National Mountaineering Conference, exactly the sort of 
behaviour I have just called in question. I came here because 
of an impulsive promise to the B.M .C.'s National Officer, 
Dennis Gray, which I now regret. However, I try to keep 

promises, even to Yorkshire Scotsmen, so I will try to do 
him and you the courtesy of discussing the problem as 
helpfully as I can . I would nevertheless re-emphasize my 
belief that very little depends upon what view we take of 
the ethical problems that arise in normal mountaineering 
(short of grotesque rarities like "Should you eat your 
climbing partner?"). If mountaineering as we know it turns 
completely sour, as I think it will, then this will just be one 
among many things in the Western World which are rapidly 
turning sour, in which case it will deserve no undue 
mourning. 
I will begin by outlining a minimal set of 'Categorical 
Imperatives for Ethical Mountaineers'. These are : 
1. Climb the Mountains 
2. Test Your Skill 
3 . Test Your Nerve 
4. Love the Mountains 
These, I think, can all be supported without controversy in 
the sense that most climbers would accept them as minimal 
conditions for being a Good Mountaineer. (1) is so obvious 
it is usually overlooked ; (2) and (3) have been extensively 
discussed - they were dealt with by Lito Tejada - Flores in 
his widely-published article, 'Games Climbers Play', and they 
are much in the minds of all normal mountaineers (though 
(3) is often rejected by the serious-business brigade); (4) 
is perhaps the most intriguing and the one about which I 
shall have most to say. I would like now to discuss each of 
these in turn . 

Climb the Mountains 
Nothing much need be said about this except that it is the 
primary source of ethical conflict since it is often most easily 
obeyed by disobeying 2, 3 or 4. A good recent example 
of this is the bolt ascent of Cerro Torre where these three 
imperatives were all sacrificed in favour of the first. 

Test Your Skill 
This imperative leads us to put a negative value on the use 
of mechanical aids of various kinds and to put a positive 
value on the selection of climbs which will have a level of 
difficulty at or near our own limits. In 'Games Climbers Play' 
Flores does not distinguish between these values and those 
which arise from the next imperative. This is, of course, a 
trivial criticism but one which I think can be sustained. 
An interesting question is whether or not a climber who puts 
a positive value on the selection of climbs grossly beyond 
his own abilities has disobeyed this imperative. Certainly, 
he has disobeyed some imperative since such behaviour is 
generally deplored by other mountaineers. However, I shall 
argue later that this sort of transgression is better thought of 
as a breach of the Fourth Imperative. 
Why do we value this Second Imperative? I think simply 
because climbing by means of your own limbs and wits at 
a level difficult enough to be taxing is psychologically 
satisfying . 

Test Your Nerve 
There seems to be a growing realization that this is a very 
potent imperative. Its message is that climbers value danger 
and risk-taking as well as difficulty. One can point to 
Harold Drasdo's interesting article, 'Margins of Safety' 
(Alpine Journal, 1969 ; Mountain 10) , as the most explicit 
argument for the potency of this imperative. Ken Wilson 's 
paper at last year's Safety Conference was also about this. 
In the actual practice of climbers we can see a recent 
tendency to frown on mechanical protection as well as 
mechanical aid . 

A useful analogy for examining this imperative is the game 
of Russian Roulette. Russian Roulette is undoubtedly 
stimulating, sometimes fatally so. No doubt it is a 
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tremendously exciting pastime while it lasts. However, it 
would be a dull game when played with no bullets and a 
short one when played with them all. We can think of the 
climber who tests his nerve as a kind of Russian 
Roulette player who gives it a whirl every so often . Of 
course, how often is crucial. The professional guide or 
outdoor instructor must clearly use a very small number of 
bullets if he hopes to play the game regularly and still 
survive. On the other hand the amateur climber with exactly 
the same margin of safety can use more bullets since he 
plays less often . 
This Third Imperative conflicts with a most important general 
ethical value - the Value of Human Life. I shall argue later 
that this works against the survival of the imperative in 
mountaineering enterprises where society at large is 
involved. It seems reasonable, however, to say that even 
mountaineers have some limits to what they are prepared to 
value in this area of danger and risk-taking. One thinks, for 
example, of the famous campaign of criticism mounted 
against the early attempts on the Eiger North Face. 
Currently, there is what seems to me to be a surprising 
amount of sympathy with the aims of Mountain Safety 
instruction . Again, I shall argue later that such attitudes are 
ultimately based on the Fourth Imperative. 
Love the Mountains 
I suggest that this imperative should be interpreted quite 
literally, so that we treat the mountains as we would treat a 
lover. Of course, the conjugal relationship is somewhat 
promiscuous - there are a lot of us and a lot of them and 
each of us loves all of them. It is as a result of 'love of 
mountains' that climbers deplore the acts of defacement and 
defilement to which our mountains are so often subjected . 
Defacement by chairlifts, railways, fixed ropes, paintmarks, 
pegmarks, rubbish, beaten paths - all are acts of assault 
upon a loved one and are therefore deplorable. Defilement 
by excessive indiscriminate promiscuity - so-called 'people 
pollution' - is also deplorable, particularly so when the 
people concerned do not love mountains. Elitist attitudes of 
this sort were forged a long time ago. On that celebrated 
occasion when Moses climbed Mount Sinai to receive those 
more important Ethical Imperatives, the Lord was very 
specific with respect to this point about how the mountain 
should be treated by the rank and file. First of all He 
informed Moses that He had sanctified the mountain and 
then warned him of the dire consequences that would 
befall any of his people who set foot on the mountain. For 
good measure He ordered Moses to instruct his menfolk 
not to "come at their wives" for three days! 
A second consequence of this Fourth Imperative is that, 
like any lover, the mountains should not be treated lightly, 
should not be taken for granted. And so it is here that we 
derive our proscriptions against the attempting of the unduly 
difficult or the unduly dangerous. The mountaineer who 
takes these liberties is taking them with his life but it is not 
that that we should care about: it is that he is taking 
liberties with the mountain. 
A final implication of this imperative is that rape is 
unethical: the mountain must have the chance of turning 
you down. 
I would like now to finish by making two general points 
about these four imperatives and to try to rationalize the 
current widespread suspicion of two increasingly important 
climbing institutions, the Professional Climber and the B.M.C. 
Firstly, the four imperatives appeal to distinct emotional 
systems, which supports the claim that they are independent. 
(1) appeals to an atavistic instinct, the one which the late 
Tom Patey identified with the climbing instinct of our 
arboreal ancestors (see 'Apes or Ballerinas' : Mountain 3). 
(2) arises from the pleasure of any purposeful and well
controlled physical activity - the mental harmony which is 
the semi-mystical goal of all recondite forms of physical 
exercise, such as Yoga, Karate, Body-Building and so on. 
(3) derives its impetus from the catharsis of fear and ( 4) 
from love. 
Secondly, there seems to be a shift in the relative force of 
the four imperatives that comes with age and experience. 
In the beginning (1) is paramount, then (2) and (3) and 
finally (4). This explains the often troublesome value
conflicts between young and old climbers without 
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requiring us to suppose that they subscribe to different sets 
of mountaineering values. It is simply that priorities change. 
It seems to me that the amateur climber climbs and talks 
about climbing more or less as if he acknowledged these 
Ethical Imperatives and that, were he left to his own devices, 
the value-system I have associated with them would not be 
seriously threatened . However, he is not being left to his 
own devices. Educators have been persuaded to involve 
themselves with mountains in what I believe is a wholly 
immoral enterprise. Entrepreneurial individuals in the tourist 
industry offer package holidays which include 
mountaineering along with other so-called adventure 
sports. A massive public interest in mountaineering has 
been stimulated by certain well -managed professional 
climbers with the help of TV and other mass media. The 
effect of all this busywork has been to put some of our 
mountain areas under intolerable pressures so that those 
climbers who climb because of, if I am right, certain inner 
compulsions which mountaineering can satisfy become 
submerged in a polluting flood of sheep. A further and 
equally pernicious development is the strengthening of 
mountain rescue 'facilities' in the popular areas. The effect 
of this has been to introduce a quite extraneous factor into 
our calculations relating to the Third Imperative. Now to the 
risks of climbing we must add the probability of being 
unnecessarily rescued! 
A third blow is the introduction to our fragile world of large 
numbers of climbers trained by the schools or by the 
'adventure' industry. Since they are trained by professionals 
they are inevitably less impressed by the Third Imperative 
than the traditional young climber: their norms are the 
crash hat, maximum protection, the peg belay and the 
roadside crag. Now I do not doubt the good intentions of 
the professional climber. Nor do I see anything necessarily 
wrong about his activities. The mountain guide is a quite 
traditional component of the mouf'ltain scene. He provides 
a valuable service to would-be mountain lovers. However, 
most of our professionals are not guides: they are teachers. 
So long as they continue to provide a service (rather than 
to sell mountaineering) and as long as they do not ignore 
the Third and Fourth Imperatives in their teaching (as I 
believe they have a tendency to do) they will not harm 
mountaineering, nor could they be reasonably regarded as 
engaged in anything unethical. However, if they try actively 
to sell mountaineering then the Fourth Imperative says 
clearly: Do Not Be A Mountain Pimp. As I have said, 
I do not doubt their good intentions. I don 't believe that 
more than a handful of such professionals reject any of the 
characteristic values of mountaineering I have mentioned. 
However, they are employed persons as a rule . I would urge 
these professionals as a matter of some importance to form 
themselves into a trade union as soon as possible so as to 
influence the decisions of their employers more effectively. 
The position of the professional climber who is employed to 
teach schoolchildren is rather different, since the question of 
responsibility becomes acute here. Moreover, the whole 
issue is shrouded in muddled and tendentious argument. 
A nice example of this is the notion that children may be 
responsibly exposed to apparent danger (whereby they 
experience real fear and enjoy a real feeling of adventure) 
but that to expose children to real danger is irresponsible. 
If there is some likelihood that such children will continue 
to climb as a result of this process of education, then such 
training constitutes a recipe for disaster, since experience 
will have taught the child that his fears can be safely 
ignored! The issue of responsibility cannot be dodged in 
this way. Climbing should be taught properly (so that the 
child learns what constitutes a dangerous situation) and the 
children exposed to risk, or it should not be taught at all. 
The question then becomes one of general ethics: "Is it 
right for schools to expose children to unnecessary risks?". 
Surely the answer is no. On the other hand, if the demand 
for such instruction comes from the child (with parental 
consent) and if the child's motivation is genuine (an 
obviously spurious case is the child who would simply 
prefer to be at the outdoor centre than be bored in school) 
then responsibility rests where it should - with parent and 
child - and the schools can act. It is, however, doubtful 
whether any education authority acts in ·so circumspect a 
manner at present. 



Campbell as Moses: Do not let the armchaired millions come at me 

The remaining kind of professional climber is the Media 
Man, amongst whom Mr. Bonington is probably our best
known example. Here again I feel that the Fourth Imperative 
says clearly : Do Not Be A Mountain Pimp; Do Not Let The 
Armchaired Millions Come At Me. 
Lastly, I should like to say a word or two about the 
B.M.C.'s role as defender of climbing values. Here again its 
good intentions are not in doubt. It seems plain that the 
vast changes in the B.M.C. in recent years have come about 
because those involved have felt it necessary that the 
B.M.C. should become more active, more political, in order 
to ensure that the views of mountaineers were adequately 
represented in areas of public concern such as conservation, 
access to mountains, the training of climbers and so on. 
However, I would like to make some cautionary remarks. 
Firstly, the expense involved in this activity inevitably means 
close co-operation with the Sports Council and since public 
funds are now being consumed by mountaineers, that makes 
us publicly accountable. Recall that a cardinal ethic of our 
society it to put an absolute value on human life so that we 
try to save people from the consequences of their own folly . 
Surely this will mean a good deal of pressure on climbers, 
through the B.M.C., to abandon the Third Imperative. 

Secondly, the time and work involved in the new B.M.C. 
inevitably means that professional climbers of one sort or 
another will take on more and more of B.M.C. functions. 
How happy are we to have professionals to represent our 
views and our interests? Already, according to a recent issue 
of Mountain, we have what looks like a kind of House of 
Lords forming within the B.M.C. I may well be wrong, but 
I think there is a great danger that, even with the best of 
intentions, a powerful , active B.M .C. may succeed in 
hastening the demise of traditional climbing values. Such a 
happening is described in 'Behold now Behemoth', a 
chilling little article by Pete Sinclaire, which appeared in 
Ascent, in 1968. In this piece, Sinclaire described how 

well-intentioned climbers and Park Service bureaucrats in 
fact facilitated certain developments inimical to climbing in 
the Tetons National Park. In Sinclaire's words, we must 
make sure that our " bureaucratic behemoth" is a "useful 
beast of burden" and not " an uncontrollable monster". 

I would like to conclude by reiterating my belief that ethics 
in climbing as traditionally practised is not a serious 
business and that the climbing sins which I have suggested 
we sometimes commit are minor ones when compared with 
the sins we commit in other walks of life. I have no doubt 
that Tom Patey's attitude was the correct one - treat such 
things lightly with a song or with satire. It is perhaps not 
irrelevant that he lived in beautiful surroundings and had a 
meaningful occupation: he at least had no need to pretend 
that climbing was anything other than occasionally 
exciting fun. 

Join Dougal Haston 
at the International School 

of Mountaineering 
at Leysin in Switzerland. 

alpinlSM 
Write for details to : 

1.$ .M . p.o. box 25. Leysin, Switzerland. 
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Mountain Interview 

HENRY BARBER 
American climbing has been in the throes of a 
major revolution during the last two years. 
The introduction of nuts from Britain, and 
their subsequent improvement and 
popularization by prophets like Chouinard , 
Robbins and Stannard, have led the 
Americans, never slow to embrace new ideas, 
to effect a radical change in the whole nature 
of their climbing . The big aid routes that 
captured the limelight in the last decade have 
become less fashionable: attention has 
swung towards free-climbing . Until recently, 
American climbers embarked on free climbs in 
boots, weighed down with racked pitons 
hammers and the like. The last Yosemite 
guidebook had pin lists for quite ordinary free 
climbs, climbs that a British climber would 
have done with nuts and chockstones. 

All that has changed . Jim Bridwell's article 
in Mountain 31 described the rapid changes 
taking place in the Yosemite scene ; and in the 
active centres of the East, Mid-West and 
North -West no less of a renaissance is taking 
place . In under two years, American climbers 
have transformed themselves from jack-booted 
iron-touters to aesthetically-minded free 
climbers, accoutred with collections of nuts 
and clad in delicate P.A.'s or E.B .'s. The 
all - nut ascent has rapidly become the aim of 
ambitious climbers and the ideal for all. 

Aware that Britain was the home of this sort 
of climbing , a number of leading American 
climbers have crossed the Atlantic in recent 
years to sample our fare : they have included 

Mountain: One criticism of the current 
American climbing scene is that you people 
seem to be concentrating, on technique, to 
exclusion of other more fundamental, 
mountaineering values. Most British climbers 
would consider anyone who spent all his time 
on boulders and outcrops as an incomplete 
climber. a gymnastic freak. 
Barber: This is a basic misunderstanding 
between American and British climbers. In 
Britain you are close to the Alps - big 
mountains - and that has an effect on your 
attitudes. In the States, people aren't 
always so close to the mountain atmosphere ; 
and even where this isn't so, as in the 
Tetons, the mountains lack the objective 
dangers of the Alps. Therefore we tend to be 
more concerned with the technical difficulties 
of pure rock-climbing . Once you are able 
to do very hard moves on the low crags, ifs 
not too difficult to do lots of hard free moves 
on routes like The Nose, and falling off 
doesn 't bother you either. 

So you develop your technique low down 
and then apply it on the big routes. But there 
are leading climbers who never get stuck into 
the big crags, climbers who seem to prefer to 
spend their time polishing up their skills. Some 
would say that that is evading the real point of 
climbing. 
Well , take John Stannard as an example. He 
concentrates on hard problems on the 'Gunks ' 
and other small crags . He likes to work out 
something intricate in his mind and then 
apply it to the rock face. But his climbing 
certainly doesn't lack commitment, because 
he is probably the best nut expert anywhere. 
He can use the smallest nuts, of say only 
8001b. breaking strain, and rig them up to 
protect the hardest moves in such a way that 
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Royal Robbins, Dennis Hennek, Jim Erikson, 
Jim Donini and Steve Wunsch . The most 
recent pilgrim is 'Hot' Henry Barber. 

Barber, a 20-year-old student from Boston, is 
one of a small group of American activists 
who have brought a new level of keenness 
and dedication to free climbing. They have 
their opposite numbers over here in the form 
of climbers like Ray Evans, Hank Pasquill , 
Pete Livesey, Tom Proctor and John Syrett. 
All are concentrating on the frontiers of free 
rock-climbing, setting new standards and 
expounding new concepts of what is possible . 
Their present preoccupation is with very 
strenuous problems left by previous 
generations : cleaning old aid routes, 
establishing demanding technical eliminate 
lines and pushing the standards of soloing 
ever higher. 

Many would regard such concentration on 
ultimately detailed rock-climbing as rather 
unhealthy, but in Yosemite there are signs 
that the new ideas are being adopted with 
the aim of climbing the bigger routes 
(originally done with a lot of aid) in better 
style. Barber's last visit to the Valley, for 
example, was marked by a very rapid, on 
sight, solo ascent of the Salathe/ Steck route 
on the Sentinel - a feat which Robbins 
described as a great landmark in American 
climbing. Barber also made a very rapid 
ascent of The Nose, with Australian Keith 
Bell, as well as doing several new routes and 
early repeats and soloing a series of very 

the loading on that nut will not exceed 
8001b., even if he takes a fifteen foot fall. 
He's minimizing the risk more than anyone 
else, not because he's scared, but because 
he's more intelligent than most. 
The thing about the American scene is 
this all - nut protection : people are even 
using nuts for belays. But when I did Vector, 
using all nuts and ignoring the protection 
and belay pegs, people thought I was berserk! 
It's a whole different scene. 

But it could be said that American climbers, 
having accepted the nut ethic, have gone 
overboard on the idea. They are living on 
borrowed time and have lost sight of reality. 
I did a route recently with one of your 
leading climbers who refused, for reasons of 
personal aesthetics, to use pegs at all for 
belaying. 

In this country you haven't suffered from 
piton damage in the way we have, and you 
can therefore adopt a more balanced position. 
The present fanaticism in the States has come 
from abhorrence of piton damage. But 
climbers are learning. Initially they tended to 
rely on just one or two nuts, but now they are 
anchoring themselves to more. 

Obviously we like to use natural protection 
and belays wherever possible, but I feel it 
is a climbers duty to ensure that he has a 
good belay. After all, there are two people 
on the rope; if the leader falls, for 
whatever reason, and takes his second with 
him because of inadequate belay anchors. in 
my view he has committed the greatest 
possible sin. 

Well , here's the basic problem : your values 
are different. Some people climb for the 
technical aspect of a move, some for a pitch 

taxing short climbs (also on sight) . Nor was 
this the isolated brilliance of one man, for 
a number of Barber's contemporaries are 
climbing at a similar standard. 

Barber came to Britain last Autumn to sample 
climbing here. He encountered prolonged bad 
weather and was only able to operate on the 
smaller cliffs, but he made a number of 
very fine solo ascents and clean free ascents 
on routes that usually involve points of aid . 

We decided to seek an interview with him, 
not only because he is a climber of great 
ability with a singular approach to rock
climbing , but also because he is something 
of a prophet of the new attitudes to climbing 
that are likely to take root in the years to 
come. By adopting nut protection techniques, 
America has taken a British idea and polished 
it to a higher standard . It is American climbers 
who are setting the pace now, and many 
British climbs are beginning to have a 
decidedly untidy look when matched up to 
these new ideals. The opinion of some British 
climbers, also voiced by Barber during his 
visit, that any pitch with aid should be graded 
AO or A 1 would, if adopted, reveal countless 
skeletons in the British climbing cupboard . 
Whether this is important, and really relevant 
to the future, only time will tell, but readers 
may gain a greater insight into this developing 
philosophy from the following discussion 
between Barber and Mountain Editor 
Ken Wilson . 

and some for the enjoyment of placing 
protection and running out a long way in an 
exposed place Others get pleasure from 
reaching the top of a crag or peak. 
American climbers have to do what they're 
doing because their crags are being destroyed. 
In the Shawangunks, the idea of an all-nut 
ascent is different from the British one. No 
bolts or non -resident pegs may be used, only 
existing natural rock features. Following 
parties have no right to put in new pitons or 
remove existing ones. Here, on the other 
hand, you don't seem to worry about the odd 
piton or sling move, providing it's in keeping 
with the route. 

How are these new ethics conveyed to the 
climbers? 

On the East Coast, people like John Stannard 
publish a lot of information. He classifies 
the protection on a route by means of a 
suffix ('a' , 'b', 'c' ) to the decimal grade : 
·a· means good protection on the whole pitch ; 
'b' means good protection at the crux area but 
not on the easier sections ; ·c· means poor 
protection throughout (especially on the cru x), 
and/ or poor belays. If a route needs a peg 
belay, it's usually in . 
Anyway, there are enough top climbers who 
work hard at all -nut ascents and are well 
known for their efforts. 

But this is a very new thing for the States . 
Not so long ago, such views were considered 
extremist. When I first visited the 'Gunks, I 
was asked how we enforced the general 
pegless ethic in Britain and I said by 
example, but also degrees of scorn, ridicule 
and cynicism. 

You can 't scorn American climbers so easily, 
mainly because there's no pub scene over 



" The hardest climbs I've seen are some on 
limestone here, and some of the routes on the 
East Coast of the States. The limestone 
routes are technically easier, but a lot more 
committing.,, 

there. If a climber in Britain commits an 
ethical offence, like putting an extra peg 
in Cenotaph Corner, he would create bad 
feeling amongst his fellow climbers and that 
would come over in the pub atmosphere. But 
in the States it's not so easy to pick 
particular climbers out from the crowd, so 
nobody knows who to direct scorn at. 

Do you think this isolationism amongst 
American climbers is a reflection of the 
social climate in which they live - a symptom 
of the lack of closeness in your society? 

That's probably quite true . But there is 
another reason : American climbers are more 
thinly distributed over the crags. 

Even in such areas as the Shawangunks? 

Oh yes. There might be two hundred climbers 
in the 'Gunks on a weekend, whereas over 
the same area of rock in Britain, say 
Anglesey, Tremadoc and the North Side of 
the Pass added together, there wou Id be 
twice that number. And that's only a small 
part of one area of Britain. In terms of 
numbers of climbers per crag, Britain has ten 
times as many climbers as the States. 

But surely Yosemite is a closely knit 
community? 

Yes, but there is a deeper 'old aid route' 
tradition there, and it's consequently more 
difficult to introduce new ideas to the 
established climbers. For instance, when 
Bridwell and I did the second ascent of New 
Dimensions two years ago, I suggested using 
nuts instead of the ten pegs he had with him. 
But he wouldn't agree. After I'd led the first 
pitch, using two or three nuts for protection, 
he followed me and left them in! But times 
are changing: this year he doesn't even carry 
a hammer and questions people who do! 

That brings up another point: this whole 
business of not carrying hammers seems to be 
a matter of style, with no consideration for 
the realities of the route, particularly where 
the bigger climbs are concerned. No one 
who is used to Alpine or Dolomite climbing 
would ever consider such a folly as not 

"The technical difficulty and the danger and 
all that are part of the companionship thing, 
and I felt I should be sharing the route 
with somebody, instead of just racing up it . 
it was sort of indecent, lowering a great 
mountain to this level." 

having a hammer and two or three pegs with 
them on routes as big as these. Perhaps 
concepts of foolhardiness are undergoing 
change as well. 

Well, on The Nose you can retreat without 
hammers. There is a bolt descent route and, 
using nuts, you can vary the length of your 
rappels so as to reach ledges and further 
anchor placements. In the Alps, on the other 
hand, you have no time ; you may have to 
make scores of abseils to get off the mountain 
in the event of stonefall or storm. 

So really you are saying that it is the 
better weather that permits climbers to 
indulge in such technical niceties as leaving 
the hammer behind. The size of the route is 
immaterial, because there is no fear of being 
caught in a serious storm. 

That's basically the difference between 
American and British climbers - the majority 
of Americans have never experienced Alpine 
conditions. There are American climbers who 
risk bad weather and climb higher and more 
serious routes without hammers, but I agree 
that that's foolish . I would certainly carry 
a hammer and some spare pins in the haul sack 
on that sort of project. The trouble is that 
not enough American climbers have climbed 
abroad : the Alpine situation seems pretty 
remote. 

But what about the Sierras? Alpine conditions 
aren't that remote . 
True. But Yosemite is the 'in' place for 
American climbers, just as Chamonix is the 
' in' place for British climbers. The only 
difference is that Yosemite has mainly good 
weather and Chamonix has mainly bad! 

It has been said that Yosemite is the most 
important rock-climbing centre in the world 
at present, partly because of its impressive 
cliffs and partly because of the closely 
knit international community that gathers 
there every year. Would you agree? 

In the main, although I don't think Yosemite 
is so important from the point of view of 
bettering climbing standards .. . 

" You tend to be a lot more necky than us in 
some ways. But the serious nature of your 
routes also breeds a certain caution. I 
can' t say to a British climber: "Let's go fall off 
something" - he 'd think I'm crazy." 

But you still find it necessary to go to 
Yosemite to display your talents. You may 
sharpen them elsewhere, but if you want to 
'rate' you go to Yosemite. 
That may have been true at one time, but now 
one would go to Colorado or the East Coast, 
although you might still go to Yosemite to 
try out your crack-climbing ability. 

Where would you go in Britain to rate? 

You can't rate in Britain! There are too 
many impressive climbers. If I could, I'd 
try to do the harder limestone routes, and 
have a go at freeing some of the old aid 
climbs. 
Would you agree that to be a top-flight 
climber today you have to be competitive, in 
order to gain the necessary incentive ? 
Yes. Take some of the Welsh climbers, the 
one's who live in the Llanberis area : they're 
afraid to climb with the best climbers, 
because they're not committed to hard 
climbing any more. They sit around and make 
excuses for not doing anything . "You're not 
drinking enough beer," they say. 
Then there are those lads who hang around 
the Pennine outcrops : some of them would 
be lost if they left their local areas. Climbers 
like Livesey and Littlejohn, on the other hand, 
who wander all over doing things, will be 
more successful. They're all basically 
egotist though . 

Some people are critical of the competitive 
spirit. 
People tend to frown on ego, but I think ego 
is good, so long as it isn't obnoxious to 
others. This is my problem : I can 't conceal 
my ego. People like Jim Erikson, apparently 
very modest, may actually thrive on 
what others say about their feats . At a lower 
level, a guy will get an ego boost from 
putting up a route that he knows will one day 
be a classic, even though it's only Severe. 
He' ll spend a lot of time cleaning it. 

Unfortunately in Britain most of the good 
easy lines have been climbed, and the best 
new lines are on hard rock. Really fine 
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climbs on easy rock are rare. There are a lot 
of high quality, low grade routes in the 
Lakes, but in Wales you generally have to 
climb HVS/XS to get top quality climbing. 
Yes, it's the same in Yosemite, where there 
are very few routes worth doing below 
5.8/ 5.9. The easier-angled cracks may look 
good from a distance, but you usually need 
steepness and holdlessness to bring quality 
to a route . Sometimes the only thing that 
makes these classic easy routes worthwhile 
is that they were done such a long time ago : 
it's amazing to think that you are doing this 
thing that may not be hard by today's 
standards but was quite an achievement in 
its day. Except for one or two routes in New 
England, put up by Fritz Wiessner before the 
war, there isn 't this tradition of old routes in 
the States. 

Is this one of the things that attracted you 
to Britain - the fact that so many routes are 
steeped in history and tradition ? 

Very much so . I was more concerned with 
doing classic routes than hard ones ; Kirkus, 
Dolphin and that bunch were amazing . Of 
course I enjoyed doing old Whillans and 
Brown desperates, because they're still 
desperate today, but classics like Red Wall 
on Lliwedd and Grooved Arete on Tryfan 
are really good, old routes. 

What do you intend doing on your next visit? 
Well , I want to climb in Cornwall, and I 
haven't done any really hard climbs here yet. 
I want to do the limestone desperates. After 
that I'd like to go and climb in the Kaiser, 
Calanques and Dolomites before I go to the 
Alps. I'd also like to climb in Australia 
and New Zealand . 

You've climbed in several areas now: the 
West Coast, the East Coast, Colorado and 
Britain. How do the hard climbs compare? 

The hardest climbs I've seen are some on 
limestone here, and some of the routes on the 
East Coast of the States. The limestone 
routes are technically easier, but a lot more 
committing. 
You don't yet know, of course, how hard the 
French and Germans are climbing. 
I don't think they're up to the standard of 
the East Coast climbers technically. Their 
short problems may be, but when they get on 
a big route they tend to pull on slings in hard 
places. Not that there's anything wrong with 
pulling on slings - it's just that I won't do 
it. I think it's ethically bad. In Britain, a 
route is graded Extreme, even if it has a 
point or two of aid. If it were graded Extreme 
and A1, I'd probably go up and do it ; but 
when they call it just Extreme, without any 
qualification when there is a point of aid 
on it, I don't like that. 
We'd find it clumsy to classify a route like 
that as A 1. Besides, it would give people an 
excuse to put in illicit pegs all over the 
place. Anyway, most of the pegs on free 
climbs are for protection. 

I think protection pegs are good. The British 
seem to make more fuss about them than we 
do. They're used a lot better here than in the 
States, being made of soft steel, and left in 
place. 
Let's turn to the future of rock-climbing. 
During the last few years, the main advances 
have been initiated in America. Do you think 
this trend will continue ? 
Maybe not. A peak of difficulty has been 
reached now. Times for new routes will be 
cut down, and the style of first ascents will 
change, solo and on sight leads becoming 
more common : those are the sorts of 
advances that will come now. 

What is the longest time you have spent 
working out a new line? 

One took eight days, another five. You just 
keep working at it, and hope that the guy who 
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makes the second ascent doesn 't go and piss 
up it! 

Don't you get bored spending all this effort 
on a route? 

No, it's just like working on a trick in the 
gym, on the parallel bars or the high bars. 
People may consider this gymnastics now, 
but one day some kid will come along with 
exceptional powers, and he' ll be able to hang 
around in strenuous positions and do the 
moves on sight. 

Someone like Brown perhaps? People have 
said he was a 'natural' , as he was supposed 
to be able to weigh up a technical move and 
figure out how to climb it quickly. 

People like Brown and Crew were naturals. 
They've made hard routes up strenuous, steep 
cracks and walls, often on loose rock which 
required a lot of push and neck. But they've 
never done anything technically weird and 
strenuous. They'd just whack in a peg or pull 
on a sling or something, rather than spend 
too much time on a route. 

Some people would find it boring to spend a 
lot of time on a route. 

True, and they'd find it boring for two main 
reasons : firstly because they're a shower, 
and secondly because they have different 
values and reasons for climbing . Also, in the 
past they had new lines and areas to go at. 
We have some too, but they are too far to 
walk, so we concentrate on working out the 
existing areas, like the Shawangunks and 
Cathedral Ledge - just as Livesey and his 
mates are working out the Lakes and 
Yorkshire limestone. 

So you think the British are moving in the 
same direction as the Americans, 
concentrating more on technical problems ? 
Yes; people like Hank Pasquill and Ray Evans 
are finding ingenious ways to climb existing 
aid routes free. You also have blokes who are 
doing unprotected routes on a top-rope and 
then leading them. In the Shawangunks, top 
roping is unknown on new routes. The 
climbs just don't get done if they can 't be 
protected - it may be a lot more than 30ft. 
to the deck if you fall off. This is just an 
example of how you British are beginning to 
apply your traditional neckiness to technical 
problems. 

Do you think there's something different 
about British attitudes to climbing? 

You tend to be a lot more necky than us in 
some ways . But the serious nature of your 
routes also breeds a certain caution . I 
can't say to people: " Let's go fall off 
something" - they think I'm crazy. But I'm 
used to complex nut protection and not 
falling more than 15ft. Here you stand a 
chance of hitting the deck, so people don't 
like to contemplate falling off. 

American climbing seems to lack this 
feeling that if you make a mistake something 
fairly nasty will happen to you. Perhaps the 
emotional rewards gained from your climbing 
are correspondingly less. 
Of course if a guy enjoys the physical and 
mental strain of working out a well-protected 
hard move, he will feel elated when he 
completes it. Someone who climbs for intense 
emotional rewards will obviously feel 
elation after finishing a poorly-protected 
route on which he might have died had he 
fallen off. 

Surely one of the fundamental attractions of 
climbing is its flirtation with danger? 

Not for me - I hate danger. That's why I 
don't like Alpine ice-climbing. 

What about the thrill of the long, exposed 
lead? 
Sure, I'd rather be out from the rock in an 
exposed place than in a chimney, all tangled 
in ropes and things. 

Have you ever climbed anything objectively 
dangerous? 

Yes, several ice - routes in the East - tottering 
ice -falls. 

How did you feel about that? 

I shit me drawers! I was happy when I got 
up, but I didn't want to do it again for all 
the tea in China. 

Many climbers in Britain would say that's 
what it's all about. You may be a good 
climber, but you're only prepared to push 
yourself and risk falling off when the 
protection's good. 

O.K. But don't forget I've soloed a few 
routes on sight. 

People usually solo at a grade they can do 
comfortably; presumably you do , too. Have 
you ever felt out of control on a solo route ? 

Yes, on a route called Gorilla 's Delight. 

How did you feel in that case? 

Well, I was glad I'd made it! It was difficult 
finger-jamming and laybacking over a bulge 
to a slab, and once you 've started laybacking 
you 're committed . The trouble was the ground 
was sloping and I couldn't predict where I 
would land if I fell off. I don 't mind 
falling from some height, as long as I've got 
some control over my landing, to miss 
boulders and so on. 

Have you ever really wobbled on a route -
climbing normally, not soloing - and got 
gripped to the point of losing control? 
Last Fall, on a route called Grim Reaper. I 
was very scared. I led to within a few feet 
of the top, with eight or so nuts, none of 
which would have held me. The rock was 
poor, the holds non-existent, and I fell off 
backwards from a layback position. Previously 
I had rappelled down the route to clean 
some moss, and luckily the rappel rope was 
only about six feet away at this point, the 
route having curved towards it; I managed to 
grab the rope, first with one hand and then 
with two. I got back on the rock and finished 
the climb, but I had to grade it 5.10 and A 1 
(for the rope) , which was a mistake, I 
suppose, because Bragg and Wunsch later 
repeated it well, without aid, so they did 
the first ascent really . 

There's always been a basic element of 
insecurity in our climbing. Most of our early 
routes developed from the standpoint of 
longish runouts from runners. Admittedly, 
there aren't so many routes which can't be 
well protected nowadays, but even so many 
British climbers don't give as much thought 
to runner placement as some American 
climbers do. 
That's because they haven't got the good 
nuts yet. 

That's true - the more sophisticated nut 
designs haven't made much impact here yet. 
I suppose you could say that nuts have made 
traditional British climbing rather easier, 
but the balance has been maintained by the 
exploration of more serious areas like 
Anglesey and other sea cliffs, and some of 
the limestone cliffs. But compare that with 
what was happening in the 'Gunks a couple of 
years back: you had very high standard 
climbing, but you also had bomb-proof 
protection so you got side-tracked into 
gymnastics and lost sight of what the game 
is all about. 

Maybe, but why criticize it? It's a whole 
different scene : Yosemite is a different scene 
from the 'Gunks, and the 'Gunks is a 
different scene from Britain. 

Agreed, but I think one can be critical of 
anything which tends to undermine the basic 
roots of the sport. 

Right : Henry Barber leading Quietus on 
Stanage Edge in Derbyshire. Photo: Tony Riley 





But what are these roots? 
Well, I think our predecessors were at one on 
various general themes, one of which was 
adventure, and I think one of the prime 
qualities of adventure is some sort of risk. 

Yes, I see that. But if you want to talk 
about risk in that respect, we have risk. We 
have risk all the time, in that we often 
know we aren't going to make it on hard 
climbs. Now if you told a British climber 
that he wasn't going to make it, he wouldn 't 
go up a route . If you said to one of the old 
guard : "Let's go out falling today" or "Let's 
go out and try it - we might not get up, but 
let's try anyway", they wouldn't go out. 
They'd wait until they were ready for it, 
which might take two years, 

Falling off, then, has become commonplace 
for you? 

No, it hasn't come to that - it's just that 
some of us can pull down the risks as low as 
possible by using really ingenious nut 
placements. Now what if one of these pulls? 
You only have to make one mistake. There 
isn't much difference between making a hard 
move five feet out on a small nut on an 
American route, and doing the same sort of 
thing thirty feet out from a bomb-proof runner 
on a British route. It's just a question of 
different values - a different scene. If you 
asked a British climber to go out and push his 
skills to the limit in this sort of way, he'd think 
you were crazy. 
So you find a definite difference in attitude 
between British and American climbers? 

Yes, between the British and the top-flight 
climbers in the States - not the Yosemite 
crack-climbers, but the guys who are best in 
all areas. 

Do you think it's essential to be prepared to 
fall off, if you want to excel in rock-climbing 
today? 

No, I think if you slowly but surely get up a 
good enough pace to work through the hard 
routes, you'll get to the top in the end. And 
finally you'll come to some problem you can 't 
do. You may keep trying it, never fall on it, 
perhaps take five days, perhaps even leave it 
all season until you feel brilliant, just right, 
in good shape: that's when you'll go up and 
do it. I've done that sometimes, and that's 
what Wunsch did when he repeated 
Persistence. 
Do you think you are going to burn yourself 
out? 
At the level of climbing I've been doing, 
yes. But I'll still be fantastically keen about 
climbing in general. 

How many routes a year are you doing at 
present? 
Well, if you pull in things as small as gritstone 
climbs, probably about six hundred, of which 
three-quarters are hard - say, 5.8 upwards. 
These might be unprotected 5.8's, like Great 
Slab on Froggatt - quite a problem without 
runners - or just 5.8's in the Shawangunks 
on which I've reduced the protection by using 
only nuts, 

How many 5.10 problems would you estimate 
you did last year? 

Difficult to say. During four weeks in 
Yosemite I did about fifty pitches of 5.10. 
There were some days when I did eight in a 
day. 
Has this constant diet of very hard climbing 
allowed you to develop new techniques? 

Not really . I think every area has its tricks 
that you have to get used to. On very steep 
hard rock, for example, I got used to 
twisting my ankles in and bending the heels 
of my hands; this forces your body-weight 
into the rock, and allows you to get off 
your fingers to rest. Do it on Stoney 
Middleton, though, and your feet will be off 
the rock in a flash . 
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People who travel about, like Erikson and 
Wunsch, who have been over here, and 
Livesey who has been to the States, are just 
getting more total awareness of rock climbing . 
Travelling about simply broadens your 
awareness . 
As far as new techniques are concerned, the 
only one I can think of that has a fairly 
general application - rather than being some 
freakish piece of gymnatics devised just to 
overcome a specific move - is the one that 
Syrett was doing in the picture on the cover 
of Mountain 28: going over an overhang on a 
fairly small hold, putting your foot above 
the overhang and squeezing with your leg . 
That way you get as much friction as you can 
out of your leg, ankle and foot, enabling 
you to take more weight off your hand and 
giving you a chance of reaching over. It's 
been done in Boulder and in the Shawangunks. 

What about this 'pumping' technique that 
some of the top Yosemite crack climbers like 
Donini use on off-width problems? 

Well , in climbing off-width cracks you have 
to think of two points, the top and the 
bottom. The 'top' is your shoulders and your 
arse, the 'bottom' your knees, thighs and 
feet. You also have to think of hands, one 
inside the crack, and one on the edge ; and 
finally you fix your shoulder and hip, so 
that you're resting against the edge and the 
flare. When you have all that secure, you 
move your feet up, and then your other points, 
one after another. If you try to do 
everything at once, you can lose a lot of 
strength in your arms ; the more systematic 
approach is a lot less strenuous. The 
important thing Is to keep thinking, dealing 
with the problem systematically. Unless the 
crack's overhanging, you can always slither 
down if it gets too hard . 
At one time I couldn't stand off-width 
cracks, but now I quite enjoy them . I did 
some of the gritstone routes of this type, 
like Elder Crack and Right Eliminate. The 
latter's quite hard because the chockstones 
mean you have to come out of the crack at 
intervals . 
You must have a fantastic appetite for hard 
climbing. Most people don't seem to want 
activity at this sort of level. Why do you? 
is it just that you can climb well, or is it for 
the competitive rewards? 

I like to climb, but I don't think the 
competitive factor is important. I just like 
the freedom of climbing, the flow of it. And 
it doesn't have to be 5.1 0. 

Do you prefer to climb solo, or with a 
partner? 

I like to climb with someone, with 
personalities ; and I don't really like to 
climb alone. The routes I soloed in Yosemite 
were done for a purpose. I soloed the 
Salathe/ Steck on the Sentinel, for example, 
because a really close friend - Roger Parke -
was killed on it the year before. He was only 
about 6ft. from the top when his foot got 
caught in a crack; he fell 15ft., upside down, 
and broke his neck on a ledge. He was a good 
friend, and I really wanted to do the route ; I 
couldn't get anyone to do it with me, so I 
soloed it. When I was on it, I thought a lot 
about Roger and why I was doing it, and why 
it was bad. 

What do you mean? That the route had 
some sort of morbid fascination ? 

Well, a little of that. But the Salathe/ Steck 
is more of a mountain route, and while 50% 
of the satisfaction of doing a route like that 
comes from the beauty of the setting, the 
other 50% comes from the companionship one 
should experience in the mountains, The 
technical difficulty and the danger and all 
that are part of the companionship thing, and 
I felt that I should be sharing the route 
with somebody, instead of just racing up it, 
and I literally raced up it. Ropes of two 

normally have a bivouac, or at least take a 
whole day, while I went up in two -and 
three -quarter hours. 

That's incredibly fast I 

Yes, but somehow the route deserved better : 
a party would have enjoyed it and savoured 
it more. It was sort of indecent, lowering a 
great mountain to this level. 
On the other hand, Ahab, which is a short 
5.10 at the base of El Cap, was really 
enjoyable to solo because it was just a rock 
c limb - overhanging handjams and a little bit 
of slab climbing . I felt free ; I wasn 't being 
cheated and I wasn 't cheating anybody else. 
Moving freely up this supposedly very hard 
rock climb was a really enjoyable experience; 
it was one of the finest climbs I ever did. 

Are you glad you did The Nose in a team? 

Yes, but that was loused up too, because w e 
did it too fast really to enjoy it. We did 
The Nose for speed, for all - nut placements 
and for free-climbing . 

In other words, for overtly competitive 
reasons: that was what everyone was trying 
to do last year, and you were trying to do it 
better. 

A little of that, but I wasn 't really trying 
to do it better than others ; I just wanted to 
do it in the best style I could manage, 

But you could have climbed it in good style 
w ithout the rush . 

True, except that the logistics would have 
got more complicated : we'd have needed 
more gear and more water, and that would 
have screwed the whole thing up. But as it was 
I did feel a bit rushed ; I would have enjoyed 
it more if I could have sat down and goofed 
and laid around in the sun and everything -
that's the sort of thing that makes Yosemite 
routes enjoyable. 

Have your ideas about climbing resulted 
solely from your own experience, or have you 
been influenced by other climbers? 

I've been influenced a lot by climbers I 
regard as figureheads, people who have 
something worthwhile to contribute : John 
Stannard, for instance. He's doing his own 
thing in climbing, but he's doing it for the 
good of climbing. He's spent a lot of time 
and energy on the Shawangunks ; his news
letter, Eastern Trade, has had a big influence on 
Eastern climbers, by getting across a lot of 
information about nut protection, 
Stannard also works on various ecological 
matters associated with climbing : repairing 
trails, removing trash and so on. He spent a 
lot of time one year making strong soft steel 
pitons for fixed protection points in the 
'Gunks. They were very ugly, so people 
wouldn 't want to remove them, He catalogued 
their position, and whether they were 
removed, and generally went into this whole 
protection thing at the 'Gunks in a deep way, 
In fact, he's been very intense about every 
project he's had. At present he's devising a 
new guidebook which won't have written 
descriptions ; it'll just have photographs 
showing where the route goes, and there'll be 
information about whether or not the routes 
will go with nuts (that's the protection 
classification I mentioned earlier) and whether 
any pitons are needed for belays. He's got a 
lot of energy, and he's spent a good deal of 
his time and energy on what he believes in. 

Why has he eliminated the route descriptions? 

Because it's more adventurous that way. You 
know the line and the grade, but nothing 
else, except a little about the amount and 
quality of protection . 

Who else has influenced your climbing? 

Brad Washburn, for one. His attitude is 
totally towards mountains and exploration 
and everything like that. He's doing some
thing good for mountaineering and also for 
that whole general field of mountain 
geography with his explorations and the whole 



way he operates - the way he presents that 
total mountaineering atmosphere to the public. 
Neither of these two seem concerned with 
the sort of climbing you're engrossed in. 
No, that's true. Another influence came from 
teaching climbing in Colorado, which I've 
done each summer for three years. I watched 
those kids and wondered what they really got 
out of their five weeks in the mountains, 
rock-climbing , hiking and all that. These 
thoughts carried on into my mountaineering 
and ice-climbing, and gradually affected my 
whole approach to rock-climbing. 
But the fanaticism I show for climbing 
doesn 't really come into my soloing - I do 
that for different reasons. 

When did you become fanatical about 
climbing? How did you get good, and why 
did you want to be good? 
I wanted to get good because I've never 
really been good at anything in my life . I saw 
something that I found naturally easy, 
something I could excel at, and I wanted to 
be the best. 
I climbed for two-and-a-half years and got to 
a fairly good standard, and for the past two 
years I've been climbing five or six days a 
week - except during my visit to England 
when I seemed to do a lot of enforced 
festering. I do it because I enjoy it. I don't go 
in for work-outs - I hate that - I don't run, 
I don't do pull-ups. 

How do you manage to climb six days a week? 

Well , when I was in school I used to climb 
between classes, and I used to boulder and 
top-rope a lot near my home. There are 
various areas for this within an hour's 
drive of Boston. I kept going that way, 
though I hate bouldering, and I did a lot of 
top-rope climbs where I could really push 
myself to the limit. I just progressed 
through it. When I finally realized I was 
going to get good, I aimed for two or three 
climbs that I really wanted to do. One of 
them was Foops, which is a very hard roof 
climb at the Shawangunks ; I did that last 
January. Another was The Naked Edge at 
Boulder ; it's such a beautiful route, it's 
always appealed to me. 
How did you approach that one? 
I'd been in Yosemite, so I was fairly fit. 
I worked out for a few days in the Boulder 
area, just getting used to the rock, and then 
I went and did it. 
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Do you ever fail on routes you ought to get up? 
No. If I ever fail , it's usually because I'm 
not enjoying it, and then I just pack it in and 
come down . 

You must keep very fit, climbing as regularly 
as you do. 

Not really. I'm certainly reasonably fit, but 
not very fit strength-wise; I'm just fit 
head-wise. I'll never be in better shape 
head-wise than I am now. Really I feel I 
could do anything, except maybe on poor rock. 

Let's hear a bit more about your visit to 
Britain. What did you expect to find? 

I thought there'd be a lot of oldish classic 
routes, with a lot of supreme climbing on 
them - routes that would really impress me 
for the time they were first done. That 
expectation was certainly fulfilled, with 
routes like Sloth and some of Dolphin's 
ascents on Almscliff. That was the main 
reason I came to Britain: to see the 
traditions and to see what sort of stepping 
stones led up to routes like Cenotaph 
Corner. Actually, I didn't find the Corner 
that bad, because it's a fairly stable climb, 
and you can rest; but for Brown to do that 
when it was all mossy and gross was really 
amazing. So that really impressed me: it's a 
great climb because it's such a good line. 

It's strange that you and other foreign 
climbers should think so much of a route as 
small as Cenotaph, when you are used to 
much bigger things. 

But it's good - it's a line. People in Wales 
seem to appreciate the Mot and Cyrn Las 
more, because the routes are longer; but 
climbs like Cenotaph, and to a lesser extent 
Grond, are good because they're really good 
lines. If Grond was on grit, it would be a 
classic. Things like Diagonal seem very poor 
to me, whereas Nose Direct is a brilliant 
climb because it's less devious. Devious 
routes don't really appeal to me because the 
flow of the climb is broken up : you keep 
having to change direction, this way and 
that, so you never get a smooth, fluid 
movement in any direction. 

You must have enjoyed The Nose on El Cap, 
on that account. 

Not really. It wanders around a lot, and 
there are lots of pendulums. It goes all the 
way up right to El Cap Tower, and then all the 
way back left again. 

But then you get into that dihedral system. 
Yes, but that's spoilt by aid, or a lot of it is. 
What else did you find in Britain? 
I expected to see something of the life led 
by hard men like Crew and Brown. I couldn 't 
believe that they took darts so seriously, 
for instance - I was ;imazed by that. But I 
must say, the drinking disappointed me a 
little - I expected climbers here to drink a 
lot more. What they do is take a can of beer 
and only drink three-quarters of it; then 
they start on another one. That way they go 
through nine cans, and it looks really 
impressive. They're really crafty buggers. 
I'm not boasting about my drinking, but I 
did expect it all to be a lot more rowdy. 
In fact, it's calmed down quite a lot. 
The ironic thing is that although you 
castigate the North Wales scene so much, it 
seems to have made the greatest impression 
on you. 
It made the most impression on me because I 
learned a lot about people and societies and 
all that stuff there. But I didn't learn 
anything about climbing. I wasn't impressed 
at all in that respect . In fact, it's the most 
boring place I've been in - I actually 
hate North Wales. I'd rather climb on grit 
than in Wales. But as I say, I learned a lot 
about people : I spent three weeks there, with 
fellows like Phillips, Harris and Crew, and 
did very little climbing, but I feel I got my 
money's worth. I did find it frustrating, 
though . When the weather's good, I just want 
to get out on the rock and climb, but there 
it's difficult to get people out of bed or 
out of the pub. 
I'd like to have climbed with some of the 
good climbers: Boysen, Proctor, Street, 
Littlejohn. I got to climb with Livesey and 
Syrett, and if I could have climbed with 
some of these others the trip would have 
been a total 110% success. But there's 
always another time. 
Do you feel the British scene is moribund 
at present? 
There seems to be a lot going on in the 
South-West and Yorkshire, and some of the 
young guys like Ivory and Hart seem to be 
coming up. But you can never tell how good 
people are until you actually see them climb. 
So now you're going back to the States? 
Yes. Wunsch and Bragg are beginning to do 
my desperates. I must get back ! 
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NewBooks 
Interesting new rock and ice technique books by Robbins and March 

Climb If You Will 

A commentary on the late Geoff Hayes 
(Beeston) and his club, " The Dread", with a 
foreword by Sir Jack Long/and 

Rocksport (Limited Edition) : £2.95 

Anyone ignorant of the variety and complexity 
of the British climbing club scene would do 
well to delve into this volume, which 
commemorates Geoff Hayes, a Midland climber 
killed on Dow Crag in 1971. There is more 
vitality displayed here, in the short, intense 
contributions and the varied perspectives of 
the attendant photographs, than is to be 
found in any but the rarest of the 'Senior 
Club' journals. 
It is not usual in Britain for climbers to 
perform the rites of passage for dead friends 
in quite this way. But here it has been 
undertaken : a commentary on the life and 
times of a respected local climber, 
painstakingly constructed with material from 
his own diaries and from his friends. The 
account passes gracefully from the modest, 
intensely local man to the broader 
achievements of his club, his friends and his 
associates. Such a celebration may seem too 
sentimental, but that is how people have felt 
it and thought about it all, and whatever any 
outsider says is not worth twopence, because 
ultimately the account has been written for 
those who knew Geoff, and any other 
advantages are purely incidental. 
Yet there are advantages, particularly in 
these times of hero -figures and tele -gods, 
in refurbishing the images of those who 
never sought such glories. Though 'respect' 
for the great lurks here and there in the 
concept of the perhaps now fading tiger and 
in the presentation of the glories of the 
harder climbers of the club, it is the life 
of the group and its self-sustaining quality 
which shines through. 
In fact, it is not just the Oread that has 
been feted : it is the North Midland climbing 
fraternity as a whole, an intensely local 
yet highly active and even cosmopolitan 
element in the British climbing scene, secure 
in its deep roots. If not all the text is 
burnished to the P.R. man's image of 
mountaineering greatness, if plain men's ways 
of seeing the world seem indiscreet, then all 
the better, for to whom else is it dedicated? 
Those who doubt may best take time to 
analyze their own cultural deprivations. 
Paul Nunn 

Advanced Rockcraft 

by Royal Robbins 
Illustrated by Sheridan Anderson 
La Siesta Press: $2.95 

Here is a witty, compact sequence of rock
climbing wizardry, psychology and philosophy 
by the contemplative wizard himself, Royal 
Robbins. To begin with, we are led through 
ways to chock and ways to think about 
chocking . It is quickly evident that the better , 
the thinker, the better the chocker. We must 
think about what happens when moving up 
past chocks; about opposing chocks in 
horizontal cracks ; about how rope angling 
through a series of chocks can unpop the 
series in a fall; about chocking with pins ; 
and about camming chocks. Then there are 
hints on aid, where such recent inventions as 
'bashies' and 'blobbies· are discussed. 
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Here also we get some much -needed advice 
about jumaring. Sheridan's drawings enliven 
and enlighten the details of following 
pendulums with jumars, and Robbins drives 
home four or five crucial points of jumar 
safety, all of which, if heeded, will probably 
do more to save lives than any other 
technical advice in the book. 
Midway through Advanced Rockcraft there 
is a treat in store for climbers like myself to 
whom big-wall aid climbing is something of 
a mystery. On page 56, we find a beautiful 
old photo of a burdened figure ferrying loads 
across Mammoth Terraces on El Capitan. In 
the accompanying discussion, there is the 
sentence : "Voila - the sack rises" . But the 
picture tells all: it is not magic but muscle 
management which gets one up the giants. 
Recognizing this, Robbins shows ways to 
make the whole operation at least bearable, 
from foam pads and belay seats to cosy 
hanging bivouacs. 
Gadgets get the gaff in Advanced Rockcraft. 
There is mention of the figure -8 descendeur 
and the Sticht belay plate, but generally 
Robbins advises us to be careful with 
gadgets. In an adjacent section on safety, 
there is again mention of caution . The author 
contends that equipment failure is a minor 
cause of fatalities or injuries when compared 
to the importance of judgement. If we can 
believe the most experienced American 
rock climber, it is the human factor which 
largely guides our fate in climbing , not the 
mechanical or objective factor. 

As we near the end of the book, the inner 
workings of the author are revealed. We find 
Robbins stresses the importance of self, 
instinct, judgement, consciousness and control. 
Along with superb advice about husbanding 
strength and climbing in stages while leading, 
there is the reflection : " Self control is never 
easy. It is acquired by vigorous battles against 
the temptation to yield to weakness. It is 
worth the effort to achieve". It seems 
Robbins brings a devil with him when he 
climbs. On free soloing : "The terrible thing .. 
is the chance that faced with ultimate 
danger and need for ultimate self control, 
one's nerve might fail . . . that one would 
die as a direct result of being afraid to die." 
More of a paradox to the reader, perhaps, 
is how such contemplations fail to stop 
Robbins. Most of us try to leave our devils 
behind when we climb. Robbins not only 
brings Lucifer along, but debates him at every 
ledge! 
The end game of Advanced Rockcraft is a 
quiet and convincing section about what 
types of climbs and climbing styles are best. 
Everyone, it seems, grows tired of ethical 
debates about climbing . Most climbers hope 
the debate will simply go away. Pratt puts it 
well : "F .. k it". But the dilemmas at the 
root of the controversies will not go away, 
and Robbins seems right in claiming : "It is 
not too much to expect a due regard for 
the values generally held in a climbing centre". 
In Basic Rockcraft, there was a call for a 
hands-off policy towards routes done in a 
style which "makes us gag". Here, Royal is 
more assertive. He contends we should give 
due regard to the values held in climbing 
communities, because "creations on rock are 
different from creations on canvas in that the 
medium is limited and belongs to everyone". 

This reasoning is similar to that underlying 
the policy debate about pollution . To date, 
air and water have been free goods, and 
industries were free to use these resources as 
if they had zero price. With the increasing 
demand on the part of consumers to enjoy 
and use these resources, the case is made 
either that regulation should be instituted to 
limit pollution or that industries should pay 
a price for the resources used, a price 
reflecting the social value of the resources. 
The position of Robbins is that blank walls 
are quickly becoming a scarce resource in 
certain climbing centres, and while either 
regulation or pricing policies could remedy 
the situation , it is an unwritten pricing 
policy which the author favours. He says : 
"And although anyone has the right to make 
a first ascent by placing bolts up blank walls, 
the same right must be granted in terms of 
removing bolts". The " price" of a route done 
which spoils open rock for local "consumers" 
is the possible removal of the route. 

Some will argue we don't need any more 
books on climbing. The argument contends 
that more books and guides will only 
generate more interest and attract more 
climbers to the mountains. Such arguments 
seem more than a little dated to me. The 
point is that the rocks are already swarming 
with climbers. In this light, Advanced 
Rockcraft is a much needed book, for it gives 
sound advice on ways to climb which are 
safe and which have minimum adverse 
impact on rock and the experiences of other 
climbers. 
Tom Higgins 

Modern Snow and Ice Techniques 

by Bill March 

Cicerone Press : £1 .00 

Low-priced handbooks have their place in an 
age of escalating costs. Most of those from 
Walt Unsworth's Cicerone Press have been 
'selected' guides to climbing or walking 
areas. This one is different, and its very 
production is an indication of need. In 
Britain, there is no up-to-date handbook on 
snow and ice techniques; this volume, by the 
(at one time) Deputy Principal of Glenmore 
Lodge, will reach a wide audience. 
The information is given clearly and 
concisely, building up from equipment to 
methods and indicating the rather bewildering 
variety of approaches which exist to enable 
the climber to overcome snow and ice 
problems. 
The survey of these methods is exhaustive ; in 
the second chapter, the progression from 
walking to front-pointing techniques on ice 
is covered and related to the differing 
angles of terrain which have led to the 
development of such techniques. The survey 
is matter-of-fact and usually clearly 
illustrated, and it should be of service both 
to the novice and to the rock-climber on a 
conversion (not crash) course. 
The most important point to emerge is that 
there are many techniques, and the author 
takes pains to point out their variety. Only 
occasionally in the welter of technical good 
sense do his value judgements creep in. 
Thus, waist loops or etriers on hammers are 
" unethical and retrogressive as they 
complicate a fast, clean technique of 



French Connexions 
by Ian McNaught Davis 

Some years ago I spent a few days climbing 
in the Alpes Maritimes. The weather was hot, 
there were few climbers about, and the 
climbing was fun in a rather non -serious way. 
One afternoon, after a hot dusty walk, we 
arrived at the Cougourde Hut to find it 
empty. In a fairly normal casual style, we 
moved into occupation, generously littering 
equipment, food and clothing around, to give 
the place that ' lived - in" look so beloved of 
English climbers. Just as we were chewing 
the last of our bread and cheese, there 
arrived a mixed group of French climbers, 
immaculately dressed and without a trace of 
perspiration moistening their brows. They 
nodded to us in a perfunctory sort of way, 
before proceeding briskly with the Gallic 
ritual of meal preparation ; tossing the salads, 
fussing over their wine and making sauces to 
pour on their undercooked steaks. 
As their meal drew to an end, their voices 
rose and I realized they were discussing 
English climbers. One by one they recounted 
their favourite horror stories of encounters 
with "Les Anglais', vying with each other in 
melodramatic detail : the English party who 
sang and drank all night, finally vomiting on 
a French North Wall party and effectively 
preventing it from doing the route; the slow 
English party who wouldn't let a fast French 
party overtake, ending with them all 
bivouacking amid terrible ·gelures'; the 
English party who rolled rocks on the 
careful French party, causing them to turn 
back with terrible 'blessures' . 
They were brilliant. When they were running 
a bit dry, I introduced myself ("Je suis 
McNaught-Davis"), and added to their fund 
of climbing stories. Then I explained that I 
had heard all their anecdotes before in 'Le 
Padarn· or 'Le P-y-G', except that in our 
versions, which of course were the true 
ones, the baddies were French and the 
goodies English. 
But Anglo-French climbing relationships have 
always been paradoxical : French climbers 
regard their English counterparts as scheming 
Machiavellians, and vice versa. Of course, we 
all know which is true, but so, apparently, 
do the French. In fact, the Gallic viewpoint 
has been put forward with telling conviction 
in Pierre Mazeaud's recently published 
autobiography, Naked Before the Mountain.* 
I can't think of anyone whose autobiography 
I have looked forward to more than Mazeaud"s. 
He (and it, for that matter) is stuffed full 

climbing" . The reviewer was pleased to see 
this rather dogmatic view compromised by 
the frontispiece photograph showing the 
author in action! This points not so much to a 
difference in value judgements between the 
reviewer and the author with regard to the 
cleanliness of using, say, a waist loop or a 
hammer, but rather to the dangers of being 
at all dogmatic about technique in a manual 
which within its limited purview cannot deal 
either with the problem of rapid changes in 
conditions which are experienced in snow 
and ice climbing, or with the fact that much 
of this climbing occurs in a mixed snow and 
rock terrain. The result is that there is a 
certain abstract quality about the whole 
book, and some fragmentation as the variety 
of techniques is surveyed. Fortunately, the 

of Love (of mountains and other Latin 
climbers) and Hate (mainly for Whillans and 
probably, if you can believe it, John 
Cleare), of Courage and Human Weaknesses. 
But is his book important? I tend to think it is. 
Most of the autobiographies that have come 
out of France have been written by the great 
professional guides. Typically, photographs 
depict the author, flawlessly attired, posed 
in a perfect climbing stance ; the text reads 
like an extended travel brochure, building up 
the dreams of the author's clients who, 
whilst being dragged up some miserable climb 
on the Aiguille de L' lnsignificance, imagine 
they are with our hero on some unconquered 
North Wall. For years, copies can be 
produced, signed with an indecipherable 
message from the author, at cosy dinner 
parties in Boulogne-Clignancourt. Sterile, 
harmless, and peopled with good friends 
climbing tolerant mountains that occasionally 
turn a bit grumpy, these books nevertheless 
ensure that our hero (and, more importantly, 
his client) always wins through unscarred. 
Pierre Mazeaud is not a professional 
climber. He has lived much of his life in 
Paris and in a strange sort of way his 
climbing development resembles that of a 
climber living in London. From Fontainebleau 
(Harrison's) he graduated to Saussois 
(Wales), the Dolomites (familiar rock), Mont 
Blanc and the Himalayas. Whilst probably not 
in the absolute top rank of French climbers, 
he is nevertheless one of their greatest 
amateurs. 
What does his book reveal? Above all, a 
consuming, passionate relationship with his 
closest friends that seems to make the 
inevitable sequence of tragedies, as one 
adventure follows another, even more 
poignant. The episode on the Central Pillar 
of Freney, when three of his close friends 
died, and Mazeaud himself nearly succumbed, 
is one of the most tragic stories of modern 
mountaineering. 
And yet a touch of irrationality shows. 
Mazeaud implies that a failed attempt on a 
route traditionally gives the unsuccessful 
party an inalienable claim to that route. 
This just is not so. However, it is easy to 
understand Mazeaud's anger and frustration 
when Bonington and Whillans climbed the 
route he so naturally thought of as his. 
As Geoff Sutton and Whillans have pointed 
out, however, many parties had their eyes 
on this line before Mazeaud made his attempt, 

dangers inherent in this form of climbing 
have compelled common sense modifications 
to be made to the pure creed of front
pointing, and these serve to pull the whole 
into unity. It is even admitted that ice can be 
too thin for the use of hammer points: "On 
thin ice small incut niches should be cut for 
the fingers to give support in balance 
climbing". 
These flashes of common sense deserve the 
careful consideration of the reader when set 
alongside the great advantages which new 
implements and techniques have bestowed. 
Already, the frequent long falls and 
occasional fatalities on harder climbs in 
winter in Scotland suggest that faith in 
the new methods should perhaps be 
tempered by experience in using them. 

and his suggestion that his sensational 
failure 'incited' Whillans to do the route 
is not supported by any facts. 
But the real gem is the last chapter, where 
Mazeaud allows his Gallic ire to boil over 
in discussing the events which took place on 
Everest in 1971 . The account features an 
international team of Goodies and Baddies, 
amongst whom, as far as I can work out, the 
following rules apply: Goodies cry and have 
sleepless nights ; Baddies are mainly Anglo 
Saxons in the pay of the BBC. There are also 
Sherpas, who are neutral; they tend to side 
with the winners, but are sympathetic 
towards the losers. 
Goodies don't carry loads for Baddies. 
Mazeaud sums up his view of what happened 
in just about the last sentence of the book : 
"But the judgement was heavy on Dyhrenfurth, 
whose expedition had ended in double failure 
when we could have given him a great 
victory· ·. This seems to imply one of two 
things : either that the South Face party 
would have been successful if the Goodies 
had stayed, or that a successful ascent could 
have been made of the Voie Normale. The 
first seems unlikely, and even Mazeaud could 
hardly describe yet another ascent of the 
South Col Route as a "tres grande victoire·· . 
" Pour La France", maybe, but it would hardly 
have created a ripple in the climbing world 
at large. 
It would seem, then, that the last chapter 
was written spontaneously, and in anger, and 
that is a key to what is so fascinating about 
the whole book. No one can doubt the deep 
passion that Mazeaud has for the mountains, 
his friends and his enemies (amongst whom, 
after this, I should probably number myself). 
He is so deeply committed that it would be 
difficult for him to write a book where his 
stubborn, argumentative, yet in many ways 
likeable, personality did not spring out of 
the pages and grab you . 
It is clear in every chapter that the book 
could not have been written by an 
Englishman. No stiff upper lip, no northern 
reticence or southern evasiveness and 
ambiguity ; here the emotion comes straight 
at you, trampling over friend and enemy 
alike, while death lurks just round the corner. 
Finally you realize, if you didn't know 
already, that the French really are different, 
apart from the funny way they speak. 

• Naked Before the M ountain, by Pierre Mazeaud. 
Translated by Geoff Sutton. Gollancz: £3.50 

Unfortunately no handbook can do more 
than present a little of that for the reader's 
attention. 
But one thing is certain. Pretty pictures on 
Hells Lum Crag or no, the practising leader 
will rarely be so unencumbered as the author 
in the photograph facing page eight, for on 
snow and ice, as on rock, slings, rock pitons 
and other paraphernalia have a part to play 
alongside the pure gymnastics of a front
pointed ascent. 
Paul Nunn 
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Letters 
Zealous Park Warden upset by man in jeans. 
Robbins on Yosemite free-soloing standards. 

Thank God for Cook and Campbell! 

from Mike King 

Dear Sir, 
Thank-you indeed, Audrey Salkeld, for 
succinct reporting on the Buxton chat-up 
(Mountain 33) . Thank God for Cook and 
Campbell 'changing the perspective' -
advocating we govern romping over 
mountains ourselves, left to our own 
devices. To Hell with rules and safety 
qualifications; if we can't look after ourselves 
at our age, let's have the consequences. 
" An unnecessary high-risk activity" - quote. 
Get on with it then, and enjoy it. 
Thank-you Campbell. I know what it is to be 
unwantedly rescued, having narrowly 
escaped a punch-up with a zealous, over
dressed, part-time National Park Warden, 
anxious to show me his credentials on the 
Carnedds. I was alone, improperly dressed in 
a Helly-Hansen top and rolled -up jeans, and 
tripping over stones. This upset him. He 
nicely asked me to go down with him to the 
Ogwen road. Often ready to oblige, I thought 
this a little inconvenient at the time, as I was 
staying at the Leicester M .A. Hut in Cwm 
Eigiau. He didn't seem to know such a place 
existed and implied that I was mentally 
deranged, doubtless due to the excessive 
cold - some 30 F. This, of course, was only 
a few years ago, well after the invention of 
exposure and hypothermia. Before that, as 
you know, it was possible to be wet through 
to the skin all of a winter's day. One didn't 
catch cold in the head, but the fun declined 
in direct proportion to the availability of a 
dry change. Now, of course, as the pro's say, 
we would die. 
Recently, a gentleman half my age stopped 
me close to the complex of 1973 Pen-y -Pass, 
as I strolled past with a rope, sling or three 
and a companion at 4.0 p.m. one fine summer 
afternoon. He seemed concerned as to where 
I was bound. I said I was going to do 
Winthrop Young's Climb, if he didn't mind. 
He begged to know if that was on Lliwedd. 
" Yes," I lied. At this, his frame shook with 
agitation and he dropped his badge. 
Substantiation, Mr. Campbell ; a nicely 
chosen term - 'mountain pimps'. 
" A day spent in gloomy predictions of the 
insidious effects of excessive safety 
precautions and legislations" - quote. 
Sleepless nights on these lines for me. 
Please Mr. Professional Legislators, can I 
please climb still at forty-plus, a stone 
overweight and only one good leg? I've been 
around. 
Yours sincerely, 
Mike King (Llanberis) 

"Muses scorn with vulgar brains 
to dwell ... " 

from J. Powell 

Dear Sir, 
An American Woman climber (Mountain 32) , 
Fuck(s) speedp1lls. 
How coarse! 
She should divorce her husband 
and marry a horse. 
You have a vulgar magazine, which is 
usually badly written . 
Yours etc., 
J. Powel l (Oxford) 
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'Drumstick' Strikes Back 
from Ed Drummond 

Dear Sir, 
So Molehill and Myhill have joined forces. 
Not content with the murder by innuendo of 
my efforts, Molehill opens its pages to the 
service of the notorious Peak District 
landlord (Mountain 31). 
Oh that picture! (I suppose I have Molehill's 
chief salesman -cum-D.J., one D.P., to thank 
for that.) And that headline: " Myhill 
attacks .. . " What did he use? A piton 
hammer? (from the look of the picture). 
Excuse me - of course I mean a toffee 
hammer; (or was it humbugs that he was 
trying to swallow that account for his 
admitted confusion?). How could I climb 
"a hard route in good style" and also 
{although he doesn't see it) an even harder 
route (The Linden) with impeccable style? 
If he doesn't think that my ascent of the 
Linden was impeccable then why didn't he go 
and climb it first? Why doesn't he go and 
climb it now? If he knows, or if he wants to 
know, what he's talking about - which he 
can't until he's done the route in at least 
the same style that I did it in (even then 
there 's no guarantee that if he could he'd 
tell the truth about its magnificence) - he'd 
realize that Rome wasn 't built in a day ; nor 
Cenotaph ascended by Saint Joseph without 
a pin here and a pin there . And Quietus top 
roped first. I'm still learning how to learn. 
Silly Myhill. It isn't your hill. The route 
is there for you, too. Go on - open your 
legs - let's see what you can do. Balancing 
on those two impeccable skyhooks should 
keep you quiet. You might even learn to 
pray ; and not prey. 
Also, I chipped no flake. Just the two dots 
for the hooks. 
Finally, try to get your facts straight 
Molehill (and your face will take care of 
itself). Drummond did not do the South 
Buttress of El Capitan (popularly known as 
'The Nose') "mainly on nuts". He did over 
half of it free - which means hands and 
heart and feet. He placed no pitons and used 
only nuts for protection and aid, except for 
the occasional fixed points : that is, he 
studiously avoided using as many fixed pins 
as possible. And in fact used no more than 
twenty. 
I ought to know as I was with him all the 
time and I was proud of him. It is himself he 
beats . 
Truly, 
Edwin Drumstick (Yosemite) 

How hard to all-nut The Nose? 
from Don Brooks 
Dear Mountain, 
I am writing with regard to Yvon Chouinard 's 
doomsday appraisal of the future of The Nose 
of El Capitan (Mountain 31) . 
He suggests four alternatives. Here's a bit 
more, namely education: 
(1) The route is only slightly more difficult 
hammerless, and isn't at all extreme. Most of 
the hard nutting is below Sickle Ledge. The 
lead out of Camp 5 is similar to the first 
pitch of the climb. 
(2) Safety-all belays are from bolts, with the 
exception of the first. In the case of a 
forced retreat, one will also find a bolt 
retreat route from any point on the climb. 

(3) Hardware selection : three sets of stoppers 
and hex·s, some small copper-heads and, for 
further ease, a lost arrow, a standard angle 
and a one-inch angle to be levered into pin 
scars . No hammer is needed. A nut 'tapped' 
in place is a smashie, and this isn't clean 
climbing. 
One more thing: one needn't be a Carson or 
Chouinard to nut The Nose. I was able to do 
it last fall with Karl Kiavala and Roger 
Fuggle, and I can say that without a doubt 
we were a cut or two below the first ascent 
party. 
Sincerely, 
Don Brooks (Seattle) 

Robbins on Bridwell on Yosemite 

from Royal Robbins 

Dear Sir, 
I would like to raise a few points about J im 
Bridwell's article on Yosemite (Mountain 31). 
In the first place, Sacherer and Beck did not 
start "physical training" for climbing in the 
Valley. It is well documented that they were 
preceded at least by Salathe and Nelson who 
trained during their preparation for the ascent 
of Lost Arrow Chimney. 
Bridwell mentions a number of difficult 
routes, but fails to specify how they were 
done. The Nabisco Wall, by all accounts, is a 
climb with character and a robust challenge. 
This is so, regardless of how the first ascent 
was done. Nevertheless, to aid our perspective 
and to help us maintain a sense of proportion , 
it should be admitted that the first ascent of 
this climb involved pre-placement of bolts, 
and nuts as well. To omit this information is to 
play a dirty trick on subsequent parties who 
might not know that something is acceptable 
on this climb that would be considered 
cheating on other routes. 
But the most glaring omission in the article is 
the lack of any mention of the most 
demanding of all rock-climbing games : free 
solo. In an article which extols the virtues of 
" control of mind" and "precision of 
movement", which places Left Side of 
Hourglass and Cream high on the list (and 
properly so) because they are difficult and 
poorly protected, and which pays tribute to 
one climber's "amazing confidence and calm 
on the long run-outs", in such an article I find 
it rather curious that the game which demands 
more of these qualities than any other is 
ignored. 
Indeed, Bridwell's article, by including such 
remarks as " ... Esoteric exerises as well as 
unique boulder-ballet problems now 
elaborated the training tables of the climbing 
athlete ... ", shows more clearly than ever that 
the real criterion these days must not be mere 
difficulty, but difficulty where a fall is 
serious. Things have changed since Charles 
Pratt did the first 5.10 on Elephant Rock. 
5.10 is now commonplace. What is not 
commonplace is sufficient mastery to do 
difficult routes unroped. Haan's solo of the 
Crack of Despair, a few years ago, is quite a 
bit more significant in terms of boldness, 
imagination, control, fitness and skill than 
most of the 5.10 first ascents done since then. 
Much the same can be said for Klemen's solo 
of the Left Side of Reed, flawed though it was 
by avoidance of the last pitch . But, even more 
to the point, what about the fantastic 
accomplishments of Henry Barber? Barber's 



Differing opinions on the role of competition in climbing. 
M.L.C. attracting wrong people states teacher/climber. 

on -sight solo of Midterm was brilliant and 
impressive. But his doing the same on 
Sentinel Rock was a work of climbing genius. 
Midterm is harder than the Steck/ Salathe 
route on the North Face of Sentinel, but it 
is only 400ft, whereas the Sentinel route is 
1,500ft ! The climb involves many pitches of 
5.7 and 5.8, and five that are 5.9, including 
some hard 5.9. But the worst of it is the 
headwall traverse, a 5.9 horizontal series of 
moves that is gripping even with the normal 
perfect protection of a piton above one's 
head ! The moves are complicated, and one 
makes a long step across from tiny holds to a 
sloping shelf, with nothing definite for the 
hands or feet, and this at the most exposed 
place on the wall - a slip would mean a 
1,000ft. plunge down the left side of the 
Flying Buttress. Unlike the hand-jams on 
Midterm, there is no second chance on this 
traverse, no opportunity for recovery in the 
event of a slip. For anyone to do such a route 
free-solo, on sight, and in record time as well 
(2½ hours) , is evidence of a creative 
imagination and a mastery of the art of 
rock-climbing that places Barber in a class by 
himself. All the more so since this wasn't a 
fluke - Barber has done a lot of free-solos, 
though this Sentinel climb in particular seems 
to have been an act of vision . 
So why is Barber mentioned only once in this 
summary of Yosemite free-climbing? It is 
incomprehensible except in terms of a 
resolute determination to ignore what one 
can't stomach. 
Yours, 
Royal Robbins (Modesto) 

Immature Hardmen and the Three-Tiered 
Extreme Grade 

from Ken Wilkinson 

Dear Editor, 
Recently, as I was hammering my knuckles 
into a nasty gritstone crack, I found myself 
thinking about a letter from Mr. Ed Moore, 
which appeared in Mountain 29 and 
concerned the three-tiered Extreme grading 
system. As one of Mr. Moore's "immature 
hardmen", I would like to protest against his 
self -righteous criticism of modern climbing. If 
he is himself a 'hardman· (a word I use with 
reservations) , then John Cleare makes a 
relevant point (in Rock Climbers in Action in 
Snowdonia) . which basically says that anyone 
who leads XS must have some climbing 
ambition . If Mr. Moore cannot be so 
categorized, then he is in no position to judge 
anyway. Personally, I think there is room for 
improvement, as is shown by the Gogarth 
guide : compare, say, Rat Race and Fifth 
Avenue, for example. 
The idea that you can impress your woman by 
blasting 'Hard Extreme· is ridiculous. A ' Hard 
Very Difficult" climb sounds impressive to 
someone who doesn't climb, and anyway the 
proportion of lads able to boast of leading 
the hardest grade will be much reduced 
("What? Only Middle XS?") 
Climbing is essentially competitive. whether 
the competition be against the elements or 
the local spiderman. It is natural that you 
should obtain some pleasure from telling your 
mates of your latest route, be it Hard Severe 
or Hard Extreme. 
There seems to be an attitude in older 
climbing circles that 'fings ain 't wot they used 

to be', but I would guess thatthe old -time 
hard lads did as much ego -tripping as the 
modern ones. Mr. Moore should climb for his 
own enjoyment and stop criticizing others who 
he thinks get their fun in a different way. 
"Let he that is with in sin ... " etc . 
Yours sincerely, 
Ken Wilkinson (Manchester) 

Working Class Climbers 

from John Earl 

Dear Sir, 
I have been following the correspondence 
on the Mountain Leadership Certificate, 
and the reports on the Buxton Conference 
with interest, especially Dave Cook's article 
in Mountain 34. 
I am not sure, however, that his analysis 
of the present situation in class terms is 
the most useful one. Nor is the working 
class hero any more appealing to me than 
the muscular Christian (Mr. Cook seems 
intent on labelling him and then jumping 
in triumph on his grave) . 
It was largely the latter group who laid 
the foundations for expansion of the sport 
through the schools, and does Cook include 
Edward Whymper among these Men of God 
- it was hardly a Christian act to chuck 
rocks down on the Italians from the summit 
of the Matterhorn. 
This working class infusion hasn't really 
changed the sport overmuch - though a vaste 
expansion in numbers certainly has, from all 
classes (and remember the working class is 
the biggest). A change in image has occurred, 
though, as Cook pointed out, this was long 
overdue, in climbing as in other areas, 
such as music. 
What disturbs me about Cook's analysis is 
that he seems to welcome competition . 
Undoubtedly it resulted 'in achievements of 
almost freakish difficulty' but in the long 
run I am sure it can do nothing but harm to 
the sport. If at one time the " kicks" in 
mountaineering were to be had from 
"bagging a first", at a later stage, when the 
summits have all gone the kicks must come 
from doing harder and harder things. But this 
is where the real hard men lose other 
participants in the sport, who simply enjoy 
the mountains without needing them as a 
testing ground, and this is where those 
" muscular Christians" had it over the present 
climber, I feel. The Christian had a whole 
philosophy to go with their sport which 
enabled them to enjoy the mountains even 
when they didn't reach the top, whereas the 
modern " hard man" only seems needled and 
frustrated by another man's achievement. 
Competition may be a working class 
manifestation, but it is hardly a working 
class virtue . 
How does Cook hope to fight big concerns 
like Rio Tinto with a body behind him divided 
by competition? Isn't the very thing he is 
fighting characterised by its eagerness to 
compete? Much more work must be done to 
gather the divisions together. 
Which brings me round to the M.L.C. What 
amazes me is not that the thing should be 
made more or less compulsory, but the 
extraordinary way in which the various 
education bodies make it compulsory. When 
I was a school pupil in Derbyshire I chose 
to go climbing at weekends because I 

preferred it to football and cricket. 
There was no school climbing team though . 
When I was trained as a teacher last year, 
I found that vast sums were being spent 
sending members of P.E. Departments to 
expensive places like Plas -y- Bren in for 
an introductory week to the M .L.C. In other 
words, where there was no Outdoor Activities 
Course as such, it was assumed that the very 
people who had preferred competitive team 
games in their schooldays would now be 
expected to run the new Outdoor Activities 
programmes in schools. Of course some might 
well have switched their interests in the 
meantime but I suspect that the majority 
would have little sympathy for the values of 
mountaineering as I understand them. 
Mountaineering is different. You cannot 
climb in teams, it is you and the mountain. 
Though people sometimes claim mountains 
with National fervour, that is not what 
climbing is about. and to do them credit, 
most climbers eschew this. 
Care should be taken to ensure that 
mountaineering in schools never becomes 
competitive as other sports have. Getting 
out into the hills is all the kids need, 
and to many kids prizes and medals mean 
nothing. If the M.L.C. is necessary, and it 
may be on legal grounds, care should be 
taken that the people who get it are imbued 
with the philosophy of people like Noyce and 
Menlove Edwards rather than with the spirit of 
competition . 
Yours sincerely, 
John Earl (Northumberland) 

Springlow 
Concentrated meal packs for 
Campers and Backpackers
remember concentrated food means 
less weight and bulk to carry. 
Meals include: Curries, Stews and 
Omelettes-send for our catalogue 
it describes no less than 50 packs. 

SPRINGLOW Sales Ltd 
Marsland Industrial 
Estate, Werneth, Oldham, 
Lanes. Tel: 061-624 7904 
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mountaineering 
equig111ent 
suppliers 
The shops marked (C) (M) {S) hire out Camping, Mountaineering and 
Ski -i ng Equipment. 

AUSTRALIA 

A.C.T: Canberra 
Paddy Pallin Pty., Ltd., 
46 Northbourne Avenue, 
Civic (C) (S). 
Tel. 47 8949. 

N.S.W: Hornsby 
Southern Cross Mountaineering 
Equipment Pty., Ltd . (C), 
222 Pacific Highway. 
Tel. 476.3242. 

N.S.W: Chatswood 
Southern Cross Mountaineering 
Equipment Pty., Ltd. (C), 
399 Victoria Avenue. 
Tel. 412.3372. 

N.S .W: Crows Nest 
Mountain Equipment Pty. Ltd ., 
P.O. Box 703, 
17A Falcon Street, 2065 (C), 
Tel. 439.2454 

N.S.W : Penshurst 
Southern Cross Mountaineering 
Equipment Pty. Ltd . (C) , 
3 Bridge Street, 2222. 
Tel. 579.5965. 

N.S.W: Sydney 
Paddy Pallin Pty., Ltd., 
69 Liverpool Street. (C) (S). 
Tel. 26.2685. 

Queensland: Brisbane 
Rick White's 
Odin Equipment Company, 
P.O. Box 12, Toowong, 4066. 

Victoria: Melbourne 
Molony Imports, 
197 Elizabeth Street, 3000. 
Tel. 67.8428. 

Victoria: Melbourne 
Bushgear Pty. Ltd ., 
46 Hardware Street, 3000. 
Tel. 67.3354. (C) (M) (S). 

CANADA 

Alberta: Calgary 
The Hostel Shop, 
1414 Kensington Road, N.W., 41. 
Tel. 403.283.5551 . (C) (M) (S). 

B.C.: Vancouver 
ABC of Canada, 
Recreational Equipment Ltd., 
557 Richards Street, V6B 225 
Tel. 604.687.7885 

Ontario: Ottawa 
Blacks Outdoors Store, 
225 Strathcona Avenue, 
K1S 1X7. Tel. 613.235.1461 . 

EIRE 

Dublin 
The Mountain Hut, 
19 South King Street, 
Dublin 2. (C) (M). 
Tel. 01.781358. 

NEW ZEALAND 

Christchurch 
Oscar A. Coberger, 
15 Cranmer Square, 1. 
Tel. 74.646. 
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UNITED KINGDOM 

Aberdeen 
F. Diack and Son, 
302 George Street, 
Tel. 0224.26952. 

Aberdeen 
Campbell's Sports, 
520 Union Street (S). 
Tel. 0224.20157. 

Ambleside 
Frank Davies, Climber's Shop, 
Compston Corner. 
Tel. 09663.2297. 
Aviemore 
Speyside Sports (S), 
Tel. Aviemore 629. 
Bethesda 
Arvons, 
Ogwen Terrace. 
Tel. 024.882.401. 

Birmingham 
Frank Davies (S), 
7 Snowhill, Queensway, 4. 
Tel. 021.236.6816. 
Birmingham 
Y.H.A. Services Ltd . {S), 
35 Cannon Street, 2. 
Tel. 021 .643.5180. 
Birmingham 
Pindisports (S), 
27 / 29 Martineau Square. 
Tel. 021 .236.9383. 
Blackpool 
The Alpine Centre, 
193 Church Street. 
Tel. 0253.24307. 
Bolton 
Alpine Sports (S), 
117 Bradshawgate. 
Tel. 0204.25087. 
Bradford 
Allan Austin Mountain Sports, 
4 Jacob Street, 
Manchester Road 5. 
Tel. 0274.28674. 
Brentwood 
Field & Trek (Equipment) Ltd ., 
25 Kings Road. 
Tel. 0277.221259. 
Brighton 
Sports and Leisure, 
48 North Street. 
Tel. 0273.29539. 
Brighton 
Alpine Sports Ltd., 
138 Western Road (S) (M). 
Tel. 0273.26874. 
Bristol 
Ellis Brigham, 
162 Whiteladies Road . 
Tel. 0272.311157. 
Broughton-in- Furness, Lanes. 
Mountain Centre, 
Brade Street. Tel. 461. 
(open u,ntil 8 p.m.) 
Buxton 
Jo Royle, 
High Peak Outdoor Centre, 
22 High Street (C) (M). 
Tel. 0298.5824. 

Cambridge 
The Outdoor Centre, 
7 Bridge Street. 
Tel. 0223.53956. 

Capel Curig 
Joe Brown, 
The Climbing Shop. 
Tel. Capel Curig 205. 

Capel Curig 
Ellis Brigham (M) (S), 
Mountain Centre. 
Tel. Capel Curig 232. 

Croydon 
Pindisports, 
1 098 Whitgift Centre . 
Tel. 01.688.2667. 

Darlington 
J. Clementson ( Darlington) Ltd., 
29 High North Gate (C). 
Tel. 0325.2390. 

Derby 
Powers Sports, 
Green Lane. 
Tel. 0332.48311 . 

Derby 
Prestidge (S), 
350 Normanton Road . 
Tel. 0332.42245. 

Doncaster 
Don Valley Sports, 
95 Spring Gardens. 
Tel. 0302.67755 (C) (S). 

Dundee 
David Low Sports Co. Ltd ., 
21 Commercial Street (M) (S). 
Tel. 0382.24501 -2. 

Edinburgh 
Graham Tiso (M), 
44 Rodney Street. 
Tel. 031.556.1723. 

Exeter 
Grays Outdoor Shop (C) (S), 
181 / 182 Sidwell Street. 
Tel. 0392.76421. 

Fort William 
Nevisport, 
131 High Street. 
Tel. Fort William 3245. 

Glasgow 
Greaves (S), 
23 Gordon Street. 
Tel. 041.221.4531 / 2. 

Glasgow 
Nevi sport, 
261 Sauchiehall Street. 
Tel. 041 .332.4814. (M) 

Grantown-on-Spey 
Speyside Sports (S), 
47 High Street. 
Tel. Grantown 246. 

Halifax 
The Outdoor Centre, 
3 Princes Arcade. 
Tel. 0422.65549. 

Harrison's Rocks, Sussex 
Terry's Festerhaunt, 
Groombridge. (M) . 
Tel. 089.276.238 (684). 

Hull 
G. F. Stocks & Co. Ltd. 
Camp Centre, 
61 Spring Bank. 
Tel. 0482.20134. 

Keswick 
Stubbs Outdoor Sports, 
28 Lake Road . 
Tel. 0596.73524. 

Lancaster 
H. Robinson, 
Mountain Craft Shop (C), 
5 New Road. 
Tel. 0524.66610. 

Leeds 
Centres port, 
40 Woodhouse Lane, 2. 
Tel. 0532.31024. 

Leeds 
H. W. Poole, 
34/ 36 Eastgate (C) (S). 
Tel. 0532.23045. 
Leicester 
Roger Turner, 
Mountain Sports (S), 
105 London Road . 
Tel. 0533.25235. 

Liverpool 
Ellis Brigham (C) (M) (S), 
73 Bold Street, 1. 
Tel. 051.709.6912. 
Llanberis 
Joe Brown, 
Menai Hall, High Street. 
Tel. 028682.327. 

London 
Pindisports, 
14/ 18 Holborn, E.C.1 . 
Tel. 01.242.3278. 

London, Acton 
Pindisports, 
373/ 5 Uxbridge Road, W.3. 
Tel. 01.992.6642. 

London 
Robert Lawrie Ltd., 
54 Seymour Street, W.1 . 
Tel. 01.723.5252. 

London 
Y.H.A. Services Ltd . (S), 
29 John Adam Street, W.C.2. 
Tel. 01 .839.1722. 
London 
Alpine Sports Ltd ., 
309 Brampton Road, S.W.1. 
Tel. 01 .584.7766. (S) (M). 

Macclesfield 
The Pennine Centre, 
(Camping & Caravan 
Distributors Ltd.) , 
Elizabeth Street. 
Tel. 0625.20167. 
Manchester 
Ellis Brigham (C) (M) (S), 
6/ 14 Cathedral Street, 4. 
Tel. 061.834.0161 . 

Manchester, Urmston 
J. & A. Sports & Camping Co. (C), 
15 Station Road. 
Tel. 061.748.6408. 

Manchester, Eccles 
J. & A. Sports & Camping Co., 
112 Liverpool Road. 
Tel. 061.789.6044. 

Manchester 
Y.H.A. Services Ltd . (S), 
36/ 38 Fountain Street, 2. 
Tel. 061 .834.7119. 

Matlock Bath 
The Bivouac, 
56 North Parade. 
Tel. 0629.3750. 

Newcastle-upon- Tyne 
Dentons (Denton Cycles) (S) 
227 / 229 Westgate Road . 
Tel. 0632.23903. 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
L. D. Mountain Centre Ltd ., 
34 Dean Street (C) (S). 
Tel. 0632.23561 . 

Nottingham 
Roger Turner, 
Mountain Sports (S), 
1 Canning Circus. 
Tel 0602.47230. 

Oxford 
The Scout and Guide Shop, 
17 Turi Street. 
Tel. 0092.47110. 
Penzance 
Ellis Brigham, 
Market Jew Street. 
Tel. 0736.5828. 



Portsmouth 
Safari, 
The Tri corn . 
Tel. 0705.2941 0. 

Preston 
P.S.D . Sports Dept., 
141 Friargate. 
Tel. 0772.53793. 

Sheffield 
Bryan G. Stokes, 
9 Charles Street. 
Tel. 0742.27525. 

Sheffield 
Don Morrison, 
343 London Road. 
Tel. 0742.56018. 

Sheffield 
Thomas & Taylor Ltd ., 
24 Fitzwilliam Gate ( M ). 
Tel. 0742.25631 . 

Shipley 
P & S Outdoor Shop, 
73 Leeds Road, 
Tel. 0274.592422. 

Skipton 
The Dales Outdoor Centre, 
Coach Street. 
Tel. 0756.4305. 

Stockport 
Base Camp (C), 
89 Lower Hillgate. 
Tel. 061.480.2945. 

Teesside: Middlesbrough 
Cleveland Mountain Sports, 
98 Newport Road . 
Tel. 0642.48916. 

Wednesbury 
Tebbutt Bros. (C) (M ) (S), 
35 Market Place. 
Tel. 021 .556.0802. 

West Bromwich 
Wulfrun Camp and Sports, 
466 High Street (C) (S ), 
Tel. 021.553.1670. 

Wolverhampton 
Wulfrun Camp and Sports, 
4/ 5 King Street (C) (S ). 
Tel. 0902.27012. 

York 
The Scout and Guide Shop, 
14 Goodramgate. 
Tel. 0904.53567. 

UNITED STATES 

Arizona: Flagstaff, 
Grand Canyon 
Village Sports Den, 
116 South Beaver, 86001 . 
Tel. 602.774.2271 . (C) (M ) (S). 

California: Berkeley 
The North Face, 
2804 Telegraph Ave., 
94705. (C) (S ). 
Tel. 415.548.1371 . 

California : Berkeley 
Mountain Traders, 
1702 Grove Street, 94709. 
Tel. 415.845.8600 (C) (M ) (S). 

California: Campbell 
Mountain Life, 
2513 Winchester Boulevard, 
95008. (C) (M) . 
Tel. 408.374.7777. 

California : El Cajon 
Adventure 16 Inc., 
656 Front Street, 92020. 
Tel. 714.444.A 16-2. 
California: Fresno 
Robbins Mountain Shop, 
7183 North Abbey Road, 93650. 
Tel. 209.439.0745. (C) (5 ). 
California: Glendale 
Kelty Mountaineering, 
1801 Victory Blvd ., 91201 . 
Tel. 213.247.3110. (C) (M ) (S). 
California: Goleta 
Granite Stairway Mountaineering, 
330 S. Kellogg, 93017. 
Tel. 805.964.5714. (C) (M ) (S). 
California : La Canada 
Sport Chalet, 
951 Foothill Boulevard, 91011 . 
Tel . 213.790.2717. (C) (S ) . 
California : La Habra 
Sports and Trails, 
1491 W. Whittier Blvd ., 90631 . 
(C) (M ) (S). Tel. 213.691 .591 9. 
California: Lancaster 
Dan's Skiing and Mountaineering, 
1 069 West Ave . K, 93534. 
(C) (M) (S). 
California: Mammoth Lakes 
Kittredge Sport Shop, 
P.O. Box 598 - State Hwy. 203 
93546. (C) (M) (S). 
Tel . 714.934.2423. 
California: Modesto 
Robbins Mountain Shop, 
1508 Tenth Street, 95354. 
Tel. 209.529.6913. (C) (S). 

California: San Diego 
San Diego Ski Chalet and 
Mountain Shop, 
4004 Sports Arena Blvd., 
93401 . (C) (M) (S) . 
Tel. 714.224.3439. 
California: San Diego 
Stanley Andrews 
Sporting Goods, 
443 12th Street. (C) (M) (S ). 
Tel. 714.232.2167. 
California: San Luis Obispo 
Mountain Sports, 
858 Higuera Street, 
93401 . (C) (M) (S) . 
Tel. 805.544.7141. 
California: Santa Barbara 
Granite Stairway Mountaineering, 
3036 State Street, 93105. 
Tel. 805.682.1083. (C) (M ) (S). 

California: Santa Maria 
Mountain Transit Authority, 
223 So. Broadway, 93454. 
Tel. 805.922.8271 . (C) (M ) (S). 

California: Tarzana 
The Mountain Store, 
5425 Reseda Boulevard, 
91356 (C) (M) (S ) . 
Tel. 213.881.5111. 
California: Ventura 
The Great Pacific Ironworks, 
Chouinard Equipment Company, 
235 W. Santa Clara, 93001. 
Tel. 805.643.3528. 

California: West Covina 
Alpine Country, 
1629 W. Garvey Avenue, 91790. 
Tel. 213.962.4311 . (C) (M) (S). 

Colorado : Boulder 
The Boulder Mountaineer, 
1329 Broadway, 
80302. (C) (M) (S) . 
Tel. 303.442.8355. 
Colorado : Denver 
Ptarmigan Mountain Shop, 
938 South Monaco Parkway, 
80222. (S) (C) (M). 
Tel. 303.377.2783. 
Colorado : Estes Park 
Steve Komito, 
Davis Hill (Box 2106) , 
80517. Tel. 303.586.2440. 
Colorado: Fort Collins 
The Mountain Shop, 
118 W. Laurel, 80521 . 
Tel.303.493.5720 (M) . 
Colorado: Lakewood 
Ptarmigan Mountain Shop, 
1949 South Wadsworth Blvd ., 
80227. (C) (M) (S) . 
Tel. 303 .986.5541. 
Colorado: Louisville 
Lowe Alpine Systems, Inc. , 
931 Main Street (Box 151 , 
Dept. M). (C) (M) (S) . 
Tel. 303.666.6650. 
Idaho: Boise 
Sawtooth Mountaineering, 
5200 Fairview, Mini -Mall , 83704. 
Tel. 208.376.3731 . (S) (C) . 
Idaho : Moscow 
Northwestern Mountain Sports, 
329 N. Main 83843. 
Tel. 208.882.0133. (C) (M ) (S). 
Idaho: Sun Valley 
Snug Mountaineering, 
Box 122. 83353. (S) . 
Tel. 208.726.3808. 
Illinois: Chicago 
Erewhon Mountain Supply, 
1252 West Devon, 60626. 
Tel. 312.262.3832. (C) (M) (S ). 
Massachusetts: Amherst 
Eastern Mountain Sports, 
Route 9, Amherst - Hadley Line . 
Tel.413.253.9504. (C) (M) (S) . 
Massachusetts: Boston 
Eastern Mountain Sports/ 
Bargain Basement, 
1041 Commonwealth Avenue. 
Tel. 617.254.4250. (C) (M) (S) . 
Massachusetts: Boston 
Eastern Mountain Sports/ 
Mail Order Department, Box 27, 
104 7 Commonwealth Ave., 02215. 
Tel. 617.787.2626. (C) (M) (S ). 
Massachusetts: Cambridge 
Eastern Mountain Sports/ 
Climbers Corner, 
55 River Street. 
Tel. 617.876.6270. (C) (M ) (S). 
Massachusetts: Wellesley 
Eastern Mountain Sports, 
189 Linden Street. 
Tel. 617.237.2645. (C) (M ) (S). 
Minnesota: Minneapolis 
Midwest Mountaineering, 
1408 Hennepin Avenue, 55403. 
Tel. 612.336. 3884 
Minnesota: St. Paul 
Eastern Mountain Sports/ 
Lob Pine, 1627 W. Country 
Road B, Roseville. 
Tel. 612.631.2900. (C) (M) (S ). 

Montana: Red Lodge 
Mountaincraft, 
Main Street, 59068. 
Tel. 406.446.2393. 
N.H.: North Conway 
Eastern Mountain Sports, 
Main Street. 
Tel. 603.356.5433. (C) (M ) (S ). 
N.H.: North Woodstock 
Skimeister Ski Shop, 
Main Street. (M) (S). 
Tel. 603.745.2767. 
New York: Ardsley 
Eastern Mountain Sports, 
725 Saw Mill River Road . 
Tel. 914.693.6160. (C) (M ) (S). 
New York: Buffalo 
Nord Alp Inc. 
3260 Main Street, 14215. 
(C) (M) (S). 
Tel. 716.837.3300. 
New York: New Paltz 
Rock and Snow, 
44 Main Street, N.Y. 12561. (S). 
Tel. 914.255.1311. 
New York : Ogdensburg 
Thomas Black and Sons 
(Ogdensburg) Inc., 
930 Ford Street, 13669. 
Tel. 315.393.5704. 
(Mail Order only). 
New York: Tonawanda 
Eastern Mountain Sports, 
1270 Niagara Falls Blvd . 
Tel . 716.838.4200. (C) (M ) (S ). 
Texas: Austin 
Whole Earth Provision Co. 
2410 San Antonio Street, 
78705. Tel. 512.478.1577. 
Vermont: So. Burlington 
Eastern Mountain Sports, 
City Center, Dorset Street. 
Tel. 802.864.0473. (C) (M) (S). 
Washington: Seattle 
Recreational Equipment Inc., 
1525 11th Avenue, 98122. 
Tel. 206.323.8333. (C) (M ) (S). 
Washington: Seattle 
Swallow's Nest, 
909 E. Boat Street, 98105. 
Tel. 206.633.0408. (M) (S). 
Washington: Spokane 
Selkirk Bergsport, 
W.30 International Way, 
99220. (C) (M) (S) . 
Tel. 509.328.5020. 
Wisconsin: Madison 
Erewhon Mountain Supply, 
State and Gocham, 53703. 
Tel. 508.251 .9059. (C) (M ) (S). 
Wisconsin•: Madison 
H. H. Petrie Sporting Goods Inc, 
702 N. Midvale, 53705. 
Tel. 608.231.2447. 
Wisconsin: Madison 
H. H. Petrie Sporting Goods Inc., 
644 State Street, 53703. 
Tel. 608.257.1347. (S) . 
Wyoming: Jackson 
Teton Mountaineering, 
Main Square. (C) (M) (S). 
(P.O. Box 1533), 83001 . 
Tel. 307.733.3595. 
Wyoming: Laramie 
Rocky Mountaineering, 
211 Second Street, 82070. 
Tel. 307.742.3191 (S) (C). 

Roger Turner Alpine Man 
Equipment and Clothing Specialists for 
Mountaineering, Rock Climbing, 
Lightweight Camping, Rambling, and Ski-ing 
Roger Turner Mountain Sports 
120 Derby Road, Nottingham. 47230 
105 London Road, Leicester. 25235 

___ ..._ 
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~ - ---unforseenperils often beset the unwary hiker 

Courses 
for 

Climbers 

Once again in 1974 the YHA is 
organising a series of graded rock 
climbing holidays at Pen y Pass, a 
"special" hostel in Snowdonia, and 
also in the Peak District, Lake 
District and Scotland. 

In addition, there are courses in 
basic mountaincraft and mountain 
leadership (introdu9tory M LC and 
M LC pre-assessment). 

For details, please write to YHA 
Adventure Holidays, Dept M2, 
Trevelyan House, St. Albans, Herts. 

DO NOT DESPAIR, 
HIKERS, help for 
this and other perils 
is available from: 

KELTY 
mountaineering-backpacking 

1801 VICTORY BOULEVARD 
GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA 91201 

SEND FOR CATALOG DEPT. m 

~- ~ ~ ~,1~ 
~~ .ij 

q._; . 

~=~? . ~ - ..... .; . , .. 
As one of the world's leading producers of back packs, 
our continual development, innovation and testing have 
resulted in advanced designs that are both correct and 
functional, plus skilled craftsmen using the best of raw 
materials in a modern factory guarantees quality. 
Bergans packs are now exported to. 30 countries and 
have been used on several major expeditions. Our goa l 
is to produce the best packs possible. 

Oslo 1, Norway. 
Available from all Blacks of Greenock branches and 
most good Sports & Camping stockists. Write to 
Blacks of Greenock, Port Glasgow, Renfrewshire or 
-Ruxley Corner, .Sidcup, Ken t for your FREE catalogue. 



We are worried about our Duvets! 
The new Pointfive Thermojacket proved so 
efficient in keeping the wearer warm and 
comfortable in typical British wet/ cold 
conditions, that we wondered if it was wise to 
advertise this fact . However we decided 
there was no point in keeping a good thing 
to ourselves. 

Filled with Dacron Fibrefil 11 , a new filling 
which approaches the best properties of down 
- it has good loft, is easy to compress for 
packing and has excellent recovery. Its 
insulation qualities are equal to all but the 
very best Downs. Also - it shrugs off water, 
so its insulation qualities are unaffected in 
killing 'Damp cold ' conditions . 

The scarcity and cost of Down gives Fibrefil II 
a distinct price advantage. 

Available from most climbing shops or 
write for further information to: 

BANTON & CO LTD. 
Meadow Lane, Nottingham NG2 3HP 

IJINARD 
Equipment /or Alpinists 
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The 11th essential 
for safe outdooring ... 
MOUNTAINEERING FIRST AID: A guide to accident 
response and first aid care; dealing with and preventing 
remote-area accidents; providing immediate , temporary 
care for common injuries, emergencies; rescue prepara
tions. 96 pp, paperbound . $1 .95 (plus 18ct shipping ). 

MEDICINE FOR MOUNTAINEERING. Handbook for 
treating illnesses, accidents in remote areas where a 
doctor is many days away. Compiled by climber
physicians experienced in expeditionary medical 
problems. 350 pp, hardbou nd. $7 .50 (plus 26ct shipping). 

Wash. residents add 5.3% tax 

THE MOUNTAINEERS 
719 Pike St. , Seattle WA 98101 

\ \ 
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we Have 
Friends 
•• 

1n 
High 
Places 
The staff at YHA Services 
keep in close touch with 
current trends and are 
always happy to advise 
climbers on their choice of 
equipment and clothing 

Call at your nearest 
branch and see our 
comprehensive 
selection. 

YHA Services 
29 John Adam Street, London WC2N 6JE 
35 Cannon Street, Birmingham B2 5EE 
36/ 38 Fountain Street, Manchester M2 2BE 

a I 

I 

DARTMOOR EXPEDITION CENTRE 
Barn, bunk-house accomodation for organised 

groups. Send for brochure to: 
John Earle, Rowden, Widecombe, Devon. 

FRAME 

N ICKEL - SILVER 
LEATHER SIDE 
SH IELDS AND 
NOSE GUARDS 

LENSES 

50MM 
HEAT TREATED 

DK. GREY/G R EEN 
3.0 DENSITY 

t 
l .. 

SEND 25t FOR OUR CATALOG ._ 

P.O. Box 1181, GolGta.. CA. 93(07 J 
g Ph. (80~) 964·18IS f 
~ L DEALER INQU IRIES IN V ITED . ___Ji 
~-IQIOqfd~•S'f~Jt-Odlili-id,~~' 
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B6R6HJIUSI 
I - DORSAL - With integral frame, EXCELLENT carrying comfort 

providing a very close fitting, stable load for walking, climbing and 
scrambling. The Dorsal 'fins' act as a hip harness transferring desired 
weight through the pelvis thus 'relieving' the chest and shou lders. 
RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE £ 10.95 (medium) £13.95 (large). 

2 - 272XS (GEANT) - Sac designed for the mountaineer or backpacker 
carrying heavy loads. Used with/without frame. Many excellent 
features. 
RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE £ 15.95 

3 - MUNROE - Integral frame sac designed for the week-end climber 
or walker. [mportant features include a closed cell foam, padded 
back reducing 'sweating' and elasticated lid. 

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE £8.95 

Write/phone or call for our new catalogue for details. 

3 

2 

B6RGHJIUS 
34 DEAN STREET, NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE 
NE1 1PG TELEPHONE 23561 

1 
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Going up? 
-Go down •.• 

Blacl<s have a wide 
range of warm 
down or synthetic 
filled duvets and 
sleeping bags for 
going up and coming 
down in comfort. 

SEE THE RANGE AT BLACKS STOCKISTS THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY. WRITE NOW FOR YOUR COPY OF OUR NEW 

64 PAGE CA TA LOGUE OF TENTS AND CAMPING EQUIPMENT. 

Please send me my 
1974 'Good Companions· catalogue 

Name _____ _ 

Address _____ _ 

628 

---------------



we can supply 
everything but the mountain! 

"We stock Climbing Gear, Boots, Sleeping Bags, 
Duvets, Waterproof Clothing. Plus over 40 Tents 
suitable for Mountain use. Names like: Karrimor, Se-ab, 
Clog, Stubai, Moac, Saunders, Blacks, Kastinger, 
Vango, Henri Lloyd, Helly Hansen, Grenfell, Ultimate, 
Snowdon, Peck, Hawkins, Andre Jamet, Bonatti, 
Cassin, Simon, Viking Troll, Optimus, Point Five, 
Mountain, G & H, J.B. Salewa, M.S.R. & Camptrails. 

You will be dealing with experts-our technical 
adviser is Les Halliwell. Before buying your gear, 
write or phone for our EXTRAORDINARY COM
PETITIVE free price list. Large Mail Order Department. 
Barclay/Access accepted. Most items immediate 
delivery. 7 day approval service. We have a special 
Contract Department for Club & Educational orders". 

Send to Dept. M002 

FIELD & TREK (equipment) Ltd 
25 KINGS ROAD· BRENTWOOD· ESSEX · 

Telephone: 0277 221259 

COOKS ADVENTURE CLUB 1974 

Trekking and Climbing 
holidays in Europe 
and the Himalayas 

Holidays with a difference- holidays that present something of a 
challenge as well as a rewarding experience. Each trek is designed to 
take you to some of the world's more out-of-the-way places. A well
known authority will lead each party. 

10 June-24 June: Swiss Adventure By air from London to Zurich 
-then away you go on the incredible escape route of General Suvaroff 
during the Napoleonic Wars ... up-and-over three mountain passes. 
Tour includes visits to Altdorf, Chur and Weesen on the Walensee. 
Led by Mark Heller. £169. 

2 Sept. -19 Sept: Pyrenees Adventure From London to Toulouse, 
then on to a delightful trekking/climbing holiday amid the French 
and Spanish Pyrenees. A chance to enjoy some of Europe's finest 
mountain scenery. No leader appointed as yet. More details later. £198. 

2 Sept.-2 Oct: Karakoram Trek By air from London to Karachi, 
before flying on to Skirdu via Rawalpindi and the worlds highest 
mountain passes. Your target? Concordia at the eastern end of the 
Baltoro Glacier. 
Your leader ? Eric Shipton himself. Experienced walkers only. £445. 

24 Sept. -23 Nov: Everest and Annapurna Treks By air from London 
to Delhi and so to Kathmandu. Then to Everest Base Camp via 
Namche Bazar and Thyangboche. Led by Ned Kelly. £495. 
Those preferring Annapurna, proceed from Kathmandu via the 
Marsyandi Valley and Thonje. 
Led by Bill Murray. £480. 

For further information and free broadsheets apply to : 
Mr. P. H. Delves, Cooks Adventure Club, 45 Berkeley Street, 

London, WlA lEB. Tel.: 01-499 4000, Ext. 633. 

and of course, you can always send for a pair from the Joe Brown shops. 

EB 's (top illus.) £8.85 post free 
SPIDER BOOTS (lower illus.) leather uppers. £9 .35 post free 

Send cash with order to-

J OE BROWN, Menai Hall, Llanberis, Caerns. Tel. 327 
Also at 

The Climbing Shop, Capel Curig , Caerns. Tel. 205 
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Keswick 
Cumberland 
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on your back - but way out in front 

Aiguille 
Available only in nylon with cotton back. Four strap fastening 
to elasticated "contour load'" flap. Camera pocket in the flap 
has zip opening outside for easy access. Double base in 
contrasting blue colour. 

Specification: Model 1 / 004 
Height : 20" 51 cm 

Width : 
Weight : 

11 " 
1 lb 14 oz 

28 cm 
850 gm 

Fabric : 

Colour : 
Capacity : 

7 oz Enka 
nylon / cotton 
Red / Blue 
60 litres 

K.G.T. 90 
A fitting successor to the long-established Himalaya. It has the 
prodigious capacity of 90 litres. Can be carried on a pack frame if 
required for expedition purposes . The flap has a single fastening 
at the front and a 3 point fastening at the rear to allow it to 
extend. There is a zip lining in the pocket. 

Specification: Model 1 / 011 
Height : 30" 76 cm 

Width: 16" 
Weight: 2 lb 12 oz 

41 cm 
1245 gm 

Fabric : 

Colour : 
Capacity : 

7 oz Enka nylon 
with canvas back 
Red & Olive 
90 litres 

karrimor 
Send for the 1974 Karrimor Equipment Digest. This contains reports by Dougal Haston, 
Ed Drummond, and Ken Ledward as well as illustrating the complete range of products. 

M5. Avenue Parade, Accrington 885 6PR, Lancashire, England 

Ci) Printed by Sawtells of Sherborne Limited Dorset and published by Mountain Magazines Ltd. 30 Collingwood Avenue, London N.10. 



Grossington 

Skipton, ~~"•-• 
Yorkshire. s""· .._ ~~~ 0 L_ 
BD231LH ~ /C-
Tel.Skipton4305 ~; ;C_ ,,.,, 

G"buon ~l~/ 
'./ 

Open: 9.00 a.m.-5.30 p.m. ( 7.00 p.m. Fridays). 
Closed All Day Tuesdays. 
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